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ABSTRACT
The three-dimensional, unsteady, and turbulent airwake produced by a scaled model of
a generic Navy ship (Simple Frigate Shape No. 2) was investigated in a low-speed wind
tunnel. Stereoscopic, time-resolved particle image velocimetry (TR-PIV) measurements
were made at six different crosswise planes over the flight deck region of the ship model,
with and without the effect of a simulated atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
Spatiotemporal analyses of the TR-PIV measurements were performed using modal
decomposition, and the modes were decomposed further based on the frequency contents
of their time dynamics. This approach allowed an inspection of the individual scales of
the airwake and provided a quantitative estimate of energy distributions across the scales
of vortical motions and fluctuations. The funnel wake above the superstructure, the flow
recirculation region lee of the hangar door, and the flight deck vortices near the ship’s
stern were examined. Insights into their large-scale motions were provided, including the
effects of the bistable flow recirculation region, and the organized turbulence lee of the
funnel. Then, clear discrepancies and surprising similarities were noted between airwakes
with and without the influence of ABL. Notably, the large-scale eddies were anisotropic,
and regions of fluctuation varied with flow scales, underscoring the need for a
spatiotemporal understanding of the flow field beyond single-point statistics.
It was observed that the airwake energy at higher-frequencies (well below the previous
upper limit of 2 Hz) decayed monotonically, suggesting potential simplifications in future
reduced-order models (ROM). Nonetheless, a deeper understanding of the rotorcraft/ship
airwake coupled flow field is likely a prerequisite to effective ROMs for the airwake.
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1. Introduction
The present work is dedicated to better understanding the intricacies of the ship
airwake/rotorcraft dynamic interface (DI). The DI is a multi-disciplinary problem that
challenges rotorcraft operations at sea, during which the risk of mishaps is increased and
is, therefore, a safety-of-flight issue. This thesis contributes to a more fundamental
understanding of an important facet of the DI, namely, the adverse aerodynamic
environment in which the rotorcraft must operate. To this end, the thesis will open first by
explaining the DI with a top-level overview of the physics at hand. Then, a representative
chronology of previously published work on the DI is given, and the relative merits of the
work will be explained, leading to the objectives that address gaps in understanding.
1.1. The Ship Airwake and the Dynamic Interface
Rotorcraft are an integral part of many Naval operations. They are used for medical
evacuation, search and rescue, anti-submarine warfare, etc. Despite its many mission
profiles, rotorcraft operations from ships at sea have long been troublesome, the reason
being, in part, attributable to the adverse aerodynamic environment in which they operate.
As shown in Figure 1.1, rotorcraft typically land on the flight deck near the stern of the
ship. However, approaching the ship from its stern suggests that the rotorcraft must
contend with three-dimensional, unsteady, turbulent flows called an airwake produced by
bluff and unstreamlined geometry of the ship (Zan, 2005). Specifically, the airwake
manifests as intense zones of unsteady upwash/downwash over the flight deck that can
affect flight operations (Zan, 2005; Polsky, 2010), and is, therefore, a significant
contributing element to the so-called Dynamic Interface (DI) problem. More broadly
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Figure 1.1 A rotorcraft approaching the flight deck of a Navy frigate ship (U.S. Navy
Photo, 2014).

Figure 1.2 Ship airwake/rotorcraft dynamic interface.

speaking, problems arise in the DI during landing and takeoff, station keeping, and blade
run-up and run-down (Sezer-Uzol et al., 2005), during which the rotor interacts with the
airwake, inducing unsteady loads that can degrade handling qualities, as well as raising
other concerns such as blade sailing and possibly tailboom strikes.
Figure 1.2 shows an illustration of the scenario explained above. When the turbulent
airwake, such as those parts of it that arise from the stacks/funnels (at locations A and B),
convect downstream, unsteady forces and moments are produced on the rotorcraft (at
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Figure 1.3 A typical Ship Helicopter Operating Limits chart (Forrest et al., 2012).

location C) as a result of rotor turbulence ingestion, fuselage loadings, and possibly rotor
wake distortions. Adding to this array of complex aerodynamic phenomena is that the
rotorcraft will operate close enough to the deck for ground effects to be important
(Sharma et al., 2020). The flight deck is also likely moving because of the pitch, heave,
and roll of the ship on the sea, which depends on sea-state (Schwartz, 2015). Additionally,
near the surface of the flight deck, the flow recirculation regions aft of the superstructure
and hangar door between locations B and C can promote blade sailing. Overall, it is clear
that the effects of airwake pose a serious challenge to rotorcraft shipborne operations.
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Ship-Helicopter Operational Limits (SHOL) have been developed to improve the
safety of landing rotorcraft on ships. These are painstakingly identified by experienced
pilots, who explore adverse conditions and decide on the safe operational envelopes for a
Navy pilot to fly. For example, Figure 1.3 is a SHOL map for pilots that describe under
what wind speed (indicated in the radial direction) and wind direction (in the azimuthal
direction) is landing/takeoff permissible; acceptable flight conditions are bounded by the
darker lines. Establishing a SHOL is challenging because it is ship and rotorcraft specific,
as well as conditions at sea are constantly changing.
To further study the airwake problem, studies in laboratory settings have been
undertaken. Indeed, the DI is an interdisciplinary problem that extends beyond the mutual
aerodynamic interference between ship airwake and the rotorcraft. Other facets include
rotorcraft flight dynamics as well as pilot response including human reaction time and
external cues (Tritschler et al., 2020). In each of these disciplines, there are unique
challenges that remain unanswered. Nevertheless, there are clear avenues for improving
the safety of the DI that the research community is working towards.
In addition to SHOL, there are other approaches to minimizing mishaps related to the
DI. One is to design more realistic flight simulators so that rotorcraft pilots can better
prepare for flight operations from ships (Yuan et al., 2018). However, an unrepresentative
simulation of the airwake prepares the pilots for situations that do not exist in practice,
giving them uncertain levels of confidence. In the future, more streamlined ships may
decrease flow separation and turbulence in the airwake (Y. Wang et al., 2011; Kääriä et
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al., 2013; Mora et al., 2020), which in turn may mitigate its adverse effects. However, this
outcome is not yet known.
Common to these issues is the need for a deeper understanding of the fluid dynamics
of the ship airwake. If achieved, this could lead to higher fidelity aerodynamic models for
use in flight simulations, and perhaps even to new ship geometries that are more tailored
to mitigate the effects of the airwake. However, understanding the airwake is a task more
complex than it may first appear. Even with much prior work on measuring and
computing the airwakes behind ships, some of which will be reviewed in the following
section, there remain many unanswered questions in understanding its fluid dynamic
characteristics, especially the unsteady aspects and the various energy scales of the
turbulence and vortical structures. It should be noted that is the unsteady aspects of the
airwake that create the upwash/downwash over the flight deck that can affect flight
operations rather than the mean flow per se.
The spectral content of the airwake is pertinent to the DI because the rotor response
(blade flapping and rotor tilt) to flow frequencies is at or near the once-per-revolution
frequency of the rotor, which for a full-size helicopter is near 4–5 Hz. In regard to the
unsteady loads that are induced, the pilot will consciously correct for perturbation in the
0.2–2 Hz range (McRuer, 1994). It is the need for the pilot to apply these corrective
actions, along with moving cues and landing platforms, that severely challenge pilots
during shipborne operations.
Given the complexity of the rotor and ship airwake as a system, the spectral content
and coherent motions within the ship airwake should be more rigorously examined
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(a) u/V•

(b) w/V•

Figure 1.4 Instantaneous snapshot of streamwise and wall-normal velocities.

without the interference of other aerodynamic sources. This is not necessarily a simple
task. Figure 1.4 shows an instantaneous snapshot of the streamwise and wall-normal
velocities at the plane of symmetry over the flight deck of a generic ship model. The
airwake is turbulent and there are not any obvious flow patterns that seem to appear on
first inspection. Nonetheless, as will be revealed, amid the apparent randomness of
airwake are structured, collective flow movements that evolve over time. While a basic
observation, it is central to the work discussed in this thesis.
1.2. Literature Survey
This section provides an overview of prior work relevant to the current thesis. To
better understand the DI, there have been many approaches, both experimental and
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numerical, to study the fluid dynamics of the airwake. While some focus on the
characteristics of the airwake itself, others study it in the context of the forces and
moments induced on a rotorcraft. This section by no means provides a complete
chronology of airwake studies, which can be found in Seth (2020). Instead, the emphasis
is placed on the analysis techniques that can be brought to bear and used to interpret the
flow field and, in turn, the metrics used to compare different solutions and measurements.
To this end, discussed below are the past work related to ship airwake, and in particular,
the relative success of modal analysis, which is a way of identifying coherent structures in
turbulent flows and in understanding the spatiotemporal evolution of the flow field.
Presented after that are more recent methods of modal analysis that show promise for a
deeper understanding of the airwake and also serve as the basis of much of the detailed
analyses presented in this thesis.
1.2.1. The Dynamic Interface
The ship airwake and rotorcraft form a complex, coupled aerodynamic problem. In
this regard, the airwake affects the rotorcraft but the rotorcraft also may affect the
airwake. In the first instance, the analysis can be approached by a form of one-way
coupling in which the airwake affects the rotorcraft, but the rotorcraft does not affect the
airwake, i.e., the effects are combined by linear superposition (McFarland and
Duisenburg, 1995). This approach is common among flight simulations of the DI, which
may include comprehensive models of the aircraft flight dynamics, pilot models, etc. The
one-way coupled analysis provides a first-look at the problem and is a motivating reason
for focusing on airwakes without aerodynamic interactions with rotors. However, the
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Figure 1.5 Light-scattering helium bubble streaks help visualize the airwake of a generic
ship (Biskaduros, 1987).

continued rise in computational power has permitted simulations that resolve rotor blade
and flight deck motions, but such solutions require experimental or in situ validation and
are, in general, too expensive to incorporate directly into piloted simulations. Such a
shortcoming continues to drive the fidelity of the airwake model that can be practically
used (Forrest et al., 2016). Generally, there is a lack of high-fidelity models of the ship
airwake and, in particular, one in a mathematical form that can adequately represent the
relevant energy scales and coherent structures that reside in the airwake.
1.2.1.1. Ship Airwake
The earliest experimental investigations into the airwake utilized a combination of
mini-tufts and helium bubbles. For example, Biskaduros (1987) visualized the off-body
flow of a generic ship in oscillatory motion (representing the effects of the waves at sea)
using light-scattering helium bubble streaks. The result was qualitative observations of
various vortical structures and recirculation regions, such as the one seen behind the
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forward stack, as shown in Figure 1.5. The same technique was used by Rhoades and
Healey (1992). However, this technique is useful for only qualitative observations.
Hot-wire anemometry (HWA) is frequently used to understand turbulent flow fields.
For the ship airwake, Healey (1992) and Syms and Zan (1994) both used HWA to
interrogate the flow field, where the former documented 17 points along a flight path and
the latter a region over the flight deck where the rotorcraft would hover before landing.
Healey showed the power spectrum in the flow at certain points, and Zan generated a
numerical airwake that preserved the spectral characteristics of the measured flow field.
One challenge of HWA, however, is that relatively few spatial locations can be sampled at
once. For this reason, analysis of HWA data provides limited insight into the spatial
structure of the ship airwake and is, therefore, unsuitable for spatiotemporal analyses.
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a non-intrusive, optical method of extracting
instantaneous velocity fields in planes or even volumes. As such, PIV can quantitatively
reveal much of the intricate spatial details of the airwake that early methods, e.g., HWA,
flow visualization, were not capable of providing. Early uses of PIV were primarily of the
“snapshot” variety, where the sampling rate was too low to resolve the temporal details.
For this reason, only time-averaged flow fields were constructed and turbulence statistics
were limited. However, more recently, time-resolved PIV (TR-PIV) has provided the
ability to sample the flow field at frequencies on the order of kHz, thus resolving the
temporal life-cycles of organized motion in the airwake. Many of the more recent
experiments highlighted below rely on some form of PIV.
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Figure 1.6 Experimental setup in the Army 7-by-10 ft wind tunnel used to investigate the
uncommanded on-deck roll of V-22 (Wadcock et al., 2004).

In response to the uncommanded on-deck roll experienced by the V-22, Wadcock et
al. (2004) used PIV to measure the time-averaged flow field at different streamwise
locations at the stern of an LHA ship model in the wind tunnel; see Figure 1.6. Placing a
helicopter model near the bow of the ship revealed the downstream development of
“supervortices,” formed through the interaction, coalescence, and convection of trailing
tip vortices generated by the passing rotor blades. These supervortices were then
confirmed in a follow-up study by Silva et al. (2004). These supervortices caused upwash
and downwash on the starboard and port rotors of the V-22, inducing uncommanded
rolling moments that also varied with wheel-height-over-deck. However, it will likely be
the time-varying aspects of the airwake, specifically those with frequency contents near
the rotational frequency of the rotor (4–5 Hz), that degrade the rotorcraft handling
qualities. As such, time-averaged analysis methods are unlikely to be successful in
explaining the unsteady rotor forces and moments.
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Figure 1.7 Idealized flow features of a 3-D double backward facing step (Tinney and
Ukeiley, 2009).

Tinney and Ukeiley (2009) performed surface oil flow visualization and PIV on a
double backward-facing step. The summary of notable flow structures is given in
Figure 1.7. They identified vortices using the

l2 criterion, and remnants of oil

accumulation aft of the superstructure indicated an arch vortex. Oil flow visualization also
revealed a pair of flight deck vortices. Coherent structure shedding was also studied at the
symmetry plane by using a reduced-order model (ROM). Measurements at single points
downstream of the superstructure showed a St of 0.15, which was normalized by the
superstructure height. This work exemplifies the range of techniques required to interpret
the complex flow structures and unsteady characteristics of the airwake. However, while
some valuable insight was provided into the structure of the airwake, questions regarding
the frequency content of the organized motions in the airwake remained largely
unanswered.
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Figure 1.8 The asymmetry of the recirculation region at different ship yaw angles as
viewed from above (Herry, 2011).

Herry (2011) noted the “bistable” nature of the recirculation region aft of the
superstructure of a ship. Figure 1.8, which shows the mean or time-averaged flow,
indicates the asymmetry in the flight deck flow field at different yaw angles, as viewed
from above. In a headwind, the recirculation region occurred at either one of the two
asymmetric orientations; this has come to be known as the recirculation region’s bistable
nature. This bistable flow state, in which two different flow states can coexist but alternate
at random periods, is frequently observed among bluff bodies with abrupt separations
such as the Ahmed body (Grandemange et al., 2013). Herry attributed the bistable
behavior to the macroscopic imperfections on the ship model and attempted to
control/disrupt the bistability through the strategic placement of a splitter plate, although
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finding limited success. However, Herry’s work was an important step in the right
direction, where, instead of relying solely on one-point statistics, he investigated a
coherent flow feature and strived to understand its structure and dynamical behavior.
Nonetheless, the ship airwake is much more complex than just the bistable behavior of the
recirculation region; also present are higher-frequency fluctuations in the recirculation
region not to mention other distinctive, organized motions. Moreover, one unknown is still
the energy of fluctuations in the different flow scales.
Synder and Kang (2011) used wind tunnel experiments, CFD, and real-world in situ
data of flow velocities around a Patrol Craft. The authors compared the mean velocity
direction and magnitude, and concluded that the airwakes obtained using these three
methods were reasonably similar, but more discrepancies in magnitude than in direction
were observed. However, this type of approach is fundamentally an incomplete
understanding for the airwake and a naive metric of comparing unsteady, turbulent flow
fields, because the unsteady characteristics were entirely overlooked.
Vidales (2016) used tomographic particle tracking velocimetry (Tomo PTV) to
measure the velocities within a three-dimensional region over the flight deck. PTV uses
tracer particles larger than those in PIV. He identified vortical structures using the
Q-criterion and studied the recirculation region’s bistability, confirming essentially what
Herry (2011) observed. Again, there were other interesting features of the airwake, such
as the shedding behind the funnel/stack, which was only studied via oil flow visualization
and so required more thorough investigation. Again, limited insight into the spectral
characteristics of the airwake was provided.
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Figure 1.9 Contours of velocity (a) and vorticity (b) at the symmetry plane of the forwardfacing step of the SFS2 (Sydney et al., 2016) suggest that upstream aerodynamics of the
ship may play a non-trivial role.

The Naval Surface Warfare Center at Carderock performed a series of ship airwake
measurements on the Simple Frigate Ship 2 (SFS2). First, investigated were the effects of
Reynolds number, wind tunnel blockage, and wall interference (Rosenfeld et al., 2015).
The effect of Reynolds number and geometric scale was evaluated using mean velocity
profiles, which were found to agree well at ship length-based Re = 2.9–5.9 ⇥106 . In a
follow-up experiment (Sydney et al., 2016), the airwake across the flight deck and along
the longitudinal plane was measured. An interesting component of this experiment was
the measurement of the forward-facing steps of the SFS2, which is shown in Figure 1.9,
for upstream characteristics may hold some explanations for the complex aerodynamics
over the flight deck. Furthermore, Sydney et al. (2017) were among the first to investigate
with PIV the effect of ship motion, which was seen to impart a frequency to the airwake
same as that of the pitching and heaving of the ship. In summary, in the analyses of the
airwake, the above studies used time-averaged quantities, turbulence statistics at certain
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Figure 1.10 Streamwise velocity contours of two-point correlation with respect to the red
’+’ (Gnanamanickam et al., 2020) reveal the passage of large-scale eddies in the airwake.

points, and instantaneous realizations or “snapshots” of the flow field. The spatiotemporal
characteristics of the airwake were, however, not investigated.
Gnanamanickam et al. (2020) utilized two-point correlation contours to delineate the
structures of the airwake measured using time-resolved PIV (TR-PIV). Figure 1.10 shows
the contours of two-point correlation concerning the red ’+’ at five different streamwise
planes. The correlation contours revealed the local eddies’ structure and suggested, in
general, the existence of large-scale motions. This observation was part of the present
motivation for further investigation.
Numerical efforts at simulating the airwake began as early as Bogstad et al. (2002).
They argued that a CFD solution could be used to construct an airwake look-up table for
pilot simulators based on the superposition of velocity at the blade elements. Other early
efforts include Polsky and Bruner (2000) who used CFD to investigate different wind-
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(a) Headwind

(b) Green 45

Figure 1.11 Comparisons of mean velocities and turbulence intensities across a lateral line
at the hangar height from CFD solutions and experiments (Forrest and Owen, 2009). The
results were qualitatively similar but discrepancies were noticeable.

over-deck (WOD) angles. Early CFD studies made assumptions such as that the flow is
inviscid, a sweeping assumption that limits the validity of the results.
Forrest and Owen (2009) used Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) to capture the
dominant flow features of the SFS2. Comparisons were made against wind tunnel data
provided by the National Research Council (NRC) of Canada using mean flow contours
and statistical quantities at certain points. In Figure 1.11(a), the mean velocities and the
turbulence intensities are shown along a lateral line above the flight deck; the results were
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Figure 1.12 The asymmetry of the recirculation region at the top and bottom steps (Zhang
et al., 2021).

qualitatively similar except for the u fluctuation intensity. Figure 1.11(b) compares the
CFD solutions against measurements where the free-stream was at an oblique angle, both
the time-averaged flow and turbulence intensities have more noticeable discrepancies.
Although the authors claimed that the comparisons were “reasonable,” these differences
may suggest that the coherent structures in the flow field were not properly captured,
although it is difficult to confirm without further analyses.
Yuan et al. (2018) simulated the ship airwake of the SFS2 and Canadian Patrol Frigate
(CPF) in OpenFOAM with the Pimple solver, and used the Spalart-Allmaras delayed
detached eddy simulation (DDES) for turbulence model. The numerical results for the
SFS2 were compared to wind tunnel measurements from NRC. The conventional metrics
of comparison (e.g., mean flow, turbulence intensity) suggested encouraging similarities
yet clear differences. However, the discrepancies were not quantified or explained.
Explanations for these discrepancies may require an investigation of the spatiotemporal
behavior of the airwake.
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Rao et al. (2019) qualitatively assessed a large-eddy simulation (LES) of the airwake,
where the mean velocity profile, pressure profile, and Reynolds stresses suggested the
existence of a bistable recirculation region. Subsequently, Zhang et al. (2021) used LES
again to analyze the bistable behavior of the recirculation regions after the superstructure
(top step) as well as after the flight deck (bottom step). The authors noted that the
asymmetry always took on opposite orientations, as shown in Figure 1.12. It was
hypothesized that there might be a relationship between starboard and port side mass flow
rates and this bistable behavior. Furthermore, the authors also presented Q-criterion
iso-surfaces, instantaneous vorticity contours, and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
contours along the ship’s entire length for yaw angles [ 10 , 10 ]. However, the
frequency content of the airwake and how the bistability or other flow features may affect
rotorcraft flight operations were not discussed.
Researchers at Iowa State University have also conducted a series of ship airwake
studies using experimental and numerical techniques (Dooley, 2019; Dooley, Krebill, et
al., 2020). Encouraging agreement was found between the two approaches when
comparing time-averaged quantities, single-point statistical characteristics of turbulence,
and flow visualizations, as shown in Figure 1.13. Nonetheless, questions remained in
regards to the reasons for why experimental measurements and CFD solutions differ.
1.2.1.2. Ship Airwake and the Presence of a Rotor
Although the focus of the current work is on the ship airwake itself, one must
remember that the airwake is only a component of the DI. Indeed, it is necessary to
consider how the ship airwake is integrated with other facets of the DI. As previously
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Figure 1.13 Dye visualization (top) and Q-criterion isosurface (bottom) of the
Tumblehome (Dooley, Krebill, et al., 2020). Encouraging similarities were shown
between experimental and numerical approaches.

mentioned, one-way coupling means that the ship airwake affects the rotor aerodynamics
but not vice versa. Two-way coupling allows for mutual interaction, where the rotor can
be modeled to various degrees of aerodynamic fidelity (Shi et al., 2017). Additional
complexity can be introduced by modeling ship motion, flight dynamics, pilot response,
etc. Because the current work focuses on the airwake alone, the review of airwake-rotor
coupled analysis will be brief but revealing their shortcomings, providing further
motivation for the current thesis.
On the experimental side, Syms and Zan (1994) mapped out, using hot-film sensors,
the flow field over a region above the flight deck, from which a numerical airwake was
generated. A one-way coupled blade-element rotor model predicted the aerodynamic
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loads, the mean and standard deviation being tabulated. Then investigating two-way
coupled aerodynamics, researchers at NRC reported the time-averaged thrust of a rotor
(Zan, 2002) and the unsteady loads on a fuselage (R. Lee and Zan, 2004) before
investigating a model-scale rotorcraft residing in an airwake (R. Lee and Zan, 2005). With
a similar setup, Nacakli et al. (2012) presented time-averaged flow fields from PIV of a
two-way coupled flow field. In a water tunnel, the Airwake Dynamometer (Y. Wang et al.,
2011) recorded the unsteady loads experienced by a model rotorcraft. One common theme
among the existing experimental work is the limited explanations provided for the loads
measured and the lack of insight into the flow structures and dynamics. This shortcoming
can be in part attributed to the lack of understanding of the airwake itself.
Early numerical work was frequently one-way coupled, and this approach is still
common today. D. Lee et al. (2005) performed a one-way analysis of the UH-60 ship
landing to study an optimal control model of the pilot’s workload. Comparisons of the
cases with no airwake, steady airwake, and time-accurate airwake showed that the
time-accurate airwake required the highest pilot workload. D. Lee and Horn (2004) also
compared simulation results to flight test data, but finding limited agreement. Other
one-way coupled studies include the work of Hodge et al. (2009) who attempted to relate
unsteady loads to subjective workload ratings. Even recently, Thedin et al. (2019), used a
one-way coupled simulation to predict that ABL generally increases pilot workload, but
noted that ABL effects depended on the position of the rotorcraft relative to the ship.
However, the results from one-way coupling are naturally limited.
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Two-way coupled simulations have also been performed. Alpman et al. (2007)
coupled CFD and flight dynamics codes; the latter supplied the blade loadings as source
terms for the former. They discovered that one-way coupled simulations become less
appropriate if the rotorcraft operates close to the ground or structures. More recent
simulations (Forsythe et al., 2015; Crozon et al., 2018; Dooley, Martin, et al., 2020) using
two-way coupled simulations to resolve blade motion, and coupled to flight dynamics,
utilized pilot models, and even incorporated ship motion. The conclusion of such
comprehensive analyses was typically that ship airwake indeed seemed to affect pilot
workload. However, explanations were often vague and generic, with little attention paid
to the detailed structure and temporal dynamics of the aerodynamic flow field. While
subjective metrics such as pilot rating scales certainly have value, there is a need to
understanding more deeply (i.e., quantitatively) the spatiotemporal evolution, first of the
airwake then of the two-way coupled flow field, as a more rigorous and promising path
toward real, measurable progress.
1.2.2. Modal Decomposition Applied to Ship Airwake
Modal analyses have gained much popularity across the fluid mechanics community
because of their ability to provide relevant insight to an otherwise complex flow field,
often turbulent in nature, incomprehensible on first inspection. Specifically, central to
these methods is their ability to decompose a flow field and elicit meaningful ways flow
structures evolve. These methods have been used, with some success, to analyze the ship
airwake.
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Figure 1.14 Lines represent the in-plane u and w basis functions of the first four POD
modes, and background contour represents vorticity (Herry, 2011).

Tinney and Ukeiley (2009) used Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) to
decompose the TR-PIV data collected at the symmetry plane of a three-dimensional
double backward-facing step. Using the first 13 POD modes that resolve 20% of total
energy, the ROM highlighted quasi-periodic shedding of coherent structures in the shear
layer aft of the superstructure.
Herry (2011) applied POD to both a vertical x-z plane at the ship centerline as well as
horizontal, x-y, planes. In the x-z plane at the ship centerline, Herry interpreted the first
four POD modes, shown in Figure 1.14, as related to the shedding of vortical structures
and the “flapping” of the shear layer. In the x-y planes, Herry explained that the POD
modes do not illustrate any identifiable coherent motion but noted the asymmetry and
aperiodicity of the airwake and its overall complexity.
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Figure 1.15 Instantaneous contours of u = 0 in a 50 POD mode reconstruction of the
airwake. The snapshots represent the three possible orientations for recirculation region
bistability analysis (Vidales, 2016).

Vidales (2016) applied POD to the measurements of the airwake obtained from Tomo
PTV. He noted that the first mode, or the most energetic motion, was related to the
recirculation region dynamics. Using a 50 mode ROM of the airwake, Vidales tracked the
streamwise velocities on the port and starboard sides of a crosswise plane, as shown in
Figure 1.15, and concluded that the recirculation region was bistable. Multiple studies
have investigated the low frequency, bistable behavior of the recirculation region (Herry,
2011; Vidales, 2016; Rao et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021), but the higher frequency
content of the recirculation region, as well as other features of the airwake (e.g., funnel
shedding), should not be overlooked.
At ERAU, Seth (2020) performed TR-PIV ship airwake measurements of a 1:90
scaled SFS2 residing in a simulated ABL. The airwake database consisted of various
streamwise and crosswise planes. The data analysis primarily utilized conventional
techniques that rely on mean quantities and single-point statistics. However, these
analyses were supplemented by Spectral Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (SPOD)
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(Schmidt and Colonius, 2020) and two-point correlation contours, hinting at the
life-cycles of large-scale motions. The question that persisted, however, was how energy
is distributed throughout the flow scales.
There have also been attempts at using POD as a compression tool. This approach
is most relevant for storing data to be accessed in a “look-up table” during the real-time
piloted simulation. X. Wang et al. (2019) iteratively shuffled and performed POD on the
ship airwake data for compression. Tinney et al. (2020) compared the conventional POD,
snapshot POD, and harmonic POD as data compression methods. He found that harmonic
POD required the most storage but provided the best compression and data reconstruction
accuracy.
Another way to utilize modes is through Galerkin projection. In essence, the NavierStokes equations can be projected onto the spatial bases of POD modes, and the result is a
new set of ordinary differential equations (ODE) that solve for the temporal coefficients.
Rajmohan et al. (2015) demonstrated good correlations between a Galerkin projection
ROM and CFD solution of an actuator disk-airwake interaction. It was interesting that
only 43 POD modes were necessary to resolve 99% of the energy; the reason is likely that
the airwake was sampled with relatively low temporal resolution. It is unclear whether
this temporal fidelity was capable of capturing all relevant coherent motions.
1.2.3. Spectral Contents Revealed by Modal Decomposition
The spectral content of the airwake is highly relevant because 1/rev motion governs
the rotor aerodynamics, and the pilot consciously responds to motions in the 0.2–2 Hz
range (McRuer, 1994). However, despite the numerous modal decompositions applied
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to ship airwake data, the unsteady aspects of the airwake, particularly the distribution of
energy across scales, remain elusive. One potential reason for this shortcoming could be
that the POD focuses on energy optimality, i.e., resolving the most energy in the fewest
modes possible, without any regard for the spectral contents of the organized motions.
Fortunately, there are methods of modal analysis that underscore the relevant frequencies
of the flow field and better exposed those of the TR-PIV airwake data measured at ERAU.
The dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) separates structures based on frequency
(Schmid, 2010; Rowley et al., 2009). Each mode oscillates at a specific frequency but has
an extra degree of freedom relative to the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) as DMD
modes are allowed to decay (Brunton and Kutz, 2019; Kutz et al., 2016). DMD is unlikely
to be successful in this case because of the inherent aperiodicity of the airwake, which is
contrary to the inherent assumptions of periodicity within DMD and DFT. For this reason,
the methods used in this study are still POD-based.
The original formulation of the POD introduced by Lumley (1967), preceeding the
most common “snapshot” variety today, provides modes that oscillate at a particular
frequency. This method leverages the observation that in stationary or homogeneous
directions, the POD reduces to the Fourier decomposition, and in periodic directions, the
POD is equivalent to a Fourier series expansion. This approach is referred to as the
Spectral POD (SPOD) by Towne et al. (2018) and Schmidt and Colonius (2020), who
conveniently provided a codebase. This method has been used to parse the axisymmetric
wake behind a disk (Tutkun et al., 2008) and to identify coherent motion in a round jet
mixing layer (Citriniti and George, 2000). This approach could provide some insight into
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Figure 1.16 The second and fourth mPOD modes of an impinging jet (Mendez et al.,
2019) suggest promising application of mPOD to the ship airwake.

the coherent motion and spectral content of the ship airwake, although each mode’s basis
and dynamics are complex (i.e., with real and imaginary parts).
Mendez et al. (2019) introduced the multi-scale POD (mPOD) that elicits frequency
content with minor losses in energetic optimality. For example, the mPOD method was
applied to time-resolved PIV (TR-PIV) measurements of an impinging jet. The modes’
spatial bases, fM ,2 and fM ,4 , isolated the periodic separation of the wall jet, as shown in
Figure 1.16(a), and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in the shear layer, as shown in
b M ,2 (tk ) and y
b M ,4 (tk ), in Figures 1.16(a)
Figure 1.16(b), respectively. The spectrums, y

and 1.16(b), respectively, are the frequency contents of the mode dynamics, which were
c represents a Fourier transformed
band-limited, unlike POD mode dynamics. Note that (·)
quantity. Therefore, the mPOD method may help isolate coherent structures that are
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quasi-periodic. Furthermore, the mPOD method also found success when analyzing the
transient dynamics of a cylinder wake whose shedding frequency was altered by changing
the free-stream velocity (Mendez et al., 2020); a further discussion is provided to this end
in Appendix A. This is an up-and-coming method of modal analysis that was used in this
thesis and is further discussed in Section 2.5.2. of this thesis.
1.3. Thesis Objectives
Following a review of prior work reported in the literature, it is clear that many
challenges remain in understanding and quantifying the aerodynamics of the ship
airwake, which is a major facet of comprehensive codes and also piloted simulations.
Working towards a deeper understanding of the airwake, it is recognized that the ship
airwake/rotorcraft interaction is highly complex. Therefore, it is valuable to more closely
examine the airwake itself before analyzing the coupled-aerodynamic flow field. Below
are the three challenges that this thesis will address:
1. The existing metrics for comparing three-dimensional, unsteady, turbulent flow
fields are limited and perhaps somewhat too qualitative and perhaps incomplete.
They rely on comparisons of the mean flow, turbulence intensities, turbulent kinetic
energy, and power spectrum at single points, which are then deemed “reasonable”
without addressing the noticeable differences. Furthermore, the question of how the
flow velocities at two spatial locations fluctuate relative to one another is not
addressed. These spatial correlations are related to the structure of convecting
eddies and coherent structures, which are fundamental traits of turbulent fluid flow.
This deficiency is, in part, attributed to the lack of spatiotemporally resolved data
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(Seth, 2020). Nevertheless, these conventional methods and measurements are
inadequate in fully characterizing the spatiotemporal evolutions of the flow field.
Therefore, the first objective is to establish a set of complementary metrics for
comparing the structure of the eddies in the complex flow fields. This approach
should apply not only to the ship airwake but other turbulent flow fields as well.
2. Because of the reliance on time-averaged and single-point descriptions of the flow
field, past studies of the ship airwake have been somewhat incomplete. Recent
studies that employed POD (Tinney and Ukeiley, 2009; Vidales, 2016) provided
better direction toward understanding the coherent flow structures in the airwake.
Yet more work is necessary to this end and the frequency content of the energetic
motion must be better defined. As such, the second objective of this thesis is to
provide a quantitative description of the airwake drawing on methods of modal
decomposition, whose modes have shown promise in revealing the underlying
physics of flow fields (Mendez et al., 2019).
3. While the airwake plays a crucial role in the DI, it must be integrated with the other
components of the DI. Because of the complex nature of the airwake, reduced-order
models (ROM) have become a necessity. The challenge at hand, however, is that
many modes are required to resolve the intricate details of the airwake (Tinney and
Ukeiley, 2009; Vidales, 2016; Tinney et al., 2020). The third and final objective of
this thesis is to consider how to best construct ROMs of a ship airwake.
The purpose of this thesis is not to answer all of the questions regarding a description
of ship airwake. However, it helps to recognize that, despite the complexity of the airwake
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there are quantifiable patterns (i.e., organized motions) in the fluid flow that must continue
to be investigated if a complete understanding of the airwake is to be obtained. This
understanding is likely a prerequisite to more realistic simulators and more aerodynamic
ship geometries (Herry, 2011; Shi et al., 2019; Mora et al., 2020).
1.4. Thesis Organization
In Chapter 1, an introduction to the subject of ship airwake is first provided, followed
by a review of the relevant literature. The literature study was focused primarily on
experimental efforts to understand the ship airwake, but numerical approaches were also
addressed. Some gaps in the existing literature were noted, which formed a basis for the
majority of the technical work presented this thesis.
Chapter 2 discusses the methods used throughout this thesis. First outlined are the
experiment setup, data collection, and processing for stereoscopic time-resolved PIV
(Stereo TR-PIV) on the ship model in the wind tunnel. Then, modal decomposition
methods will be presented, which are the primary methods used to analyze the data. Other
auxiliary data analysis techniques are also discussed.
Chapter 3 will document the results of the analysis. The time-averaged flow fields are
shown and discussed to provide a baseline about which the flow field fluctuates.
Subsequently, the fluctuating flow components in different streamwise and crosswise
planes is analyzed using the methods outlined in Chapter 2. Reported are the energy
distributions at different streamwise and crosswise planes in the flow field, and
highlighted in the discussion are interesting observations that may also require a more
in-depth study. Select modes from a modal analysis are shown to provide an interpretation
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as to how the flow field evolves. Differences and similarities between flow fields with and
without ABL are also discussed, and briefly analyzed is the effect of Re; both results
underscore the ability of the present approach to inspect and compare the organized
motions within three-dimensional, unsteady, and turbulent flow fields. Finally, the
knowledge gained about the airwake is contextualized as part of the broader DI problem.
Specifically, practical paths forward toward representative ROMs of the airwake are
discussed in regards to the ship airwake/rotorcraft DI.
Chapter 4 summarizes the findings of this thesis and suggests future studies to
advance the aerodynamic knowledge of the ship airwake, with a particular emphasis on
the need for representative reduced-order models (ROMs). Other potential applications of
the ship airwake are also noted.
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2. Methodology
The present chapter outlines the details of the experimental measurements and the
data analyses that were performed to better understand the nature of the ship airwake A
campaign of wind tunnel tests was undertaken at the recently commissioned
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU) Low-Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT).
Specifically, the airwake of a 1:90 scale Simple Frigate Ship No. 2 (SFS2) was
investigated in the wind tunnel. To better understand the airwake, surface oil flow
visualization was conducted first, which offered qualitative insights into the general
nature of the flow around the ship and the flight deck. Second, time-resolved particle
image velocimetry (TR-PIV) was used to measure the airwake at multiple crosswise
planes. Details of the experimental setup for both measurement techniques are
documented in this section.
Following a qualitative interpretation of the results from oil flow visualization,
significant effort was devoted to analyzing the airwake characteristics measured using
time-resolved particle image velocimetry (TR-PIV). The multi-scale Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (mPOD) formed the basis of much of the data analysis and interpretation.
An extension was proposed to reorganize the singular values of the decomposition based
on frequency as well as to separate the airwake into its different scales. Also, other
methods of analysis used in the thesis are reviewed.
2.1. Wind Tunnel Facility
The measurements were performed in the LSWT, as shown in Figure 2.1. This tunnel
is a closed-return tunnel that has a 1.8-by-1.2-by-3.7 m (4-by-6-by-12 ft) test section. The
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Figure 2.1 The state-of-the-art, recently commissioned Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University Low-speed Wind Tunnel.

test section is comprised 65% by area of non-reflective, optical-grade glass, which is ideal
for non-intrusive measurement techniques as it offers many options for camera and laser
positioning. The test section’s extended length allows for downstream wake development
from the ship before it enters the diffuser section.
The free-stream turbulence intensities in the test section were < 0.1% at the flow
speed of 45.7 m s

1

(150 ft s 1 ) and < 0.25% for flow speeds up to 107 m s

1

(350 ft s 1 ). The spatial flow uniformity across the test section was < 0.1% of free-stream
and the angularity of the flow < ±0.2%. Tapered corner fillets minimized the longitudinal
pressure gradients in the test section from boundary layer growth, which was measured to
be practically negligible.
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The LSWT also has other useful features. There is a seeding vent that ejects the
smoke (i.e., PIV seeding) from the tunnel circuit and can be used to control seeding
concentration during the PIV tests. A heat exchanger helps maintain a constant air
temperature and, therefore, the flow’s density, viscosity, etc. Mufflers attenuate the noise
level from the breather slots and minimize acoustical flow disturbances as well. All of
these elements of the LSWT contributed to high-quality flow measurements.
2.2. Generic Ship Model
The Simple Frigate Ship No. 2 (SFS2) was the ship geometry investigated in the
current study. The SFS2 was developed as part of an international collaborative research
program (Wilkinson et al., 1998). This geometry was studied because, despite its relative
simplicity, it retains the quintessential features of Navy frigate ships. Figure 2.2(a) shows
a CAD model of the SFS2, where the different components of the ship, which the thesis
will refer to, are as labeled. The bow and stern refer to the front and rear of the ship,
respectively. The port and starboard sides of the model following nautical terminology
refer to the left and the right sides of the ship, respectively, as viewed from the ship’s
stern. The superstructure runs along the length of the ship, above which is the funnel. The
flight deck was the primary region of investigation because it is where rotorcraft
operations take place. As the results shown in this thesis will explain, however, turbulence
generated by the upstream features of the ship model seemed to be present over the flight
deck, too.
A 1:90 scale model of the SFS2 was investigated in the current study. The ship model
height, SH= 0.186 m (7.33 in), was used as the primary reference length throughout this
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(a) Terminology in this thesis that refer to different components of the SFS2.

(b) Dimensions of the full-scale SFS2 in ft.

Figure 2.2 Summary of pertinent information regarding the Simple Frigate Ship 2 (SFS2)
investigated in this study.

work, although the Reynolds number, Re, was based on the ship’s length 1.54 m (5.06 ft).
Additional dimensions of the full-scale SFS2 are shown in Figure 2.2(b), where the
shaded portion is the Simple Frigate Ship No. 1 (SFS1), a previous generic ship model
that was not investigated in the present work.
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2.3. Surface Oil Flow Visualization
Surface oil flow visualization is a method that can quickly and effectively offer
qualitative insights into the flow structures on the ship. In this practice, the paint, a
mixture of a carrier (oil) and pigment, is applied to the model’s surface. When the
desirable wind speed is reached, the paint begins to move under the surface shear stresses,
leaving behind patterns, i.e., the signatures of the off-surface topological flow structures
that can then be qualitatively interpreted. This method is primarily used to develop a
general understanding of the flow before formal quantitative interrogations of the
off-body flow. Given the complexity of the ship airwake, oil flow visualization provided
useful insights into the nature of the flow field and, therefore, served as a method
complementary to particle image velocimetry (PIV), which will be discussed next in
Section 2.4..
The oil flow mixture applied to the model surface usually does not have a precise
recipe but is determined empirically based on streakiness, fluidity, clarity, etc. (Maltby
and Keating, 1962). In this case, the paint was a mixture of clear mineral oil, cosmetic
grade Titanium Dioxide (TiO2 ), and a small amount of oleic acid (olive oil). The low
viscosity mineral oil served as the carrier of the TiO2 , and the oleic acid reduced the
surface tension of the mineral oil. The oil mixture was applied generously across the
entire length of the ship and the tunnel floor. After the oil was carried away in regions of
higher surface shear stress, the result was patterns that provided a distinct contrast against
the black surface finish of the ship model. The streaks of TiO2 delineated the topology of
the flow, such as the separation lines, foci, reattachment lines, etc., providing valuable
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insights into the time-averaged behavior of the near-wall flow. Examining the surface
streamlines, interpretations were offered regarding the steady and unsteady aspects of the
airwake. These qualitative observations of the flow field helped corroborate many of the
results from the PIV.
2.4. Stereoscopic, Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry
Stereoscopic, time-resolved particle image velocimetry (stereo TR-PIV) was
performed at different crosswise planes over the flight deck region, which is primarily
where the rotorcraft operates and where a deeper understanding of the airwake is
necessary. PIV works by illuminating micron-sized particles with a laser sheet. The Mie
scattering of the light from the particles is captured with high-speed cameras, which
through cross-correlation, post-processing methods were used to reconstruct a
time-history of velocity fields. The “stereoscopic” variety of PIV includes the additional
step of using two projected planar displacement fields to reconstruct all three components
of velocity. The submicron seed particles used in the present work are small enough to
faithfully follow the local flow velocities yet large enough to scatter light.
One advantage of TR-PIV is the ability to reconstruct planes of velocity fields based
on images that were sampled at high frequencies. Therefore, the method is well equipped
to resolve the temporal life-cycle of coherent structures in the fluid flow. For this reason,
TR-PIV was used to better understand the complex nature of the ship airwake. Details of
the stereo TR-PIV experimental setup, data collection, data processing, etc., are presented
in the following section.
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(a) Side view.

(b) Top view.

Figure 2.3 Stereosopic PIV experimental setup in the ERAU Low-Speed Wind Tunnel.

2.4.1. Experimental setup
Figure 2.3(a) provides an overview of the experimental setup. Located at the entrances
of the settling chamber and the test section, respectively, are the primary and secondary
sets of Cowdrey rods that simulated an atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). In the settling
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chamber, the seeder injected the aerosol, which was then recirculated in the tunnel circuit
until homogeneously distributed. The SFS2 model was placed in the test section section
floor, and the laser sheet from above illuminated crosswise planes over the flight deck,
in the case of this figure, at the edges of the superstructure. Above the wind tunnel test
section were the high-speed lasers, whose laser beams were spread into thin sheets by a
set of optics. Two high-speed 4 Mpx CMOS cameras near the test section exit captured
image pairs of the illuminated seed particles.
The view from above the tunnel test section is shown in Figure 2.3(b). Notice that the
optics and high-speed lasers have been omitted for clarity. The stereoscopic setup is more
clearly shown. “Stereoscopic” refers to the arrangement of cameras that capture the
region of interest (ROI) at oblique angles, which allows the out-of-plane velocity
component to be resolved as well. The oblique angle was approximately 45 in the
current experiments. It should also be mentioned that, for initial experiments, the port side
camera was also placed on the starboard but upstream of the ship. The challenge with this
setup was that the ship superstructure blocked the fields of view (FOV) closer to the
hangar door, so the camera setup shown in Figure 2.3(b) was used for most of the
measurement planes.
One significant component of the current experimental setup was the Cowdrey rods
used to simulate an atmospheric boundary layer (ABL); the details are given by Seth
(2020). As shown in Figure 2.4 from Seth (2020), the mean velocity profile of the LSWT
closely followed the 1/7th power law, and the distribution of turbulence intensity was
representative of an actual ABL. Another assumption made in the experiments was that,
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(a) Time-averaged streamwise velocity profile of ABL.

(b) Turbulence intensity of streamwise velocity of ABL.

Figure 2.4 The simulated ABL used in the current study (Seth et al., 2021) compared
reasonably with those of past studies.
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once fully developed at the test section entrance, the simulated ABL did not significantly
vary in the streamwise direction before encountering the ship. This assumption permitted
the ship to be slightly moved up/downstream instead of altering the laser and camera
setups, which were time-consuming to align.
A ViCount Compact 5000 smoke generator system was used for seeding. The seed
particles were mineral oil-based and were, on average, 0.2 µm in diameter. With the wind
on (3.05 m s

1

or 10 ft s 1 ), the seeding/aerosol was injected on the port side of the

settling chamber, as shown in Figure 2.3(a). The seeding filled up the entire closed-return
tunnel and was stopped when a suitable particle concentration had been achieved. Seeding
did escape into the tunnel hall through the breathers, however, so more was added when
necessary to maintain sufficient seeding levels throughout the tests.
A programmable timing unit (PTU) was used to synchronize the high-speed lasers and
cameras. A dual-head, 30 mJ/pulse, 527 nm Nd:YLF laser illuminated the aerosol. The
laser setup comprised the laser head, power supply, and chiller unit for cooling. The raw
laser beam emitted by the laser head was managed by a sheet optics set, which provided
control over the thickness and the divergence of the laser sheet. Specifically, the laser
beam was first passed through an optical head (with cylindrical and spherical lens
combinations) and finally a cylindrical lens with a focal length of 10 mm to illuminate the
ROI. The thickness of the laser was 3 mm to compromise between laser brightness and
the ability to capture out-of-plane (i.e., streamwise) motion.
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Figure 2.5 The Scheimpflug criterion calls for the convergence of the image, lens, and
object planes to a single point (LaVision GmbH, 2020).

The seed particles illuminated by lasers were captured by two 4 Mpx CMOS cameras
focused on the same FOV over the flight deck. 200 mm focal length lenses were used for
both cameras. Because the laser brightness was somewhat attenuated because of the
thickened laser sheet, the camera aperture was maximized with an f-stop of 4 to increase
the amount of light admitted. Scheimpflug mounts were used to enlarge the region of
focus, which was reduced by the oblique camera setup and the large aperture setting. The
Scheimpflug mount works by adjusting the relative angles between the image, lens, and
object planes of each camera such that the planes converge on a single point, as shown in
Figure 2.5.
The full resolution of each CMOS camera was 2560-by-1600 px. However, using
1920-by-1600 px not only truncated the two sides, which were least focused (because of
the oblique angles of the cameras), but also permitted a higher sampling rate. The FOV
varied somewhat from one crosswise plane to the next, but the dimensions were
approximately 24.0-by-13.5 cm (9.5-by-5.3 in). Then, the spatial resolution was 0.12 mm
per px. The pixel displacement was on average 1–6 px, depending on the velocity
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component (i.e., streamwise or crosswise). Table 2.1 summarizes the most relevant
information about the experimental setup.
With the experimental setup explained above, 8,000 contiguous image pairs were
recorded over a period of 10 s for each dataset. The measurements resolved frequency
contents up to 400 Hz, which included the full-scale frequencies in the 0.2–2 Hz range
(McRuer, 1994) most relevant to aircraft handling qualities; see the discussion of Strouhal
scaling in Section 2.5.5.. Four measurement velocities (Re based on ship length) used
different straddling times for each plane, Dt, between successive raw PIV images. Dt also
depended somewhat on the presence of the simulated ABL. Although the flow field varied
along the flight deck, using the same Dt for different crosswise planes was found to be an
acceptable practice. Different Dt were used while searching for the optimal ones, but the
conclusion was that a small range of Dt was sufficient. Proper focusing of the cameras
was most important. Again, these experimental parameters are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1
Stereoscopic TR-PIV experiment parameters for all crosswise planes in the current study.
V•

Re

(m s 1 /ft s 1 ) (106 )
15.2 / 50
1.61
30.5 / 100
3.21
45.7 / 150
4.82
61.0 / 200
6.43

Dt w/o
ABL
(µs)
25
12–14
10–12
8

Dt w/
ABL
(µs)
25
14–16
14–16
12

Image
rate
(Hz)
800
800
800
800

Sample
period
(s)
10
10
10
10

Final
window
(px)
48×48
48×48
48×48
48×48

Grid
resolution
(mm px 1 )
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
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Figure 2.6 The manual calibration process calls for placing a LaVision calibration plate
over the region of interest.

2.4.2. Data Processing
The commercial LaVision software, DaVis, was used for data processing. The first
step was creating the image calibration. Then, masking was applied to the raw images,
and multi-pass vector calculation was performed. Lastly, interpolations were made for
missing vectors.
Manual calibration was performed using LaVision’s two-level calibration plates to
correct for the oblique distortion caused by off-axis viewing, as shown in Figure 2.6. The
white dots on the calibration plate were 3 mm (0.12 in) in diameter and 15 mm (0.59 in)
apart from one another. The two levels of the calibration plate were staggered by 3 mm
(0.12 in). Subsequently, the self-calibration was corrected for the minor angular
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misalignment between the calibration plane and the laser plane; this was performed in the
DaVis software using 100 images as recommended (LaVision GmbH, 2020).
Masking was used to define the FOV in which vector fields would be calculated. The
average intensity of all images was used for background subtraction to remove camera
noise and laser reflections. The multi-pass vector calculation in DaVis was a
predictor-corrector method (LaVision GmbH, 2020), where the results of the initial, larger
interrogation windows were used to adapt how the final, smaller interrogation windows
shifted. For all cases, the interrogation windows were 128-by-128 with 50% overlap for
the initial pass and, 48-by-48 with 75% overlap for the two final passes. The window sizes
were determined by tallying the vector choices, which showed the above combination of
passes to be most effective (i.e., fewest missing vectors with shortest computation time).
After each pass, correlation peak ratios less than 1.5 were removed, and the universal
outlier detection, using a 5-by-5 median filter, discarded spurious vectors with normalized
residuals greater than 2 (Westerweel and Scarano, 2005) but reinserted those less than 3
for the subsequent passes. Following these steps, the spacing between vectors was 1.2 mm
(0.05 in).

Table 2.2
Percentage of missing data vector at crosswise Planes 1–6 show high quality data overall.
Note that percentages were based on datasets with V• = 30.5 m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).
With ABL
Without ABL

Plane 1
0.072%
0.0002%

Plane 2
0.027%
0.062%

Plane 3
0.034%
0.072%

Plane 4
0.280%
0.133%

Plane 5
0.137%
0.029%

Plane 6
0.059%
0.009%
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The DaVis interpolation algorithm was used such that any missing vector was the
average of its neighboring vectors if at least two out of four were available (LaVision
GmbH, 2020). The percentage of missing vectors are tabulated for all six crosswise
planes in Table 2.2, where cases with V• = 30.5 m s

1

(100 ft s 1 ) was used for these

calculations. The percentage of missing vectors was between 0.0002% and 0.280%. These
percentages varied somewhat because camera position (i.e., height, angle, etc.) and focus
were slightly altered between tests. Although DaVis offered the option to interpolate and
fill up all missing data iteratively, this was mostly unnecessary for the current analysis,
which primarily focused on the large-scale, organized motions. The missing data were
iteratively interpolated (as the average of at least two neighbors) in MatLab, however,
when calculating vorticity to minimize non-physical gradients.
2.4.3. Summary of Data
For the SFS2 in a headwind, three-components of velocity were resolved using stereo
TR-PIV at six crosswise planes between the superstructure edge and flight deck edge, as
shown in Figure 2.7(a). Notice that planes were usually a quarter of the flight deck length
(i.e., 0.41 SH) apart except crosswise Plane 2. This plane was measured for additional
insight into the horseshoe vortex’s behavior, namely, the bursting of its vortices and their
potential interactions with the recirculation region. The streamwise data were from Seth
(2020) and included five streamwise planes that resolved the streamwise and wall-normal
velocity components.
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(a) Crosswise planes measured in this study.

(b) Streamwise planes measured by Seth (2020).

Figure 2.7 Summary of crosswise and streamwise planes where data was available for
analysis. Note that ` is the length of the flight deck.
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Cases with and without simulated ABL were sampled with fs = 800 Hz at four
different free-stream velocities, namely V• = 15.2, 30.5, 65.7, and 71 m s

1

(50, 100,

150, and 200 ft s 1 ), for six different crosswise planes, for which three components of
velocity were resolved. Streamwise data at five different planes from Seth (2020) included
the simulated ABL and were sampled at fs = 500 Hz across three different free-stream
velocities, namely V• = 30.5, 65.7, and 71 m s

1

(100, 150, and 200 ft s 1 ). Also, Seth

made three crosswise planar measurements at the superstructure edge, flight deck edge,
and 15.2 cm (6 in) behind the ship stern, some of which were analyzed as well. Not all
measurements were analyzed in the present thesis, although this library of datasets can
certainly prove useful in future analyses.
2.4.4. Measurement Error and Uncertainty
For a stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiment, sources of error
include, but are not limited to, timing and synchronization of lasers and cameras, camera
calibration, perspective correction, particle response lag, etc. One method of estimating
the uncertainty is based on the quality of the cross-correlations when computing the
velocity vectors (Wieneke, 2015). A brief discussion is also provided regarding the
particle relaxation time.
DaVis estimated the uncertainties in the PIV flow measurements by inspecting the
quality of the correlation (Wieneke, 2015). Following this method, the uncertainty in the
velocities computed by DaVis were approximately 5% for the crosswise flow components
and 2% for the streamwise velocity. The more significant uncertainty in the crosswise
velocity components was somewhat expected because the in-plane particle displacements
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were relatively small (approximately 1.5 px), which was necessary to capture the higher
out-of-plane (i.e., streamwise) velocity. Moreover, the uncertainties were usually higher
on the left and right borders of the field of view (FOV) where the cameras were least
focused because of their oblique angles and the inherently small cross-flows far away
from the ship geometry. As such, the flow field must be interpreted carefully in these
regions.
A particle’s response to changes in velocity can be quantified by the Stokes number.
The Stokes number is the ratio between the particle response time, t p , and the relevant
characteristic integral time scale, tc . In other words, whether the lag in the particle
response is acceptable depends on the flow field’s integral time scales of interest.
Specifically, the particle’s lag in response to the true local flow field is the time required to
reach 63% of the true local velocity (Vidales, 2016). As described in Dou et al. (2018),
the particle response time is,
tp =

r pd2
,
18nr f

(2.1)

where r p is the density of the particle, d the diameter, n the kinematic viscosity, and r f
density of fluid whose velocities the particles mimic. The characteristic time for a
backward-facing step, tc , was described in Tinney and Ukeiley (2009) as,

tc =

0.252 h x
,
0.044 V• h

(2.2)
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where x is the streamwise coordinate and h the height of the superstructure. Therefore, the
Stokes number is
Stk =

tp
.
tc

(2.3)

Although it is likely the integral time scale changes somewhat with spatial position,
following the above formulation, the Stk of the particles used in the PIV measurements of
ship airwake was approximately 1.54⇥10 5 , a small value suggesting that the particles
did faithfully follow the fluid flow field at the relevant scales.
2.5. Data Analysis
The starting point of a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) or multi-scale POD
(mPOD) analysis is to reshape the velocity field data into matrix form. For example,
suppose the data have been collected at M measurement locations over N time instances.
Then it is required to reshape the measurements at M spatial locations into a column and
place them next to each other in this format:
2

d(x1 ,t2 )
6 d(x1 ,t1 )
6
6
6 d(x ,t )
d(x2 ,t2 )
6
2 1
D(x,t) = 6
6
..
..
6
.
.
6
6
4
d(xC·M ,t1 ) d(xC·M ,t2 )

3

d(x1 ,tN ) 7
7
7
· · · d(x2 ,tN ) 7
7
7,
7
..
..
7
.
.
7
7
5
· · · d(xC·M ,tN )

···

(2.4)

where d(xC·M ,tN ) indicates that C components of velocity were used in the analysis, and
that the measurements were taken at M spatial locations and over N discrete time steps.
This type of matrix then forms the basis of the POD and mPOD analyses in the present
study.
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Figure 2.8 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) of A wake behind cylinder from
Taira et al. (2020) (a) Instantaneous snapshot of vorticity, (b) The most energetic spatial
modes, (c) The kinetic energy of each mode normalized by total kinetic energy of system.

2.5.1. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
Within a turbulent flow field, one will frequently discover coherent flow structures.
Coherent structures are “organized spatial features which repeatedly appear (often in flow
dominated by local shear) and undergo a characteristic temporal life cycle” (Berkooz et
al., 1993). Lumley (Lumley, 1967) was the first to connect the existence of coherent
structures with the method of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD). Notice that the
POD has other names, such as principal component analysis (PCA) and the
Karhunen-Loève theorem, which are based on the singular value decomposition of
non-square matrices.
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The pervasiveness of the use of POD methods across many disciplines can be
explained by the many benefits it offers. As Berkooz et al. (1993) explained, the POD has
the following advantages: 1. It is statistically based. 2. The analytical foundation offers an
understanding of the method’s capabilities and limitations. 3. It extracts spatiotemporal
structures from a turbulent flow field and ranks them based on their energy contributions.
A more definitive example, as shown in Figure 2.8 from Taira et al. (2020), delineates
the POD method applied to the well-known phenomenon of a von Kàrmàn vortex street.
Figure 2.8(a) shows an instantaneous snapshot of vorticity. The fluctuating components
of the velocity field, defined through Reynolds decomposition, were decomposed into
modes that are the building blocks that reflect the essential structures and dynamics of
the system. The spatial bases of the modes are presented in Figure 2.8(b) and, although
omitted in the figure, each spatial basis may have a corresponding temporal evolution if
the original data was time-resolved. Lastly, the relative importance of the different modes
was determined by their singular values, as shown in Figure 2.8(c). Singular values also
have a physical interpretation related to the turbulent kinetic energy of the turbulent flow
field.
Depending on the dataset, it may be advantageous to compute the time-correlation of
the space-correlation matrix for the POD, although the MatLab option ‘econ’ makes this
point moot. For practicality, the continuous formulation of the problem is omitted in favor
of the discrete one. Given the same dataset D of N snapshots across time at M spatial
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locations, after rearranging into the format of 2.4, there exists a unique decomposition
such that
D = FSY⇤ .

(2.5)

2

The columns of F 2 RM⇥N and Y 2 RN are both matrices whose columns are mutually
2

orthogonal. S 2 RN is a diagonal matrix of the system’s singular values ranked from
highest to lowest. (·)⇤ refers to conjugate transpose.
In a fluid flow with spatiotemporal characters, the columns of F are commonly
associated with velocity, and columns of Y the time evolution. As noted earlier, in a POD
of the flow, the sum of the squares of singular values is twice the turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) (Weiss, 2019). Therefore, as the singular values decay to negligible levels, it is also
true that the majority of flow field fluctuations have been resolved by the corresponding
modes, which is the term given to the organized motion of the flow field related to, but not
immediately equivalent to, coherent structures. Of course, modes whose singular values
are negligible contribute little to the field’s description and are discarded when
constructing reduced-order models (ROM).
The reconstruction of the fluid flow field is with only the first r modes. Common cutoffs are when 95% or 99% of the total singular value has been resolved. For example,
then

r

Â S(i, i)

i=1
N

0.99

(2.6)

Â S(i, i)

i=1

could be used to decide the value of r, where N is again the number of time steps and total
number of singular values.
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It is important to develop a strong understanding of how a mode contributes to the
overall flow field. First, consider the contribution of any one mode. Multiplying a column
of F, fi 2 RM⇥1 , the corresponding eigenvalue Si,i = si 2 R1⇥1 , and a column of Y,
yi 2 RN⇥1 , the result is still an M-by-N matrix that represents the contribution of the
mode i to the flow field at all spatial locations and instances in time. Also, notice that each
element of the spatial mode, at any time instant, is multiplied by the same value of yi ,
meaning the values at different spatial locations are scaled by the same constant at each
time instant, and in this sense, the values at different spatial locations within each mode
fluctuate together. Visually, one would see on a colored contour plot evolving over time
that the shape of the mode’s spatial basis is invariant while the colors will change, a sort
of “dimming” and “brightening.” The summation of all the fluctuating modes would yield
the complete spatiotemporal evolution.
An interesting and relevant question is how do modes, which only “dim” and
“brighten,” describe propagating coherent structures. Consider the simple case of cylinder
shedding again, as shown in Figure 2.8. It is important to notice how the modes appeared
as “pairs.” Although the modes within each pair looked similar, they were different,
namely, the spatial bases were staggered in the sense where one attained its maximum
value the other was minimum, and vice versa. Then, with the out-of-phase “dimming” and
“brightening,” the illusion of motion was created, and, in this case, the von Kàrmàn vortex
street, reconstructed.
The POD has been discussed above primarily as an introduction to modal analysis.
The results of the method are not presented in the current thesis as they added little value
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both in terms of physical insight or as metrics of comparison; a discussion is provided in
Appendix B. The multi-scale Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (mPOD) method was
found to be a better method of meeting the present thesis’s objectives.
2.5.2. Multi-scale Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
The Multi-scale Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (mPOD), on a high level, filters
the time correlation matrix before performing the POD. Suppose the data have been
reshaped into the form of 2.4. It is possible to compute the cross-spectral density matrix
KF , i.e.,
b T D,
b
KF = (DYF )T (DYF ) = D

(2.7)

where D is the data matrix, (·)T indicates transpose, (·) is for conjugate, and YF is the
Vandermonde matrix of the Fourier transform and the post-multiplication of YF is the
b Then, two-dimensional
DFT in time along the columns of the data matrix that equals D.
frequency filters Hm are applied to isolate ranges of frequencies, the result of which are
diagonalizable matrices Km whose sum is KM in (2.8), i.e.,

KM =

Nb

Â

m=1

YF (KF

Hm )YF =

Nb

Â Km.

(2.8)

m=1

In the foregoing equation, Nb is the user-specified number of bands of frequency and Km
is the time correlation matrix with frequency content that falls in the mth filter. The
operator

is the Hadamard (i.e., element-wise) product. The eigenvectors, YM , of KM
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are the time dynamics of the modes as shown in Equation 2.9, which are mutually
orthogonal with eigenvectors from different frequency bands.

KM = YM S0 YTM .

(2.9)

Then, a QR decomposition is used to enforce the orthogonality of the columns of YM .
The S0 is irrelevant because the energy content of KM is not reflective of that of
K = DT D. Lastly, the spatial basis can be found by the decomposition in 2.10,

FM = DYM SM1 ,

(2.10)

where the singular values SM are the column norms of DYM . A more complete
derivation of the mPOD method can be found in Mendez et al. (2019).
Mendez et al. (2019) explained that as the filters, Hm , become narrower in the
frequency domain, the method approaches the DFT. Similarly, increasing the filter width
steers the method toward POD. As such, the filter choice is a ”sliding-scale” for users to
tailor their usage. The code base for Mendez et al. (2019) formed the basis of the analysis
in this thesis.
From a practical standpoint, the filter choice is not clear. For a problem where there is
prior knowledge of the flow structure, such as in the case of an impinging wall jet
(Mendez et al., 2019) with Kelvin-Helmholtz instability along the circumference of the jet
and separation at the wall after impingement, the “right answer,” so to speak, can be very
clearly seen from the modal decomposition, and the choice of frequency bands can be
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somewhat arbitrary and even modified until the desired outputs are found. However, for
the unsteady, turbulent, three-dimensional ship airwake, it is unclear what the coherent
structures are and at what frequencies they appear. For this reason, a simple constant
width filter was used in this study. In theory, then, the mPOD method should contribute to
a deeper understanding of the airwake by identifying the quasi-steady behavior of
organized motions within the fluid flow. In practice, however, this was not as
straightforward for the complex ship airwake.
One of the unanswered questions regarding the airwake is the distribution of energy
across different scales. In theory, mPOD modes have been segmented based on frequency
bands, and so their singular values can be attributed to individual frequency bands, unlike
the POD, whose time dynamics usually span multiple frequencies. Then, a graph of
singular values across frequency would reveal how energy is distributed across scales.
However, in practice for complex fluid flows, the dynamics of mPOD modes span several
frequency bands, so it becomes unclear how singular values contribute to each frequency
range. This motivated the need for a method that divides each singular value into the
frequency bands spanned by its mode, yielding a distribution of singular values across
frequency/scale. The extension proposed below to the mPOD method does exactly this.
Note that it can also be applied to POD, and a discussion to this end is provided in
Appendix B.
Following the decomposition of the mPOD, where

D = FM SM YTM ,

(2.11)
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without loss of generality, focus on a single mode, i.e.,

Q = fM sM yTM ,

(2.12)

where Q is a one-mode reconstruction and the lowercase letters correspond to any mode
in the mPOD. Suppose yM has fluctuating content in frequency ranges k1 and k2 . Then Q
can also be represented as

Q = fM sM (yM ,k1 + yM ,k2 )T ,

(2.13)

where yM ,k1 and yM ,k2 represent the different scales in yM . Then, consider the
decomposition in Equation 2.13 as creating two new modes. These two new modes sum
to the original mPOD mode but contain different spectral content. Recall that in the
original decomposition, the norm of yM , in the mean-squared sense, was one, because the
time dynamics matrix is orthonormal. However, kyM ,k1 k2 6= 1 and kyM ,k2 k2 6= 1. As
such, the new modes can be rescaled so that the time dynamics are normalized, i.e.,

Q = fM (sM kyM ,k1 k2 )

yM ,k1
kyM ,k1 k2

!T

+ fM (sM kyM ,k2 k2 )

yM ,k2
kyM ,k2 k2

!T

,

(2.14)

where the subscript 2 indicates L-2 norm. Defining new variables to make this
decomposition more clear, i.e.,

Q = fM · sM ,k1 · yTM ,k1 ,2 + fM · sM ,k2 · yTM ,k2 ,2 ,

(2.15)
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where

sM ,ki = sM kyM ,ki k2 ,
yM ,k2 ,2 =

yM ,ki
, for i = 1, 2.
kyM ,ki k2

Because one of the primary objectives is to divide the singular value among frequency
bands, the relationship of sM ,ki relative to sM must be defined, i.e.,
N

sM ,ki
sM · kyM ,ki k2 kyM ,ki k2
=
=
=
sM
sM · kyM k2
kyM k2

Â

n=1
N

Â

n=1

yM ,ki [n]
yM [n]

2

2

=

1 N
Â yb M ,ki [k]
N k=1
1 N
Â yb M [k]
N k=1

2

2

,

(2.16)

where ki represents any user-defined frequency band. The last equality is Parseval’s
c indicates the Fourier transformed quantity. The counters n and k are
theorem. (·)

discrete-time and frequencies to be traversed by the summation. | · | is the magnitude of a
real or complex number. In summary, Equation 2.16 reveals the ratio between the singular
values of the new mode, which is band-limited to ki and the original mode as the ratio
between the energies of their time dynamics, which can be computed in the time or
frequency domain.
The work in 2.15 shows how certain frequency content can be isolated from any
particular mode. Then, via band-pass filtering the temporal dynamics of modes, the flow
field can be isolated for closer inspection within a certain frequency range. Notice that the
singular value for a mode does not equal its singular value within the frequency range of
interest. As such, Equation 2.16 must be used to determine the relevant energetic
contribution of each mode to the specified frequency range before deciding which modes
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are used in the reconstruction. To summarize the proposed method of further
decomposing the flow field based on the frequency of the time dynamics, the procedure
is:
1. Sort the modes based on relevant singular values within specified frequency range
following Equation 2.16, and select the modes to be used in the ROM.
2. Filter the time dynamics of these selected modes with band-pass filters for the
specified frequencies.
3. Construct the ROM with energetically significant modes selected in Step 1 whose
time dynamics have been filtered in Step 2.
4. Investigate the flow field at different scales based on the ROMs.
Constructing ROMs for separate frequency ranges was a beneficial approach. As
discussed in the literature review and, as will be shown later, the singular value decays
gradually for the flows measured in the ship airwake. For this reason, past ROMs usually
do not resolve the flow field’s energies as 2.6 requires, the consequence of which could
include misleading interpretations or failure to retain relevant physics. However, by
analyzing the flow field within a frequency range, a meaningful amount of energy (>
90%) can be resolved with comparatively fewer modes, which, depending on the
frequencies of interest, is on the order of 300–1000 out of 8000 total modes for the
current ship airwake datasets, each of which was comprised of 8000 contiguous
snapshots; additional compression should be possible (X. Wang et al., 2019; Tinney et al.,
2018). Furthermore, these ROMs can be further analyzed with methods such as two-point
correlation (explained in Section 2.5.3.) and TKE contours, revealing the structure of the
local eddies as well as the most intense regions of fluctuation within each scale. As will
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be shown, this approach allowed a much closer inspection of the flow field physics at
different scales and represented a valuable addition to time-averaged or single-point
analysis. Appendix A applies this method to a canonical flow.
While it is possible to mathematically rearrange results from the mPOD that led to
further decompositions described in Equation 2.15, it is pertinent to consider the physical
implications too. In this case, a recursive argument is made for the physical realism of the
proposed decomposition. Because individual modes, in the original decomposition, sum
to describe the spatiotemporal dynamics of the airwake, it should be no less valid that the
sum of modes from further decompositions will also represent the same organized motion
in the airwake, albeit isolating the different frequencies of its motion.
In addition to the physical insight, this particular approach offers quantitative metrics
for comparing different flow fields. First, Equation 2.16 allows the singular value to be
sorted into frequencies, which quantitatively reflect the energy distribution across scales.
Second, ROMs can be constructed by extension of the same equation, and the flow field
physics can be examined at each scale through methods such as TKE or two-point
correlation. Comparisons of these contours from different datasets can be performed using
two-dimensional correlation for a quantitative measure between [-1, 1]. Without scale
separation, TKE and two-point correlation contours of the original flow field only reveal
the large-scale structures while overlooking the less energetic, smaller length-scale
motions, which should not be easily dismissed as irrelevant to rotorcraft aerodynamics.
As a side note, this approach is also applicable to the POD. Appendix B provides a
comparison of the two methods. The spectral mixing of the POD time dynamics is likely
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the reason why POD, counterintuitively, requires more modes in this type of band-limited
reconstruction. Singular value distribution constructed from the POD also failed to
capture local frequency peaks. For this reason, mPOD was used throughout this thesis.
2.5.3. Two-Point Correlation
Two-point correlation is a measure of how two variables change relative to one
another. The relevance to turbulent flow is the method’s ability to reveal the structure of
the passing local eddies. Figure 2.9 describes the relation between passing eddies and the
value of correlation. Effectively, the two-point correlation captures the largest eddies
while filtering out the smaller ones (Davidson, 2020). With the proposed flow field
decomposition based on frequency, the two-point correlation of fluctuations within an
isolated frequency range can reveal and compare smaller-scale structures. The
mathematical description of two-point correlation, Rab , is given by

Rab (~x, D~x, t) = q

ha(~x,t0 ), b(~x + D~x,t0 + t)i
q
.
ha2 (~x,t0 )i hb2 (~x + D~x,t0 + t)i

(2.17)

where ~x represents the spatial location of the first point. Dx is the displacement of the
second point relative to the first. The parameter t is a time lag between the two quantities.
The subscripts a and b denote quantities to be compared; components of velocity are
frequently used though other combinations are possible too. The angle brackets, h·i, imply
an ensemble average. The current work uses this relation in streamwise planes and
crosswise planes by defining a reference point with respect to which the correlation for all
points in that plane are computed, the results being shown in the form of contour plots.
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Figure 2.9 Passing eddies of various scales as measured by two-point correlation
(Davidson, 2020). B11 reveals correlation of flow field at points between x1A and xC1 .

2.5.4. Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Some discussion of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is warranted. It is most
common to normalize the TKE values with the free-stream velocity. However, for a
simulated ABL, whose mean velocity profile varies with height, the reference velocity
may not be as clear or even as pertinent. This issue was especially troublesome when
attempting to compare data measured with and without ABL, where the TKE levels were,
in general, lower in the case with ABL, which seemed improbable as the simulated ABL
itself should impart much turbulent fluctuations and energy to the flow field. To make for
a more “fair” comparison, the reference velocity for all TKE contours presented in the
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study will be with respect to the spatial-averaged and time-averaged streamwise velocity
in each FOV. Therefore, TKE, which is defined as

k = (u0 2 + v0 2 + w0 2 )/2,

will be presented as (k ⇥ 100)/V2ref , where Vref =

1
M·N

(2.18)

ÂNj=1 ÂM
i=1 u with N and M defined

as the number of snapshots and spatial samples. There were times when certain
components of velocity were isolated for analysis. In such cases, if the v and w
components were used in the calculation, the TKE was defined as

k = (v0 2 + w0 2 )/2,

(2.19)

2 . If only one component of velocity was
where k will also be presented as (k ⇥ 100)/Vref

analyzed, the turbulence intensity, I, was shown, i.e.,

Iui =

q
u0 2i
Vref

=

ui,rms
,
Vref

(2.20)

where ui indicates any of the three components of velocity. In both of the above cases, the
spatial-averaged and temporal-averaged streamwise velocity, Vref was used for
nondimensionalization.
2.5.5. Strouhal Scaling
Because the frequency contents within the airwake are highly relevant to the airloads
experienced by a rotor in the flow, some analyses were performed to this end. The current
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setup in the wind tunnel is 1/90th scale, and so the frequencies observed here must be
non-dimensionalized for any valid comparisons to be made. Therefore, information
pertaining to frequency at the model-scale were all presented in terms of the Strouhal
number, St, which was defined as,

St =

f · SH
,
V•

(2.21)

where SH is the ship height and V• the free-stream velocity. The conditions at full-scale
can similarly be non-dimensionalized. The wind speed (as sea) was assumed to be 20 m
s

1

(65.6 ft s 1 ) (Healey, 1992), where the ship motion was not taken into account. If the

governing physics of the airwake remain unchanged at model-scale and full-scale, then
neither should the St of the flow field. This outcime provides a path toward comparing
model-scale and full-scale frequency content, i.e.,

Stfs
ffs SHfs V•,fs
=
= 1,
Stms
fms SHms V•,ms

(2.22)

where subscript “fs” indicates full-scale and “ms” model-scale and SH is the model ship
height. Rearranging the terms gives

ffs = fms

For a tunnel speed of V• = 30.48 m s

1

SHms V•,fs
.
SHfs V•,ms

(2.23)

(100 ft s 1 ), which is primarily the free-stream

velocity for which results are presented in this thesis, the St relevant to the full-scale 0.2–
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2 Hz content (McRuer, 1994) is St 2 [0.15, 1.65]. The upper limit of Strouhal number
resolved by a sampling rate of 800 Hz (i.e., contents below 400 Hz are resolved) is St =
2.44. These information should be kept in mind throughout the remainder of the results
shown in this thesis.
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3. Results and Discussion
The present chapter is dedicated to revealing the flow structures and the fluid
dynamics of the airwake, along with its energy distribution across various scales. Oil flow
visualizations are first shown for qualitative insights into the off-body flows.
Time-averaged flow fields from time-resolved PIV (TR-PIV) are then presented to help
develop an understanding of the different elements of the airwake. Subsequently, the
results of multi-scale Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (mPOD) will reveal additional
insights into the time-varying characteristics of the airwake and how its different elements
mutually interact. Regarding the DI simulation, in general, one question that remains
unanswered is how the ABL affects the ship airwake, and some new answers will be
provided in this regard. The effects of flow Reynolds number, Re, are also briefly
discussed. The chapter concludes with some thoughts on reduced-order modeling.
The chapter hopes to make a convincing case that despite the complexity of the
airwake, there were organized motions that possessed distinct spatial structures and
underwent characteristic life-cycles. As such, it is pertinent to develop a spatiotemporal
understanding for the flow field as a prerequisite to flight simulations work or ship
geometry design. Toward these ends, this chapter hopes to provide a deeper understanding
of the airwake.
3.1. Surface Oil Flow Visualization
The results of surface oil flow visualization are presented in this section. As
previously discussed in Section 2.3., the paint consisted of a low viscosity, clear mineral
oil with suspended Titanium Dioxide (TiO2 ). The TiO2 powder was a bright white
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Figure 3.1 The triangular bow and forward-facing step of the superstructure showed
vortical structures.

powder, which gave good contrast on the black surface of the ship model. Although the
PIV measurements were limited to the flight deck region, in this section the results of the
oil flow visualization are shown from the ship’s bow to its stern.
The surface flow at the bow of the ship is shown in Figure 3.1. The sharp, triangular
bow had a separation much like that of a delta wing, where the leading edge vortex swept
away the TiO2 residue as point A highlights. As these vortices convected downstream,
they were deflected away from the ship at point B leaving behind the band showing the
signature of the vortex. This redirection seemed related to the horseshoe vortex system
that formed in front of the superstructure, which also led to the void at point C. The port
side face of the superstructure had complex surface flow patterns, which seemed to arise
from the combination of sharp-edge flow separation and reattachment, as well as the
horseshoe vortex system. Figure 3.2 more clearly highlights the interaction between the
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Figure 3.2 Flow separation at the forward-facing step of the superstructure.

horseshoe vortex system and the leading-edge vortices. Furthermore, shown in this figure
at point D was the secondary bubble of the sharp edge separation, while the primary
recirculation reattached at the detachment lines emanating from the saddlepoint at point
E, downstream of which the flow seemed to curl from the two sides onto the
superstructure. The surface streamlines along the top of the superstructure were entirely
streamwise before encountering the funnel, although it was probable that the off-body
flow continued to be unsteady and turbulent.
The funnel is a simple geometry that created a complex aerodynamic environment. As
shown in Figure 3.3, at point F the flow was redirected toward the two sides of the ship
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Figure 3.3 The funnel is a simple geometry that created a complex aerodynamic
environment.

and likely experienced uplifting at the separation line emanating from point F. Point G
indicates the horseshoe vortex system, whose legs extended downstream and demarked
the boundary between the lower-speed funnel wake and higher-speed free-stream, at least
near the surface of the superstructure; note that this horseshoe vortex system was likely
unsteady. Point H highlights the secondary bubble and the reattachment of the primary
bubble, which were seen over all three faces of the funnel parallel to the direction of the
free-stream. Point H also indicates in Figure 3.4 a similar sharp-edge flow separation,
which occurred over the trailing edges of the funnel, leading to the formation of a
recirculation region in its lee where the foci can be seen at point I which was devoid of
TiO2 residue. This recirculation region was likely unsteady as well, possibly giving rise to
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Figure 3.4 The surface streamlines lee of the funnel.

vortex shedding. The familiar sharp-edge flow separation can also be seen at point J
following the abrupt end of the superstructure.
Not only did the flow separate over the top of the superstructure, it also curled inward
from the vertical edges. Figure 3.5 shows the formation of foci as indicated by point L,
where some pooling of oil was also observed. Upstream of the foci, labeled point K,
seemed to a be secondary recirculation region likely with an orientation of rotation
opposite that of the primary recirculation, whose reattachment is denoted by Point M.
Point N highlighted surface streamlines lee of the flight deck’s primary flow recirculation
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Figure 3.5 The surface streamlines over the flight deck.

region that indicated a spanwise component of near-wall velocity, particularly far from the
ship’s centerline. This spanwise velocity was likely a result of the airwake impinging on
the surface of the flight deck and parting toward the port and starboard edges of the ship.
Located at point O was another recirculation region, where the pooling of oil was too
severe, however, to inspect surface flow patterns for any time-averaged flow field
asymmetry.
Oil flow visualization offered strong qualitative insights into the flow field,
particularly near the ship’s surface. The aerodynamics at the ship’s bow was seen to be
rather complex, including a pair of leading vortex, a horseshoe vortex system, as well as
sharp-edge flow separations. The interplay of these flow structures may convect along the
ship’s length and affect the airwake over the flight deck. The funnel, despite its relatively
simple geometry, showed various separations and reattachments that suggested a complex
aerodynamic environment, which will be challenging to analyze and quantify. Over the
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flight deck, observations of the recirculation region, reattachment point, etc., qualitatively
agreed with those of past work (Herry, 2011). As shown in Section 3.2., the
time-averaged flow from PIV will largely be corroborated by the surface flow patterns of
the oil-flow visualization. In Section 3.3., the time-varying characteristics of the airwake
are described more quantitatively but largely resonates with the qualitative observations
made in this section.
3.2. Time-Averaged Flow Fields of the Airwake
This section describes the salient features of the airwake over the flight deck of a
SFS2 ship model in the wind tunnel. There were three notable flow structures in the
vicinity of the ship: 1. The recirculation region aft of the superstructure. 2. The funnel
wake and the formation of horseshoe vortex whose legs extend downstream. 3. The flight
deck vortices downstream of the recirculation region. Indeed, these flow structures were
highly unsteady and often intermittent in nature, but the current section gives insight into
the time-averaged structure of the airwake. To this end, the time-averaged structure of the
three flow features discussed above are now delineated.
3.2.1. The Flow Recirculation Region
The formation of the recirculation region was a result of the flow separating at the end
of the superstructure at the hangar, causing the flow above the superstructure to curl
downward and those along the sides to curl inward. Figure 3.6 shows side views of the
recirculation region at different spanwise locations. The lines represent a sort of
pseudo-streamline because they only contain u and w components of velocity and,
therefore, were not genuinely tangent everywhere to the local velocity. However, they are
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Figure 3.6 Time-averaged flow fields at five equally-spaced spanwise locations revealed a
flow recirculation following the abrupt end of the superstructure. The streamlines indicate
the directionpof time-averaged in-plane velocities, u and w, and the color contours their
magnitude, u2 + w2 .
still referred to here as streamlines for simplicity and describe the time-averaged direction
p
of the in-plane velocities, and the color contours represent the magnitude, u2 + w2 ,
where (·) indicates time-averaged quantity. In Planes 1 and 5, the flow was primarily in
the downstream direction with little reverse flow. In Planes 2 and 4, however, the
recirculation regions were visible aft of the superstructure, where, on average, the flow
reattached at approximately x/SH = 1.5, where SH is the height of the ship used for
non-dimensionalization. At the centerline in Plane 3, the time-averaged reattachment
location was further downstream at x/SH = 1.65. Lastly, the recirculation region after the
funnel is visible in Plane 3. These observations qualitatively agree with the oil flow
visualization results shown in Figure 3.5, in terms of the the recirculation regions which
were visible behind both the funnel and the superstructure.
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(a) u in crosswise Plane 2.

(b) v and w in crosswise Plane 2.

(c) u in crosswise Plane 3.

(d) v and w in crosswise Plane 3.

(e) u in crosswise Plane 4.

(f) v and w in crosswise Plane 4.

(g) Location of crosswise Planes 2–4.

Figure 3.7 Time-averaged flow fields in crosswise Planes 2–4. The streamlines indicate
the directionpof time-averaged in-plane velocities, v and w, and the color contours their
magnitude, v2 + w2 . ` is the length of the flight deck.
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The crosswise plane measurements were revealing too. Figure 3.7 shows the timeaveraged velocities in crosswise Planes 2–4 which intersect the recirculation region at
different streamwise locations. Specifically, they were 1/8, 1/4, and 1/2 of the flight deck
length aft of the superstructure, respectively, as detailed in Figure 3.7(g). As shown in
Figures 3.7(a), 3.7(c), and 3.7(e), the reverse flow regions possessed a clear contour that
mimicked the shape of the superstructure. Progressively moving downstream, the reverse
flow region reduced in size from crosswise Plane 2 (Figure 3.7(a)) to 3 (Figure 3.7(c)) and
more or less disappeared in Plane 4 (Figure 3.7(e)).
Figures 3.7(b), 3.7(d), and 3.7(f) show the the in-plane components of velocity, where
time-averaged velocity components, v and w, were used to construct the streamlines and
p
color contours, v2 + w2 . Crosswise Plane 2, as shown in Figure 3.7(b), possessed large

gradients as indicated by the streamlines at the interface between the recirculation region
(w > 0) and the funnel wake (w < 0). Regarding the recirculation region in the lower half
of crosswise Plane 2, whereas the port side streamlines suggested a spanwise recirculation
phenomenon, the starboard streamlines were relatively straight. In crosswise Plane 3,
Figure 3.7(d) shows the in-plane flow within the recirculation to be quite slow. This
behavior can likely be explained by noting that crosswise Plane 3 coincided with the
streamwise recirculation core seen in streamwise Plane 2 of Figure 3.6. In crosswise
Plane 4, which is shown in Figure 3.7(f), the recirculation region ended although
asymmetry persisted. The likely reason for the asymmetry observed was the unsteadiness
and aperiodicity in the flow field, suggesting that time-averaged analysis alone is an
incomplete description of the flow.
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The recirculation region is of interest primarily for two main reasons. The first is the
potential implications on the dynamic interface. In the case of a hovering rotorcraft over
the deck, time-averaged PIV measurements from Nacakli et al. (2012), as shown in
Figure 3.8, suggested that the rotor downwash may interact with the recirculation region.
For rotorcraft on the flight deck, unsteady aerodynamics in the recirculation region may
induce blade sailing (Newman, 1999; Sezer-Uzol et al., 2005) during the run-up and
run-down of the rotor system. However, the detailed aerodynamic interactions remain
open questions, and a deeper understanding of the airwake may be the first step. The
second reason for its importance is that the recirculation region represents one of the most
energetic flow features of the airwake (as Section 3.3.1. will later reveal), and is useful as
a benchmark for future experimental and numerical studies of the SFS2 and other ship
geometries.
3.2.2. The Funnel Wake
The funnel wake would likely interact directly with a rotorcraft operating over the
deck. Despite its simple geometry, the funnel generates a rather complex aerodynamic
environment (Simpson, 2001). Figure 3.9 is an idealization of the flow features of a
wall-mounted rectangular cylinder, and shows various flow separations and vortex
shedding, as well as a horseshoe vortex whose legs extend downstream over the deck.
Additional unsteadiness was introduced by the simulated ABL as well as the separation of
the superstructure’s forward-facing step (FFS), as shown in the TKE contour in
Figure 3.10 (Sydney et al., 2016). As Section 3.3.2. will later discuss, the energetic
motion of the funnel wake was distributed across a range of frequencies. Therefore,
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Figure 3.8 Time-averaged flow field at the ship centerline from (Nacakli et al., 2012)
measured using “snapshot” PIV suggested an interaction between rotor and recirculation
region.

Figure 3.9 Idealized flow field around a wall-mounted rectangular cylinder (Martinuzzi
and Tropea, 1993) reveal a complex aerodynamic environment.

time-averaged flow contours severely underestimate the complexity of the airwake
downstream of the funnel.
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Figure 3.10 Turbulent kinetic energy along the SFS2 longitudinal centerline show
convection of intense fluctuations arising from the forward-facing step (FFS) (Sydney
et al., 2016).

Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) show, in a time-averaged sense, the horseshoe vortices and
streamwise flow deficit downstream of the funnel in crosswise Plane 1. The flow over the
port and starboard sides were relatively symmetric, although the line that parts the flow
field was biased slightly to the port side, and the colored contour suggested the velocities
to be, on average, slightly larger on the starboard side. The vortex cores were located at
y/SH = ±0.35 and z/SH = 0.7.
Further downstream in crosswise Plane 2, Figures 3.11(c) and 3.11(d) show that the
signature of the horseshoe vortex was still present and the locations of the vortex cores
remained largely unchanged. Although only 0.2 SH downstream of the superstructure,
there seemed to be a somewhat greater asymmetry in the horseshoe vortex, both in terms
of the time-averaged location as well as the magnitude of velocity.
In crosswise Plane 3, the horseshoe vortex seemed to have burst. Although crosswise
Planes 3 and 4, as shown in Figures 3.7(d) and 3.7(f), which were located further
downstream, do not show any time-averaged vortical structure, there were rather abrupt
changes in the in-plane velocity fields, suggesting that the horseshoe vortex continued to
play a role. Moreover, although the time-averaged flow did not present any vortical
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(a) u in crosswise Plane 2.

(b) v and w in crosswise Plane 1.

(c) u in crosswise Plane 2.

(d) v and w in crosswise Plane 2.

(e) Location of crosswise Planes 1 and 2.

Figure 3.11 Time-averaged flow fields in crosswise Planes 1 and 2 as measured by stereo
TR-PIV. The streamlines indicate the direction
p of time-averaged in-plane velocities, v and
w, and the color contours their magnitude, v2 + w2 .
features, it is not to say that such structures cannot exist instantaneously. Generally
speaking, the bursting of the vortices was likely a result of the inward curling of flow
separation from the vertical edges of the superstructure, which was opposite to how the
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horseshoe vortex ejected fluid away from the ship centerline. Nonetheless, the funnel
wake’s unsteady characteristics continued to propagate downstream and so would likely
pose some effects on a rotorcraft operating there.
3.2.3. The Flight Deck Vortices
A pair of vortices were formed over the rear part of the flight deck downstream of the
recirculation region. The formation of this flow pattern can likely be attributed to the
downwash impinging on the flight deck and parting toward the port and starboard ship
edges, as well as the tendency of the off-body flow to curl onto the flight deck. The flight
deck vortices were seen to develop as early as crosswise Plane 4, as shown in
Figure 3.7(f), where the recirculation region seemed to be ending, and they persisted until
crosswise Plane 6 at the stern of the ship, and possibly beyond. As revealed by the
in-plane motions of crosswise Planes 5 and 6 shown in Figures 3.12(b) and 3.12(d), there
were clear indications of vortices that resided over the flight deck, where the vortex cores
were located at y/SH = ±0.4 and z/SH = 0.75. Furthermore, the results in Figure 3.12(a)
and 3.12(c) revealed that these vortices were located in the slower moving streamwise
velocity. These vortical motions agree with surface streamlines aft of the recirculation
region, as shown in Figure 3.5, that pointed away from the ship centerline.
Because these vortices stayed attached to the flight deck, their effect on aircraft
operations is likely limited. However, they may influence and perhaps even govern the
dynamics of other flow features and, in this manner, indirectly affect the aerodynamic
environment. Herry (2011) suggested that flight deck vortices likely interacted with the
recirculation region. Again, the set of flight deck vortices is a unique characteristic of the
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(a) u in crosswise Plane 5.

(b) v and w in crosswise Plane 5.

(c) u in crosswise Plane 6.

(d) v and w in crosswise Plane 6.

(e) Relevant crosswise planes.

Figure 3.12 Time-averaged flow fields in crosswise Planes 5 and 6 from Stereo TR-PIV
measurement. The streamlines indicate the direction
p of time-averaged in-plane velocities,
v and w, and the color contours their magnitude, v2 + w2 .
ship airwake that may prove useful as a benchmark for validating future experimental and
numerical studies.
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Figure 3.13 Summary of the key flow features of the airwake.

3.3. Time-Varying Flow Fields of the Airwake
This section discusses the time-varying characteristics of the ship airwake. The three
notable features of the airwake, as described in Section 3.2. and summarized in
Figure 3.13, were closely inspected through the multi-scale Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (mPOD) of the streamwise and crosswise flow measurements. In addition
to describing the energy distribution across a frequency range in the flow, energetically
significant reduced-order models (ROM) were constructed to resolve certain frequency
ranges, which helped to better reveal the structure and dynamics of the airwake within
selected scales.
One of the primary goals discussed in this section was to provide insights into the
dynamics of the flow field. To this end, explanations will primarily focus on
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Figure 3.14 The region within the dotted red lines was the reduced field of view of
analysis that emphasized the energy in the recirculation region.

low-frequency, large-scale motion in the airwake. Although energetic fluctuations
transcended many different scales, the higher frequency motions were rather complex
with rich detail. Nonetheless, the correlation between any two spatial location in the
airwake, i.e, the structure of the passing eddies, was by no means random, as further
discussed in Section 3.5..
Given the complexity of the airwake, limiting the scope of the mPOD analyses was
found to be beneficial. For example, reducing the field of view (FOV) isolated the energy
content of smaller regions/flow features; different components of velocity were inspected
separately to reveal the energetic motions of each. Although these methods had their
shortcomings, for example, they did not show the surrounding aerodynamics or coupled
motion between different components of velocity, they contributed to an improved
physical understanding of the airwake.
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Figure 3.15 Singular value decay and cumulative sum with mode number from mPOD of
the recirculation region in streamwise Plane 2.

3.3.1. The Flow Recirculation Region
Streamwise Plane 2 captured the various flow physics that gave rise to a complex
airwake over the flight deck – the shedding of the funnel, the unsteadiness of the shear
layer, the bistability in the recirculation region, and the flight deck vortices were all
visible to different extents. To better focus on the recirculation phenomenon, a smaller
region within the dashed red lines, as shown in Figure 3.14, was used in the mPOD
analysis. Twenty-five frequency bands of equal widths spanning (0, fs /2] were used for
the algorithm, where each band spanned a range of 10 Hz, where fs is the sampling
frequency. The time-averaged flow field was subtracted to analyze the unsteady
components of the airwake.
The singular values of the mPOD of flow field fluctuations in streamwise Plane 2 are
shown in Figure 3.15. The blue line shown with the logarithmic ordinate represents the
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singular values of the mPOD sorted in descending order. On the same curve, the circle
markers indicate the singular values of the first five modes, the last four of which were
rather similar in value. Correspondingly, the line in red, now in linear scale, shows a
steady but slow growth in the cumulative sum of the singular values. Both the red and
blue curves suggested a gradual singular value recovery that makes energetically
significant ROMs in the traditional sense (i.e., amount of the flow field resolved)
challenging to construct. A POD analysis would reveal a similar slow decay in the
singular values over the modes.
A more insightful organization of the singular value is perhaps shown with respect to
frequency. These results are shown in Figure 3.16(a), where each singular value was
divided into pre-defined frequency ranges based on Equation 2.16. As shown in this
figure, there was a gradual decay in energy across the frequency spectrum, highlighting,
quantitatively, the existence of many temporal and length scales. This is the reason why
modal decomposition cannot resolve the flow field with just a few modes. The first
frequency range comprised only 6.5% of the total energy, and the last frequency range
3%. To contextualize these values, a broadband signal distributed over 25 frequency
ranges would yield 4% in each. Indeed, the airwake fluctuations seemed to be well
distributed across the scales.
Canonical flows, including cylinder wake, cavity flow, two-dimensional BFS, etc.,
exhibit periodicity in the respective flows. As such, spectral modal analyses would reveal
distinct peaks in the frequency domain as shown in Appendix A. The gradual decrease
in energy in the ship airwake across frequency, in this plane and others to be shown, was
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(a) Sum of normalized singular values within each frequency.

(b) Number of frequency ranges spanned by mPOD modes.

Figure 3.16 The aperiodicity of the flow field as revealed by mPOD of a reduced FOV of
streamwise Plane 2.

likely an indication of its aperiodicity, making this flow field more challenging to interpret
and to quantify.
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(a) Spatial distribution, fM .

(b) Temporal dynamics, yM .

bM .
(c) Frequency content, y

Figure 3.17 The most energetic mPOD mode for a reduced FOV of streamwise Plane 2
suggested large-scale motion related to bistability.

Despite the filtering of the time correlation matrix described in Equation 2.8,
Figure 3.16(b) quantitatively shows that it is most common for modes to span four to five
frequency bands. Again, this behavior can perhaps be related to the aperiodicity of the
flow field and the challenge to find modes that were confined to any single frequency
range.
The most energetic mPOD mode may offer some insight into the flow field.
Figures 3.17(a), 3.17(b) and 3.17(c) are, respectively, the spatial basis, time dynamics,
and frequency content of the first mode. The lines in Figure 3.17(a) represent the in-plane
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motion of the u and w components of the spatial basis function, fM ,u and fM ,w , and the
q
color contour their magnitude, f2M ,u + f2M ,w .

Qualitatively speaking, the time dynamics in Figure 3.17(b) remained either positive

or negative for some time before suddenly switching to the opposite state, thereby
suggesting evidence of the bistability in the wake described in past works (Herry et al.,
2011; Vidales, 2016). Figure 3.6 shows the time-averaged reattachment point in
streamwise Plane 2 to be x/SH = 1.5; the spatial basis in Figure 3.17(a), which is
predominantly in the streamwise direction near the flight deck surface, when
superimposed upon the time-averaged flow, would shift the reattachment point
downstream or upstream as the time dynamics took on negative or positive values,
respectively. This was a low-frequency behavior as shown in Figure 3.17(c). However,
because this mode resolved less than 1% of the flow field, more evidence was necessary
to substantiate the existence of this bistability.
To this end, a ROM that resolved 90% of the energy within the frequency band St 2
(0, 0.06] was constructed. The time-history was recorded for the reattachment point near
the flight deck surface where u = 0. The result in Figure 3.18(b) shows the reattachment
point at one of two possible locations, and the dashed line represents an idealization of the
two states, making a strong case for the existence of bistable behavior of the recirculation
region.
Higher frequencies, however, may also contribute to the bistability of the recirculation
region. Therefore, ROMs that resolved higher frequency ranges were similarly analyzed,
the results being shown in Figures 3.18(c) and 3.18(d). In comparison to the results shown
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(a) 1 mode reconstruction.

(b) 90% of flow field resolved in St 2 (0, 0.06].

(c) 90% of flow field resolved in St 2 [0.06, 0.12].

(d) 90% of flow field resolved in St 2 [0.12, 0.18].

Figure 3.18 Time-histories of reattachment points (i.e., u = 0 near the flight deck surface)
for ROMs of streamwise Plane 2 show that bistability was low-frequency in nature.

previously in Figure 3.18(b), the lower-amplitude and higher-frequency oscillations in
these results likely do not change, at least fundamentally, the bistable nature of the
recirculation region.
Figure 3.18(a) shows the time-history of the reattachment location for a one-mode
ROM of streamwise Plane 2. The reattachment location history was similar to that in
Figure 3.18(b), which showed a relatively larger degree of fluctuations and was likely a
result of the additional energy resolved. Although this comparison suggests that direct
interpretation of individual modes can provide some insight into the problem, ROMs
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Figure 3.19 Singular value decay and cumulative sum with mode number from mPOD of
the recirculation region in crosswise Plane 2.

more conclusively characterized the reattachment location and even identified the
frequency range of the bistability.
The mPOD analysis was also performed for crosswise Plane 2, which was located 1/8
of the flight deck length downstream of the superstructure and hangar door. The region of
analysis was also reduced (width and height of FOV mimicked the superstructure
cross-section) to eliminate the contributions of the funnel wake and better focus on the
recirculation region. Although crosswise planes were sampled at 800 Hz, the frequency
bands remained constant at 10 Hz or St of 0.06.
The singular value decay with mode number, as shown in Figure 3.19, was also slow
in crosswise Plane 2 and likely indicated turbulence, swirling flow at many length scales.
The circle markers on the blue curve indicate the first five singular values, which were
only one to two orders of magnitude larger than the remainder. This gradual decay in the
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Figure 3.20 The mPOD singular values of the superstructure recirculation region in
crosswise Plane 2 shows a gradual decay across frequency.

singular value across the modes was not only typical of the recirculation region but also
those of other crosswise planes as well.
The distribution of singular values over frequency is shown in Figure 3.20. A
monotonic and gradual decay can be seen in the distribution of singular value sum across
frequencies, similar to that of streamwise Plane 2 shown in Figure 3.16(a). This result was
reasonable because the FOVs of the streamwise and crosswise planes capture the same
flow physics in the recirculation region.
The most energetic mode of crosswise Plane 2 is shown in Figure 3.21. Its temporal
dynamics shown in Figure 3.21(c) suggested a relationship to the low-frequency, bistable
behavior. The u spatial basis in Figure 3.21(a) gives a clear division between its left and
right halves but also a more subtle vertical separation above and below z/SH = 0.5. The
left and right partitions were likely directly related to bistability. The vertical separation
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(a) u spatial distribution, FM ,u .

(b) v and w in-plane spatial distribution, FM ,u .

(c) Temporal dynamics, YM .

Figure 3.21 The most energetic mPOD mode for the reduced FOV of crosswise Plane 2.

can perhaps be explained by the recirculation regions having forward flow (u > 0) for
z/SH> 0.5 and reverse flow (u < 0) for z/SH< 0.5, as shown in streamwise Planes 2 and 4
of Figure 3.16(a). Recall that in Figure 3.17(a), the most energetic mode suggested that
the streamwise velocity over the flight deck fluctuated collectively, at least in the low
frequencies. As such, the current FOV in Figure 3.21(a) was likely part of the same
collective bistable motion. If so, when the reattachment point moved downstream on the
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Figure 3.22 The reference points with respect to which two-point correlations contours
will be calculated and shown. The reference points are at the intersections of crosswise
and streamwise planes.

port side, u below z/SH = 0.5 became more negative and u above z/SH = 0.5 less positive
as part of the bistable motion.
Considered now is the relationship between the in-plane crosswise motion shown in
Figure 3.21(b) and the streamwise out-of-plane motion shown in Figure 3.21(a). Because
these spatial bases belong to the same mode, they must follow the same temporal
dynamics (i.e., the bistable fluctuations over time) as well. Therefore, corresponding to
the bistable motion of the reattachment length, there was likely an in-plane swirling
action. Furthermore, in the most energetic mode at least, the in-plane velocities were on
the same order of magnitude as those in the streamwise direction, as reflected by the
comparable magnitudes of the u, v, and w components of the spatial basis function, FM ;
this suggested that in-plane fluctuations perhaps should not be overlooked.
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Figure 3.23 Instantaneous streamlines of a ROMs that resolved St 2 (0, 0.06] in the lower
half of crosswise Plane 2 revealed swirling in-plane motion in the recirculation region.
The mean flow was included.

ROMs were developed to better understand this swirling motion within the
recirculation region. First, the streamlines from a ROM that resolved St 2 (0, 0.06]
verified in-plane swirling motion in crosswise Plane 2 in Figure 3.23. Then, to elucidate
the relationship between reattachment location and swirling motion, ROMs for
streamwise Plane 2 and crosswise Planes 2 and 3 each resolved 90% of the respective
flow field in St 2 (0, 0.06], above which there were no contributions to the bistable
behavior. Two-point correlation contours were drawn in all three planes relating u at
selected points to w across the recirculation region. As shown in Figure 3.22, these
reference u velocities are located at the intersections of the crosswise and streamwise
planes, where point 1 was located at x/SH = 1.11, y/SH = 0.20 and z/SH = 0.35 and point
2 was directly downstream at x/SH = 1.31, y/SH = 0.20 and z/SH = 0.35.
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(a) Crosswise Plane 2.

(b) Crosswise Plane 3.

(c) Streamwise Plane 2.

Figure 3.24 Ruw with respect to u at green “+” in streamwise and crosswise planes based
on ROMs that resolved 90% of flow field in St 2 (0, 0.06].
Correlated velocity fluctuations at two spatial locations implies the presence of
organized, collective motion, and is quantified by Equation 2.17 to be a value between

1

and 1. The correlation contours in crosswise Planes 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 3.24(a)
and 3.24(b). Strong correlations suggested a relationship between reference u at the green
’+’ and w across the recirculation region, which agreed with the energetic mPOD mode in
Figure 3.21. Both sets of results suggested a swirling motion superimposed upon the
mean flow that is in synchronicity with the bistable behavior of the reattachment point.
One explanation for the cross-plane swirling could be that the flow above the
superstructure, because of the asymmetry of the reattachment location, curls onto the
flight deck at an angle, giving rise to a spanwise component of recirculation. Furthermore,
streamwise Plane 2 in Figure 3.24(c) showed surprisingly strong correlations between u at
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Figure 3.25 The foci show dissimilar degrees of oil accumulation, suggesting strong
asymmetries on the port and starboard recirculation region lee of the hangar.

the green ’+’ and w, suggesting that the crosswise swirls likely persisted at various
streamwise locations in the recirculation region, the flow beyond this point being
discussed in later sections.
There were other interesting observations to be made. For example, the positive
correlation shown in Figure 3.24(c) over x/SH 2 [1.8, 2.0] was likely related to the
vortices on the flight deck, and in Figures 3.24(a) and 3.24(b) there were large gradients
in correlation near y/SH = ±0.4. The mutual interactions of flow structures will be
explored in more detail later in this thesis.
The oil flow visualization of the flight deck region revealed an asymmetric
recirculation region lee of the hangar. Notably, the foci on the port and starboard sides
(image was reflected about vertical axis for better viewing), indicated by points L1 and
L2 , respectively, showed different amounts of oil accumulation. Also, the surface
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Figure 3.26 Time-averaged view from above of planar measurement of asymmetric
recirculation region from Herry (2011).

streamlines in the recirculation region, between the two foci, seemed to have a negative
slope. These observations suggested that the recirculation region was not symmetric about
the port and starboard halves, even in a time-averaged sense. In particular, it highlighted
that there was indeed a spanwise velocity near the flight deck surface which was likely
responsible for creating the bias in the surface streamlines, supporting the observations of
in-plane swirling action suggested by the modal analyses of crosswise PIV measurements.
This combination of foci and surface streamline bias was likely not a coincidence, and a
later section in this thesis on the mutual interactions of flow features will propose a
connection.
Comparisons were also drawn to prior work. Figure 3.26 is a top view of the
recirculation region of the x-y plane from Herry (2011). Notice that the starboard side,
which has the large flow recirculation, has a more negative streamwise velocity and
further downstream reattachment location; the opposite is likely true as well. This
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observation agrees with the u spatial bases shown in Figure 3.21(a), which explains the
behavior of the streamwise velocity as it alternates between two states.
The bistability reported in previous works (Herry, 2011) was also observed in the
current set of measurements as low-frequency exchanges in reattachment length between
the port and starboard sides. In addition, an in-plane swirling action, also seemingly
bistable in nature, was noted in the modal analysis of PIV measurements. This conclusion
was substantiated by the surface streamlines of the oil flow visualization, which showed a
notable spanwise velocity, v, near the flight deck surface in the flow recirculation region.
Beyond the bistable behavior, the motion in the recirculation region was quite complex
and difficult to interpret on a physical basis. However, this does not imply that the flow
was random as the two-point correlation and TKE contours in later sections will reveal.
Furthermore, the singular value distributions across frequency ranges, as shown in
Figure 3.16(a) and Figure 3.20, should be useful placeholders for future studies.
3.3.2. The Funnel Wake
As shown in Section 3.2.2., the most notable flow structure of the funnel was the
horseshoe vortex, whose vortical legs were wrapped around the upstream side of the
funnel and then extended downstream over the flight deck. In this section, the funnel
wake’s unsteady characteristics and, in particular, the vortical shedding are investigated in
the crosswise Plane 1 and streamwise Plane 2.
The mPOD analysis was performed for the v and w flow components in crosswise
Plane 1 without contributions from u. The distribution of singular values across frequency,
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Figure 3.27 Normalized singular value distribution over frequency from mPOD analysis
of v and w from crosswise Plane 1.

Figure 3.28 TKE of in-plane motion from ROM resolving 90% of v and w over St 2
(0, 0.06] in crosswise Plane 1.

shown in Figure 3.27, has two local peaks in the singular value at St ⇡ 0 and 0.3. Again,
note that the differences in energy between any two bands was relatively small.
The lowest frequency band of St 2 (0, 0.06] showed a large sum of singular values.
Therefore, a ROM was constructed to resolve 90% of v and w in crosswise Plane 1 in this
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(a) Rvv .

(b) Rww .

Figure 3.29 Two-point correlation analyses with respect to green “+” from ROM
resolving 90% of energy for v and w over St 2 (0, 0.06] in crosswise Plane 1.
range of frequencies. The TKE of this ROM, shown in Figure 3.28, revealed the most
intense region of fluctuations to be near the height of the funnel, at about z/SH = 1. The
flow separation near the top of the funnel was possibly responsible for the low-frequency
crosswise fluctuations. The same ROM was used for the two-point correlation contours
shown in Figures 3.29(a) and 3.29(b), which describe the organized motions in v and w
surrounding the point of largest TKE. Although not shown here, instantaneous flow fields
suggested that the best interpretation of the low-frequency cross-plane flow motion in this
plane would be a series of time-varying swirls superimposed upon the horseshoe vortex.
The singular value sum also showed a local maximum over St 2 [0.24, 0.42], for
which a ROM was then constructed. Figure 3.30 shows the TKE of the in-plane motion of
the ROM, where the highest level of TKE was located at at z/SH = 0.8 and y/SH = 0. The
most intense region of fluctuation within this frequency range was located below that of
St 2 (0, 0.06] shown in Figure 3.28, underscoring that the airwake was not entirely
random as fluctuations within separate scales were discovered to be most energetic in
different locations.
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Figure 3.30 TKE of in-plane motion from ROM resolving 90% of v and w over St 2
[0.24, 0.42]in crosswise Plane 1.

(a) Rvv .

(b) Rww .

Figure 3.31 Two-point correlation analyses with respect to green “+” of ROM resolving
90% of energy for v and w over St 2 [0.24, 0.42] in crosswise Plane 1.
The two-point correlation contours of the same ROM for St 2 [0.24, 0.42] are shown in
Figure 3.31. To compare the structure of the eddies at different scales, the same reference
points as those in Figure 3.29 were used. The results suggested that the structure remained
relatively unchanged, although in St 2 [0.24, 0.42] the length scales of the fluctuations
seemed to decrease.
Physical insights into the cross-plane flow motion were limited. The ROMs revealed
in the instantaneous flow fields (not shown here) that various vortices appeared over short
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Figure 3.32 Sketch of the vortices upstream of a wall-mounted cylinder responsible for
the horseshoe vortex (Simpson, 2001).

periods and were very difficult for mPOD to describe. One source of unsteady streamwise
vortices may be the horseshoe vortex itself. Specifically, the upstream corner between
funnel and superstructure likely had multiple vortices that mutually interacted, as
described in Figure 3.32 from Simpson (2001). These secondary horseshoe vortices may
also contribute to the vortical motions observed in crosswise Plane 1. Furthermore, the
unsteady flow in which the funnel resided (i.e., upstream turbulence from the simulated
ABL or flow separations at sharp edges) added a degree of difficulty to interpreting the
flow field. In this regard, the analysis of the streamwise component of velocity was more
fruitful.
The streamwise flow fluctuations in crosswise Plane 1 was also studied using mPOD.
Figure 3.33 is the singular value distribution, where the sum of the singular values was the
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Figure 3.33 Normalized singular value distribution over frequency from mPOD analysis
of u from crosswise Plane 1.

Figure 3.34 Iu from ROM resolving 90% of u over St 2 [0, 0.12] in crosswise Plane 1.
largest in the first frequency range and then decayed smoothly across frequencies, except
for the point of inflection in the fifth frequency band near St = 0.25. Based on these
observations, the first and fifth frequency bands were further investigated.
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(a) Reference point 1.

(b) Reference point 2.

(c) Reference point 3.

Figure 3.35 Ruu with respect to green “+” of ROM resolving 90% of energy for u over
St 2 (0, 0.12] in crosswise Plane 1.
Figure 3.34 shows streamwise turbulence intensity, Iu , of a ROM resolving 90% of u
in St 2 [0, 0.12] in the crosswise Plane 1. It can be seen in this figure that the regions with
the largest Iu were located outside of the funnel wake, suggesting that the most energetic,
low-frequency streamwise fluctuations were likely a consequence of upstream
aerodynamics from the superstructure of the ship or the simulated ABL. The streamwise
fluctuations downstream of the funnel (i.e.,

0.2 < y/SH< 0.2), although less energetic

than its surroundings, still had notable values of Iu up to 5%.
Two-point correlation contours were calculated with respect to three different
reference points for a ROM that resolved u in St 2 (0, 0.12]. As shown in Figure 3.35,
large-scale streamwise motion that extended beyond the current FOV were present in all
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three contours. Depending on the point of reference, locations outside of y/SH = ±0.4,
which also demarked the ship’s lateral edges, correlated negatively. Because the local
eddies’ length-scales were significantly larger than the characteristic length of the funnel,
the flow physics upstream of the tunnel was likely responsible for this behavior. Indeed,
Section 3.5.2. will reveal that this was most likely a result of the simulated ABL.
Although the low-frequency content was shown to be most energetic, a ROM was
constructed to investigate the point of inflection observed in Figure 3.33. This increase in
singular value sum may be related to the shedding of the funnel. Figure 3.36 summarizes
the historical measurements of shedding frequencies for rectangular cylinders with
height-to-width ratios of two (Okajima, 1982). Okajima (1982) suggested that the St of
shedding, based on cylinder height, approached 0.08–0.09 and should remain relatively
invariant at higher Re. Correspondingly, the expected St of shedding based on ship height
was 0.22–0.25, which coincides with the St at which the inflection point existed in the
present measurements. As such, the ROM investigating the inflection point resolved the
flow field in St 2 [0.18, 0.31].
The intensity of the streamwise fluctuations are shown in Figure 3.37 for a ROM that
resolved St 2 [0.18, 0.31]. The contour suggested that the fluctuations were likely related
to the flow separation at the edges of the funnel, whereas other regions, including
0.1 < y/SH< 0.1 (i.e., width spanned by the funnel), had somewhat lower turbulence
intensities. As such, the Iu may be a reflection of the shedding. There are generally two
types of shedding (Sakamoto and Arie, 1983) behind a rectangular cylinder, as shown in
Figure 3.38, where the current funnel’s height-to-width ratio of two suggests that the two
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Figure 3.36 Strouhal number of shedding for rectangular cylinders of different height-towidth ratio at different Re (Okajima, 1982).

Figure 3.37 Streamwise turbulence intensity, Iu , from ROM that resolved 90% of u over
St 2 [0.18, 0.31] in crosswise Plane 1.
types of shedding may coexist. In both cases, the roll-ups in the wake should lead to
quasi-periodic streamwise velocity surpluses and deficits that may be reflected in
two-correlation contours.
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Figure 3.38 Two general types of shedding in the wake of a rectangular cylinder or prism
(Sakamoto and Arie, 1983).

From the same ROM that resolved St 2 [0.18, 0.31], two-point correlation contours
shown in Figures 3.39(a) and 3.39(b) can be interpreted as the Kàrmàn-type and arch-type
shedding, respectively. More evidence was likely necessary to understand funnel
shedding; for example, a series of TR-PIV in the horizontal, i.e., x-y plane, would be
especially insightful. To determine whether the shedding was isolated to the frequencies
of the current ROM, surrounding frequencies were also investigated. The result of these
analyses was that a rather wide range of frequencies, 0.06 < St < 0.73, exhibited similar
spatial structures as those in Figure 3.39, which seemed to suggest that shedding occurred
at many scales. In the following paragraphs, the streamwise analysis of shedding
corroborates this hypothesis.
The mPOD modes of streamwise Plane 2 showed distinct propagation of coherent
structure over the flight deck. However, these organized structures probably were not a
result of the funnel shedding alone, the reason being upstream flow characteristics,
separation at the superstructure edge, among other flow physics, likely distorted
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(a) Reference point 1.

(b) Reference point 2.

Figure 3.39 Ruu with respect to green “+” of ROM resolving 90% of energy for u over
St 2 (0.17, 0.34] in crosswise Plane 1.

Figure 3.40 Normalized singular value distribution over frequency from mPOD analysis
of u and w of streamwise Plane 1.

somewhat the true nature of the shedding. Nonetheless, the insights into the shedding
revealed in streamwise Plane 2 aligned with those of crosswise Plane 1.
Figure 3.40 describes the singular value across frequency for streamwise Plane 2. The
decay of singular value with scale was again gradual, so ROMs based purely on energy
recovery would require many modes. The slow energy recovery can be attributed to the
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(a) 20th mode.

(b) 23th mode.

(c) 24th mode.

(d) 28th mode.

Figure 3.41 Spatial structures, FM , of four energetic modes that indicated funnel
shedding during the mPOD analysis of streamwise Plane 2.

flow physics’s complexity across the streamwise Plane 2 FOV. Although the singular
value distribution did not highlight any energetic shedding, specific modes clearly
described convecting, organized motion.
As shown in Figure 3.41, the most energetic modes related to funnel shedding
appeared as pairs, where the 20th and 23rd mPOD modes formed a pair and the 24th and
28th were another. Similar to those of the von Kàrmàn vortex street described by
Figure 2.8, each pair of modes simulated propagation of coherent structure with
out-of-phase “dimming” and “brightening.” Segments of the time dynamics of the 20th
and 23rd modes can be seen in Figure 3.42 to have the same frequency and amplitude but
different relative phase. Indeed, although these modes’ time dynamics were orthogonal
and, therefore, had zero correlation, delaying the time dynamics of the 23rd mode by
0.006 s increased the correlation to 0.97. This relation between time dynamics was
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Figure 3.42 Time dynamics of 20th and 23th modes from mPOD analysis of streamwise
Plane 2.

(a) Reference point 1, Ruu .

(b) Reference point 2, Ruu .

(c) Reference point 1, Rww .

(d) Reference point 2, Rww .

Figure 3.43 Ruu and Rww with respect to green “+” for a ROM resolving 90% of energy in
St 2 [0.24, 0.42].
observed for other pairs of modes as well. As a note, an algorithm that identifies mode
pairs based on time-delayed correlation can be used to construct ROMs, band-limited or
otherwise, that focus on propagating coherent motions.
Based on the frequency content of the four modes in Figure 3.41, a ROM was
constructed to resolve (i.e., 90%) the content within St 2 [0.24, 0.42]. The values of Ruu
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(a) Reference point 1, Ruu .

(b) Reference point 2, Ruu .

(c) Reference point 1, Rww .

(d) Reference point 2, Rww .

Figure 3.44 Ruu and Rww with respect to green “+” for a ROM resolving 90% of energy in
St 2 [0.12, 0.24].
and Rww are shown with two different reference points in Figure 3.43. As expected,
correlations with respect to reference point 1 suggested propagating coherent structures
that seemed to be related to funnel shedding. In contrast, correlation contours with respect
to reference point 2, somewhat surprisingly, seemed to highlight dynamics of the flow
separation at the edges of the superstructure.
Streamwise Plane 2 was also investigated for surrounding frequencies. This study was
motivated by the two-point correlation contours in crosswise Plane 1 that revealed, over
a range of frequencies, flow structures potentially related to shedding. To this end, two
separate ROMs resolved the streamwise Plane 2 flow field over St 2 [0.12, 0.24] and St 2
[0.42, 0.61], which were adjacent frequency ranges to that of the ROM analyzed above.
Two-point correlation contours for these ROMs with the same reference points as those in
Figure 3.43 are shown in Figures 3.44 and 3.45, respectively.
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(a) Reference point 1, Ruu .

(b) Reference point 2, Ruu .

(c) Reference point 1, Rww .

(d) Reference point 2, Rww .

Figure 3.45 Ruu and Rww with respect to green “+” for a ROM resolving 90% of energy in
St 2 [0.42, 0.61].
Figure 3.44 reveals larger-scale shedding in St 2 [0.12, 0.24] relative to those in
St 2 [0.24, 0.42]. Again, reference point 1 seemed to relate more to the funnel shedding,
and reference point 2 seemed to highlight the unsteadiness of the flow separation from the
superstructure and perhaps some coupling to the recirculation region behind the hangar.
Correlation contours for St 2 [0.42, 0.61] shown in Figure 3.45 are more complex; the
boundaries have more irregularities and the structure of eddies less defined. It is likely
that in this frequency range, there were some interactions between the different flow
physics that altered the structure of the eddies, which extends from the surface of the
flight deck to the funnel height even for reference point 1, contrary to the correlation
contours of other frequency ranges shown in Figures 3.43 and 3.44.
Although the oil flow visualization primarily revealed the time-averaged features of
the airwake, during the test, the oil was seen to accumulate somewhat behind the tunnel
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(a) Symmetric recirculation regions behind the
funnel.

(b) Asymmetric recirculation region behind the
funnel.

Figure 3.46 Instantaneous snapshots of the developing oil flow visualizations reveal
unsteadiness in the recirculation region lee of the funnel. The surface streamlines should
not be interpreted as they likely have yet to fully develop.

and observed to be unsteady. As shown in Figure 3.46, snapshots of the oil accumulation
aft of the funnel, taken seconds apart, showed distortions in pooling of the oil in the foci.
This was perhaps indicative of peeling off of coherent motion described in crosswise
Plane 1 and streamwise Plane 2.
In summary, the funnel wake was investigated through the mPOD analyses of
streamwise Plane 2 and crosswise Plane 1. The v and w in crosswise Plane 1 were
complex and difficult to quantify; generally, various unsteady vortical flows appeared in
addition to the horseshoe vortex. For the streamwise motion in crosswise Plane 1, a
structure larger than the funnel geometry dominated at low-frequencies of St 2 (0, 0.12].
Furthermore, the structure of the airwake in crosswise Plane 1 suggested that shedding
occurred over a surprisingly wide range of frequencies. A similar observation was made
for streamwise Plane 2, where two-point correlation contours suggested a wide range of
shedding frequencies. The unsteadiness of upstream aerodynamics likely played a role in
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producing this broad spectrum of shedding, although Okajima (1982) also noted that
frequency spectrums become more broadband at higher Re. The physical interpretation of
the correlation contours from different ROMs should likely be that these shedding
motions were possibly superimposed upon one another, not that any one of them
necessarily existed individually.
The spatiotemporal characteristic of the funnel wake was investigated with a range of
analysis techniques. Following the mPOD of streamwise and crosswise planes, singular
value sums sorted by frequency provided more insights into the flow scales’ energy
distribution. Based on ROMs, two-point correlation and TKE contours were calculated for
selected ranges of frequencies, revealing the structures and the regions of most intense
fluctuation for different scales within the flow field. Without parsing the fluid flow into its
separate scales of motion, the largest-scale eddies would prevail, as shown in Figure 1.10,
and the finer-scale structures that may be relevant to conventional rotorcraft aerodynamics
cannot be detected.
3.3.3. The Flight Deck Vortices
The airwake was analyzed in crosswise Plane 6 to better understand the flight deck
vortices. Despite focusing on the flight deck vortices in the lower half of this plane, the
crosswise fluctuations were complicated, likely owing to the various interdependent
upstream flow physics captured in this plane. As such, different components of velocity
were analyzed both separately and together using mPOD.
The mPOD of the crosswise flow components v and w was first computed. The
singular value distribution across frequency is shown in Figure 3.47. Again, it was found
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Figure 3.47 Normalized singular value distribution across frequency in the mPOD
analysis of v and w in the lower half of crosswise Plane 6.

that the energy was more biased toward the low frequencies though it was relatively
broadband with the first frequency range containing merely 3.3% of all singular values.
The local peaks in singular value sums indicated complex physics in the crosswise
motions.
The first ROM resolved 90% of energy in St 2 [0, 0.06] and focused on the strength of
the flight deck vortices. To record the strengths of the vortices on the port and starboard
sides, their circulations, G defined in Equation 3.1, were calculated for both the port and
starboard halves of the FOV using

G=

ZZ

A

(— ⇥~u) · n̂ dS,

(3.1)
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Figure 3.48 Time-history of mean-substracted circulation of the port and starboard flight
deck vortices derived from a ROM that resolved St 2 [0, 0.06]. The circulation histories
show a fundamentally low-frequency dynamics superimposed upon which were higherfrequency oscillations.

where A is the area over which vorticity was summed, ~u = [v, w]T the velocity vector, nb the
normal vector pointed downstream, and dS any differential element of area in the FOV.
Note that circulation was defined as positive in the clockwise orientation as seen from
the stern of the ship. In this computation, all missing data vectors were interpolated as an
average of their neighbors to avoid large local gradients.
For this low-frequency ROM, Figure 3.48 shows that circulations on the port and
starboard sides had a weak correlation of 0.27. It can also be seen in this figure that there
were higher-frequency oscillations superimposed on a low-frequency motion. Indeed, a
moving average of 0.5 s increased the correlation to 0.65. Physically, this suggested a
low-frequency behavior where the vortex strength (i.e., the magnitude of circulation)
increasing on one half was correlated to the vortex strength decreasing on the other.
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Figure 3.49 Instantaneous streamlines derived from a ROM that resolved v and w in St 2
[0, 0.06]. The times at which streamlines were taken correspond to largest and smallest
values of circulation shown in Figure 3.48.

To further investigate this correlation, instantaneous in-plane streamlines (i.e.,
pseudo-streamlines as described earlier) of the ROM are shown in Figure 3.49 for
selected times. These instantaneous streamlines correspond to times when the circulation
strengths were largest or smallest, as shown in Figure 3.48. Note that the time-averaged
flow was included in these streamlines. At 3.2 and 8 s, Figure 3.48 indicates that the port
side vortex was likely stronger. This hypothesis was supported by the streamlines at these
instances as shown in Figure 3.49, where the port side vortices, at 3.2 and 8 s, were seen
to be somewhat larger, sweeping the ship centerline downwash near the deck surface
toward the port side. The opposite was true at times 5.2 and 8.7 s, where the starboard
vortex was stronger as Figures 3.48 and 3.49 suggest. Interestingly, two vortices were
seen on the starboard side at 8.7 s .
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(a) ROM resolving St 2 (0, 0.06].

(b) Original flow field.

Figure 3.50 Ruw comparison between ROM and original flow field both with respect to u
at the green “+.”.

The mPOD process was repeated using all three components of flow velocity. The
singular value distribution with mode number was omitted because it added little new
information. To better understand the low-frequency exchange in vortex strength on the
port and starboard sides, a ROM was again constructed to resolve the flow field within
St 2 (0, 0.06]. Then, a two-point correlation between u and vorticity, w =

∂v
∂x

∂u
∂y ,

was

performed. For comparison, the original flow field was also used for the same velocityvorticity correlation analysis. The results are shown in Figure 3.50.
Figure 3.50(a) shows positive correlations between u and the vorticity on both
starboard and port sides, where regions of highest correlation roughly coincided with the
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Figure 3.51 Oil flow visualization of surface streamlines indicated asymmetric
development of flight deck roll-ups/vortices.

time-averaged flight deck vortices. The correlation was as high as 0.4 on the port side and
0.2 on the starboard. While these correlation values were not large, they suggested,
nonetheless, that an increase in streamwise velocity on the port side was somewhat related
to a decrease in port side vortex strength (i.e., the magnitude of circulation) and an
increase in starboard vortex strength. The vice versa was likely true as well. An
interesting connection to the recirculation region can be drawn, which is discussed in a
later section in this thesis that focuses on mutual interactions of flow structures.
As shown in Figure 3.50(b), Ruw based on the original flow field indicated no
correlation between streamwise velocity and vorticity, which was contrary to the outcome
suggested by Figure 3.50(a). This comparison between two correlation contours was
another example that highlighted the benefits of analyzing ROMs that resolve certain
frequency bands.
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Oil flow visualization suggested, in a time-averaged sense, an asymmetric
development of flight deck vortices. In Figure 3.51, points N1 and N2 indicate the residue
patterns left by the starboard and port side flight deck vortices. Note that the image was
reflected about the vertical axis. In this image, it is noticeable that the surface streamlines
were more clearly defined at N1 than at N2 . Although the SFS2 model was placed
nominally in a headwind, the asymmetry in the time-averaged flow field indicated by oil
flow and the gradual, aperiodic exchanges in flight deck vortex strength suggested by
modal analyses of PIV data (see Figures 3.48 and 3.49), both seemed to stem
fundamentally from the same unpredictable, aperiodic aerodynamics of sharp-edge flow
separations.
The fluctuations of the airwake in crosswise Plane 6 were found to be more than the
low-frequency behavior of the flight deck roll-ups. However, higher frequency motions
were especially challenging to interpret. Nonetheless, the singular value decay across
frequency can still serve as a metric of quantitative comparison, as well as two-point
correlation and TKE contours from band-limited ROMs; these methods of comparison
will be employed more extensively in Sections 3.5. and 3.6..
3.4. Mutual Interaction of Flow Features
The notable features of the airwake – recirculation region, funnel wake, and flight
deck vortices – were analyzed separated in previous sections, where the FOVs were
frequently reduced to better focus on each flow phenomenon. This approach was perhaps
a simplified understanding of the airwake, as the method does not consider how different
flow structures may interact. These interactions may be a relevant concern when
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optimizing ship geometry (Shi et al., 2019; Mora et al., 2020), as geometric changes that
address one feature of the airwake may inadvertently influence another. Similarly,
active/passive control of one aspect of the airwake may alter another facet of the airwake.
As such, the present section hopes to provide insights into the interactions above the flight
deck between the three major aerodynamic features.
Regarding interactional aerodynamics, it is not uncommon to see frequency doubling
when characteristic frequencies from two aerodynamic sources coalesce. Specifically, in a
combined flow field of two aerodynamic entities, frequency doubling is the appearance of
a new characteristic frequency which is the sum of the characteristic frequencies
belonging to each of the two aerodynamic entities, respectively. If frequency doubling
was present in the ship airwake, such phenomena were not detectable by the current
methods and were likely blended in with the higher frequencies that permeated the
airwake.
The analysis in this section was similar to those of the previous sections, namely,
using ROMs that isolate selected frequencies in the airwake. This approach naturally
discounted the interactions between different scales. To this end, a more comprehensive
approach could be to develop ROMs for combinations of frequency ranges, but this was
not attempted in the current thesis. Therefore, the analysis in this thesis was limited to
identifying spatial correlations within the same frequency range. In this regard, limited
insights into mutual interactions (primarily low-frequency) were identified and potential
explanations were offered.
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3.4.1. Flow Recirculation Region and Flight Deck Vortices
Both the flow recirculation region as well as the vortices on the flight deck possessed
low-frequency behaviors. To understand the relationship between these phenomena,
considered first was a study into the reason why a low-frequency content was present in
each of the flow features. Then, a relationship between these phenomena is proposed
based on two-point correlation contours.
The low-frequency flow motion of the recirculation region is a persistent feature of a
backward-facing step. As Section 3.5.1. will discuss, the simulated ABL was noted to
have little effect on this feature of the airwake. As for the origin of its low-frequency
behavior, Herry (Herry, 2011) suggested that bistability in the flow behavior was a result
of the macroscopic imperfections of the geometry. Yet, more generally, a flow bistability
has also been noted to form behind canonical bluff bodies such as the Ahmed body (Fan
et al., 2020). Therefore, it seemed that the bistable, low-frequency motion in the
recirculation region is a fundamental characteristic associated with certain bluff bodies or
in this case, the sharp-edge flow separations on the ship’s superstructure. For this reason,
it was most likely that, in this interaction, the dynamics of the flow recirculation region
was more dominant and may have been the source of the low-frequency exchanges in
vortex strength on the flight deck.
Based on ROMs that resolved low-frequency (i.e., St 2 (0, 0.06]) motion, two-point
correlation contours suggested a low-frequency coupling between the recirculation region
and flight deck vortices. Figure 3.52(a) is the correlation of u across the FOV with respect
to u at the green “+,” where the streamwise velocity was positively correlated over the
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(a) Ruu for ROMs that recover 90% of energy in St 2 (0, 0.06] of
streamwise Plane 4.

(b) Ruw for ROM that resolves St 2 (0, 0.06] of crosswise Plane 6.

Figure 3.52 Two-point correlations of ROMs with respect to u at the green “+” elucidate
the relationship between flow recirculation regions and flight deck vortices.

entire flight deck. Ruw shown in Figure 3.52(b) was the correlation between vorticity and
u at the green “+,” where the positive correlations revealed that as the streamwise velocity
increased on the port side, the port side vortex became weaker, i.e., less positive
circulation, and the starboard vortex stronger, i.e., more negative circulation. Also note
that the reference point in Figure 3.52(b) coincides with streamwise Plane 4 at y/SH =
-0.21.
A hypothesis of the relationship between the recirculation region and the flight deck
vortices is now proposed. When the recirculation region shrank on the port side,
corresponding to u0 > 0 over the entire flight deck, the streamwise velocity near the ship
stern also increased on the port side, as indicated in Figure 3.52(a). As shown in
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(a) Time-history of circulation on the port and
starboard sides in crosswise Plane 6.

(b) Time-history of reattachment location in
streamwise Plane 2.

Figure 3.53 Comparison of the circulation strengths of the flight deck vortices in
crosswise Plane 6 and the reattachment point over the flight deck in streamwise Plane 2
based on ROMs that resolved St 2 (0, 0.06].
Figure 3.52(b), which is for crosswise Plane 6 located at the ship’s stern, an increase in
streamwise velocity at the green “+” was correlated with a weakened port side vortex. In
summary, for the port side, the shrinkage of the recirculation region led to larger
streamwise velocity near the stern of the flight deck as well as a weaker flight deck vortex
(i.e., smaller than average magnitude of circulation). Concurrent to the actions on the port
side, on the starboard, the larger recirculation region was likely associated with a lower
streamwise velocity at the stern and a stronger (i.e., larger than average magnitude of
circulation) flight deck vortex. One possible explanation for this observation is when the
reattachment length was short, the flight deck vortex, perhaps counterintuitively, had less
time to develop before being convected beyond the ship’s stern because of the higher
streamwise velocity.
Figure 3.53 compares the circulation strengths of the flight deck vortices in crosswise
Plane 6 and the reattachment point over the flight deck in streamwise Plane 2. Both
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Figure 3.54 Oil flow visualization of surface streamlines indicated asymmetric
development of flight deck roll-ups/vortices.

figures were based on ROMs that resolved St 2 (0, 0.06], although they were not
time-correlated. Whereas the transition from one state to the other was almost
instantaneous for the reattachment location as shown in Figure 3.53(b), the flight deck
vortices did not respond as quickly in Figure 3.53(a). This behavior suggested a time lag
in the development of the flight deck vortices with respect to the bistable behavior of the
recirculation region.
Results from oil flow visualization supported the proposed relationship between
reattachment length and flight deck vortex, which also seemed to be valid in a
time-averaged sense. As shown in Figure 3.54, the bias of the surface streamlines in the
primary flow recirculation region toward the port side (point N1 ) was likely caused by
asymmetric reattachment locations which gave rise to a spanwise component of flow
recirculation. By this theory, the flow recirculation region, in a time-averaged sense,
seemed to be larger on the port side (point N1 ) in this image. Corresponding to a larger
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streamwise recirculation region, the port side flight deck vortex seemed to be stronger in
its circulation (potentially combined with lower streamwise velocity), which was
indicated by the more defined surface streaks. The vice versa of the above relationship can
be observed between the recirculation region and the flight deck vortices on the starboard
side indicated by points L2 and N2 , respectively. In summary, surface streaks from oil
flow visualization resonated the results from two-point correlation contours of ROMs of
TR-PIV measurements, in regards to the relationship between the flow recirculation
region and the flight deck vortices.
Zhang et al. (2021) noted a relationship between the asymmetric recirculation regions
after the superstructure and the flight deck, which was also observed in the oil flow
visualization work by Seth (2020). The current analyses may offer some further insight to
this end. Figure 3.52(a) suggests a negative correlation between the behavior of the
streamwise fluctuations lee of the hangar and the flight deck, namely, when the
recirculation region lee of the hangar shrank, the region lee of the flight deck seemed to
grow. One possible explanation could be the increased streamwise velocity at the ship
stern, which led to the airwake needing more distance to reattach, creating a larger
recirculation region after the flight deck while that of the superstructure shrank.
This section has proposed that the recirculation region was the driver of the
low-frequency exchange in circulation strength on the flight-deck. Their relationship was
present in both the modal analyses of TR-PIV measurements as well as the oil-flow
visualization. However, this did not constitute a complete understanding of their mutual
interactions, whose higher-frequencies were not studied. There are additional factors to
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Figure 3.55 Normalized singular value distribution across frequency in the mPOD
analysis of crosswise Plane 2.

potentially investigate, such as the effects of Re or simulated ABL, but these must be
reserved for future studies.
3.4.2. Flow Recirculation Region and Funnel Wake
The interaction between the funnel wake and recirculation region is discussed in this
section. The mPOD method was applied to crosswise Plane 2, whose bottom half resided
in the recirculation region and whose upper half captured the flow downstream of the
funnel. Limited interactions between the recirculation region and funnel wake were
identified, although some two-point correlation contours suggested interesting couplings
that may warrant further investigation.
Figure 3.55 is the singular value distribution across frequency for crosswise Plane 2.
The profile remained relatively monotonic but a point of inflection was noticeable in the
frequency range St 2 [0.31, 0.42]. Comparatively, in Figure 3.20 which shows the singular
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(a) St 2 [0, 0.06].

(b) St 2 [0.06, 0.12].

(c) St 2 [0.12, 0.31].

(d) St 2 [0.31, 0.61].

Figure 3.56 TKE of ROMs resolving 90% of energy; the contour shown is (k⇥100)/V2ref ,
where Vref was the spatial- and time-averaged magnitude of streamwise velocity.

values of the mPOD of a reduced FOV of crosswise Plane 2 (focused on the
recirculation), this point of inflection was not visible. Therefore, this local increase in
singular value sum likely had its origin in the funnel wake.
It was useful to study the changes in TKE distribution across scale shown in
Figure 3.56. In Figure 3.56(a), the TKE in St 2 [0, 0.06] was shown to be largest near the
superstructure edges and was likely related to the sharp edge separations. Figure 3.56(b)
shows a TKE of a ROM that resolved the content in St 2 [0.06, 0.12]. In this range of
frequencies, the funnel shedding showed fluctuation energetically comparable to that of
the recirculation region, which was now more focused in
edges.

0.2 < y/SH< 0.2 than at the
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(a) Rww with ABL.

(b) Ruu with ABL.

Figure 3.57 Correlation contours with respect to green “+” for ROMs resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 (0, 0.31] in crosswise Plane 2.
Figure 3.56(c) describes the fluctuations in St 2 [0.12, 0.31], which seemed most
related to the superstructure flow separations as well as the funnel wake. Figure 3.56(d)
highlights the fluctuations in St 2 [0.31, 0.61], which was almost entirely attributed to the
funnel wake. This trend continued into higher frequencies, where the funnel wake and the
superstructure flow separations continued to be energetic while all other features of the
airwake were much less so. In essence, the energetic fluctuations of the recirculation
region were predominantly low-frequency, while those of the funnel and superstructure
separation spanned a much broader range of frequencies. Because the recirculation region
and the funnel wake were found across somewhat different frequency ranges, the
interactions identified by the current method were likely limited.
The two-point correlation contours shown in Figure 3.57 were among the few that
seemed to suggest couplings between the two flow features. Note that in crosswise
Plane 2, which resided deep in the recirculation region, w in the recirculation region was
positive, whereas w was negative for the funnel wake as shown in Figure 3.7(b).
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Figure 3.58 Ruw of w across streamwise Plane 2 with respect to u at the green “+” for a
ROM that resolved St 2 (0, 0.06].
Regarding the correlations, Rww , shown in Figure 3.57(a), the behavior of w in both
the recirculation region and funnel were likely artifacts of the recirculation region’s
bistable growth and decay. Figure 3.58 shows the correlation, Ruw , of w across streamwise
Plane 2 with respect to u at the green “+” for a ROM that resolved St 2 (0, 0.06], revealing
a negative correlation between u and w in the recirculation region near the hangar door.
Suppose the reattachment location shifted upstream on the port side, u0 must be
positive so w0 lee of the hangar door negative, according to the correlation contour in
Figure 3.58. It follows then that the contour in Figure 3.57(a) suggested that w0 of the
funnel wake on the port side, where streamwise Plane 2 was located, should be negative
as well. Physically, this was likely a downward deflection of the funnel wake because of
the smaller recirculation region. Concurrently, the funnel wake was deflected upward on
the starboard side.
Figure 3.57(b) reveals that within the recirculation was a region of red sandwiched by
two regions of blue. This spatial structure was likely related to the flow curling inward
from the vertical edges of the superstructure and reversing directions toward the hangar
door, as shown in Fig.3.26. This correlation contour suggested that when the recirculating
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(a) Ruu for ROMs resolving 90% of energy in St 2
(0, 0.31] in crosswise Plane 2.

(b) Rww for ROMs resolving 90% of energy in St 2
(0, 0.12] in crosswise Plane 2.

Figure 3.59 Correlation contours with respect to green “+” in crosswise Plane 2 reveal
intriguing flow physics challenging to interpret.

phenomenon slowed, u above the superstructure increased. One possible explanation
could be because of the arch-type shedding lee of the hangar, which Tinney and Ukeiley
(2009) expected because the arch vortex, being bound on two ends, should shed excessive
fluid. When arch vortices were shed, flow surpluses should be visible near the vertical
edges of the superstructure and a flow deficit should develop in the center of the hangar. It
was plausible that the streamwise velocity above the superstructure slowed down to be a
part of the arch vortex shedding. This vortex shedding theory, however, was speculative.
Although not directly related to the mutual interaction at hand, other correlations in
this crosswise plane were intriguing. For example, Figure 3.59(a) reveals, through Ruu ,
the large-scale asymmetries far from the body of the ship, which was likely because of the
upstream flow features, including the simulated ABL. Figure 3.59(b) is the correlation of
the time-history of vorticity with respect to that at the green “+.” This figure describes an
interesting low-frequency phenomenon where the fluid elements inside the recirculation
region had the same direction of rotation, whereas those in the bounding box around it
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rotated oppositely. Observations about the airwake such as these convey the complexity of
the airwake and underscore how little is known about its true behavior.
Limited interactions between the recirculation region and funnel wake were identified.
The most notable effect of the recirculation region on the funnel wake was a
low-frequency, up/downward deflection corresponding to the size of the recirculation
region. The funnel likely had little effect on the low-frequency content of the recirculation
region, which was shown in past studies of generic ship models to be bistable in nature
with or without the funnel (Herry, 2011; Vidales, 2016). In addition, the lack of spatial
correlations in higher frequency ROMs perhaps suggested limited interactions between
the two flows at smaller scales as well. But these observations are largely preliminary, and
further work will be required in terms of flow measurements and analysis.
3.4.3. Funnel Wake and Flight Deck Vortices
As noted earlier, the aerodynamics at the stern of the ship were particularly complex
because of the interplay of the funnel wake, the flight deck vortices, and perhaps shedding
of the recirculation region. Crosswise Plane 5 was analyzed with the mPOD algorithm,
however little insight was gained into their mutual interactions.
The singular value decay across frequency, shown in Figure 3.60, remained, as
expected, gradual and fairly monotonic, where the low-frequency energies dominated. A
series of ROMs were constructed and their TKE contours revealed different intensities of
fluctuation based on scale. Two-point correlation provided limited insights into the
interactions as well. Nonetheless, the results of these analysis are as shown below.
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Figure 3.60 Normalized singular value distribution across frequency in the mPOD
analysis of crosswise Plane 5.

Figure 3.61 contains the TKE of various ROMs that resolved different frequency
ranges. The energetic motions of the flight deck vortices were primarily confined to
St 2 (0, 0.12]. The fluctuations in St 2 [0.12, 0.61] located within

0.4 < y/SH< 0.4 and

0.3 < z/SH< 0.6 were likely because of various aerodynamic sources, including the
funnel wake, superstructure flow separation, etc. This TKE distribution, where
fluctuations permeated the entire flight deck, was seen at higher frequencies too in
crosswise Plane 5. The relative broadband fluctuation in this frequency range was
reminiscent of those observed in crosswise Plane 1, which likely contributed significantly
to the fluctuations in crosswise Plane 5. The fluctuations further above z/SH = 0.6 seemed
to be relatively attenuated but may have the potential to affect rotorcraft operations.
Selected two-point correlations are shown in Figure 3.62 for St 2 (0, 0.12]. The
low-frequency content in this figure (Figure 3.62) did not impart any insight into the
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(a) St 2 [0, 0.06].

(b) St 2 [0.06, 0.12].

(c) St 2 [0.12, 0.31].

(d) St 2 [0.31, 0.61].

Figure 3.61 TKE of ROMs resolving 90% of energy; the contour shown is (k⇥100)/V2ref ,
where Vref was the spatial- and time-averaged magnitude of streamwise velocity.

manner in which the two flow features interacted, although they revealed the large-scale
flow motions that a rotorcraft must contend with when landing on a ship. In the range of
St 2 [0.12, 0.31], two-point correlations in Figure 3.63 suggested a degree of mutual
interaction but were again difficult to interpret. As the next section will discuss, the
singular value distributions of the funnel wake and flight deck vortices were affected in a
similar way by the ABL, which suggested that characteristics of airwake above the
superstructure were likely convected downstream and interacted strongly with the flight
deck vortices.
The analysis of the interaction of these two features of the flow was largely
inconclusive. The reason was that the inherently nonlinear aerodynamic interactions were
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(a) Ruu .

(b) Rvv .

(c) Rww .

Figure 3.62 Correlation contours with respect to green “+” for ROM resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 (0, 0.12] in crosswise Plane 5.
too complex to relate to physically interpretable features of the airwake. This region of the
flow field will also be particularly challenging to develop ROMs for, especially to resolve
the frequency ranges where the TKE contours suggested strong interactions. Nonetheless,
two-point correlation and TKE contours at each scale can still provide means through
which different wind tunnel measurements and CFD solutions can also be quantitatively
compared, as the following section will demonstrate.
3.5. The Effect of Simulated Atmospheric Boundary Layer
The analyses discussed in previous sections were performed using measurements from
the SFS2 ship model in a simulated ABL. However, the question remains if and how the
ABL affects the developments of the ship’s airwake. This question is relevant to
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(a) Ruu .

(b) Rvv .

(c) Rww .

Figure 3.63 Correlation contours with respect to green “+” for ROM resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 [0.12, 0.31] in crosswise Plane 5.
determining the fidelity necessary to faithfully represent the effects of airwake as a
mathematical model, such as would be used in a flight simulation. Moreover, simulating
an ABL in a wind tunnel is not without its challenges, and so if the ABL is not simulated
the question remains as to what general impact this would have on the development and
structure of the airwake. To this end, the results shown in this section will contrast the
crosswise plane measurements made with and without the simulated ABL, and discuss
how each feature of the airwake was affected or otherwise.
The ROMs were constructed to analyze different scales of the airwake. For each
ROM, two-point correlation and TKE contours were used to compare the airwake with
and without the effects of the simulated ABL. Although these comparisons were by no
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means comprehensive, which would likely require analyses of the airwake across all
scales and at more crosswise and streamwise planes, notable similarities and differences
were observed. Moreover, the results in this section also demonstrate how spatiotemporal
comparisons could be used in future validations of wind tunnel measurements with CFD
solutions. While CFD comparisons with mean flow and turbulence measurements are
interesting and valuable, there are other characteristics that must be explored.
It was first noted that the effects of the ABL certainly differed from one crosswise
plane to the next. However, the effects were challenging to summarize and often difficult
to interpret. Nonetheless, the differences observed are significant enough to suggest that
an ABL is important and the effects may need to be included in any model used for flight
simulation work. Note, however, that the ABL will certainly introduce another layer of
complexity, which also motivates a deeper understanding of the coherent structures that
are to be found within the ABL as well as how they interact with the ship airwake.
Furthermore, it is difficult to predict how changes in the airwake resulting from the ABL
will then affect rotorcraft or other aircraft handling qualities. Answering this latter
question is outside of the scope of the present work but it will certainly need careful
investigation in the future.
3.5.1. The Flow Recirculation Region
The effect of the ABL on the recirculation region was studied through the mPOD
analyses of the lower region of crosswise Plane 3, which isolated the flow recirculation
region for cases with and without simulated ABL. Comparisons between the two data sets
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Figure 3.64 Singular value variation with frequency from mPOD analysis of the
lower half of crosswise Plane 3 which primarily reflects the frequency content of the
recirculation region.

were made using singular value distributions, as well as two-point correlation and TKE
contours of the ROMs.
The singular value distributions for crosswise Plane 3 are shown in Figure 3.64 for the
airwake with and without ABL. All three components of velocity were used in the
calculations, and the sum under each curve was unity. Comparing the two singular value
distributions, the case with ABL had a larger percentage of energy in the low-frequencies
for St < 0.5. Whereas a slight energy peak can be seen in the fourth frequency range for
the case without ABL, the airwake with ABL showed a minor increase in the fifth
frequency range before decreasing again. Overall, there were no significant differences.
Two frequency ranges were more closely inspected, namely, St 2 (0, 0.06] and
St 2 [0.18, 0.24], where the former captured the most energetic frequency range and the
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(a) Ruu with ABL.

(b) Ruu without ABL.

(c) Rvv with ABL.

(d) Rvv without ABL.

(e) Rww with ABL.

(f) Rww without ABL.

Figure 3.65 Ruu , Rvv , and Rww with respect to green “+” for ROMs resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 (0, 0.06] in lower half of crosswise Plane 3.
latter the minor peak in the fourth frequency band in the case without ABL. ROMs were
constructed for each frequency range with and without ABL. Comparisons were provided
through two-point correlation and TKE contours.
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(a) With ABL.

(b) Without ABL.

Figure 3.66 TKE of ROMs resolving 90% of energy in St 2 (0, 0.06] of lower half of
crosswise Plane 3.

For the airwake measurements in the range St 2 (0, 0.06], the two-point correlation
compared well, as shown in Figure 3.65, indicating that the structure of the low-frequency
oscillations were largely unaffected by the ABL. The TKE contours of the ROMs are
shown in Figure 3.66. The TKE contours seemed to collapse with the normalization with
respect to the spatial and temporal averaged streamwise velocity. The most intense
regions of fluctuations at y/SH = ± 0.35 and z/SH = 0.35 compared well, and the other
concentrated regions of notable TKE, located at y/SH = ± 0.2 and z/SH = 0.55, were
relatively similar too. Overall, the cases with and without ABL seemed to be very similar
in this low-frequency ROM.
For the range St 2 (0.18, 0.24], the two-point correlation contours are shown in
Figure 3.67. Although the structures of the local eddies (near the reference green “+”)
were quite similar, weakly correlated regions were not as comparable, especially in Rvv
and Rw w. Nonetheless, two-dimensional correlation values for Ruu , Rvv , and Rww shown in
Figure 3.67 were obtained as 0.75, 0.78, and 0.78, respectively, which was done using
linear interpolation onto a common grid. This outcome was encouraging evidence that the
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(a) Ruu with ABL.

(b) Ruu without ABL.

(c) Rvv with ABL.

(d) Rvv without ABL.

(e) Rww with ABL.

(f) Rww without ABL.

Figure 3.67 Ruu , Rvv , and Rww with respect to green “+” for ROMs resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 [0.18, 0.24] in the lower half of crosswise Plane 2.
underlying structures of the flow in this frequency range remained largely unaffected by
the ABL, which perhaps had a more subtle effect. The TKE contours of the ROMs are
shown in Figure 3.68, where the case with ABL showed more intense fluctuations that
were also distributed over a larger region.
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(a) With ABL.

(b) Without ABL.

Figure 3.68 TKE of ROMs resolving 90% of energy in St 2 [0.18, 0.24] for lower half of
crosswise Plane 3.

In summary, and in light of the analysis conducted here, the structure of the
superstructure recirculation region was found to be largely unaffected by the presence of
the ABL based on two-dimensional correlation values of two-point correlation contours.
The intensity of the fluctuations seemed to have increased in the low-frequency range, as
indicated by the TKE contours of ROMs that resolved the local peaks in this distribution.
In the slightly higher frequency range of St 2 [0.18, 0.24], two-dimensional correlations
suggested strong similarities in the structure of the eddies and revealed the sharp-edge
superstructure flow separation to be more intense with the simulated ABL. Although the
preliminary investigation of the superstructure recirculation region suggested that it was
relatively unaffected by the ABL, this was not the case for the other features of the
airwake.
3.5.2. The Funnel Wake
Crosswise Plane 1 was used to compare the airwake downstream of the funnel. Three
components of the velocity field were used in the mPOD analysis and the results showed
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Figure 3.69 Singular value variation with frequency from mPOD analysis of crosswise
Plane 1.

that the simulated ABL had a notable effect on the airwake in this region. The results are
also shown using ROMs.
The singular value distributions across the frequency range are compared in
Figure 3.69. It was evident that the airwake with ABL had a significantly larger
percentage of energy in the lower frequencies. As such, ROMs that resolved St 2 (0, 0.12]
were constructed for further analysis. The two curves in Figure 3.69 are most similar in
St 2 [0.37, 0.61], or the seventh through tenth frequency bands. Therefore, ROMs were
constructed to resolve these frequencies as well.
ROMs spanning St 2 (0, 0.12] were constructed for cases with and without ABL. The
results of two-point correlation analyses are shown in Figure 3.70. Judging by the
differences in singular value distribution, perhaps it comes as no surprise that the size and
shape of local eddies were drastically dissimilar too. Ruu was entirely different, as shown
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(a) Ruu with ABL.

(b) Ruu without ABL.

(c) Rvv with ABL.

(d) Rvv without ABL.

(e) Rww with ABL.

(f) Rww without ABL

Figure 3.70 Ruu , Rvv , and Rww with respect to green “+” for a ROMs resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 [0, 0.12] of crosswise Plane 1.
in Figures 3.70(a) and 3.70(b) representing cases with and without ABL, respectively. As
previously alluded to, the eddies revealed by Ruu for the case with ABL were likely
unrelated to the flow from the funnel, whose characteristic length was smaller than those
of the passing eddies shown in Figure 3.70(a). The Ruu for the case without ABL was
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(a) With ABL.

(b) Without ABL.

Figure 3.71 TKE of ROMs resolving 90% of energy in St 2 [0, 0.12] for crosswise
Plane 1.

likely attributed to the funnel wake. Rvv in Figures 3.70(c) and 3.70(d) do not have much
in common either. Some similarities can be observed in the center and on the port side
using the Rww contours, but the correlations on the starboard half of the airwake do not
agree.
The TKE contours are shown in Figure 3.71. The outline and the magnitude of the
TKE contours were drastically different. Notice that the color scale of Figure 3.71(a)
extends to three times the maximum values shown in Figure 3.71(b). For the case with
ABL, the fluctuations were most energetic in the region above the funnel. The opposite
was true for the case without ABL, where the region of highest fluctuations were found in
the vicinity of the funnel, as shown in Figure 3.71(b). Comparing the region y/SH
2 [ 0.2, 0.2] and z/SH < 1, which was likely a region directly related to the funnel wake,
the TKE levels were still higher in the case with the simulated ABL. The TKE contours
showed a drastic increase in low-frequency energy as a result of the ABL. These
differences are likely worthwhile to further investigate.
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(a) Ruu with ABL.

(b) Ruu without ABL.

(c) Rvv with ABL.

(d) Rvv without ABL.

(e) Rww with ABL.

(f) Rww without ABL.

Figure 3.72 Ruu , Rvv , and Rww with respect to green “+” for a ROMs resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 [0.37, 0.61] of crosswise Plane 1.
The analysis was repeated for ROMs that resolved St 2 [0.37, 0.61], a frequency range
in which the singular values agreed the most (in terms of percent of total singular value)
between cases with and without ABL. Two-point correlation contours are shown in
Figure 3.72. Although the contours were similar for Ruu and Rww , the contours of Rvv
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(a) With ABL.

(b) Without ABL.

Figure 3.73 TKE of ROMs for St 2 [0.37, 0.61] in crosswise Plane 1 compare reasonably
for cases with and without simulated ABL.

were somewhat different with a relatively low correlation of 0.49 between cases with and
without ABL. However, in general, the contours for cases with and without ABL
correlated well, and mismatch between the pair of correlation contours, Rvv , in
Figures 3.72(c) and 3.72(d) was an exception. Although not shown here, the three points
of reference in Figure 3.72 were used for each component of velocity for a total of nine
pairs of with/without ABL correlation contours. The two-dimensional correlation values
between respective pairs were 0.7–0.9 (with the exception of Rvv in Figures 3.72(c) and
3.72(d)), and was strong evidence for the case that the flow physics in St 2 [0.37, 0.61]
was largely unaltered by the ABL, although subtle differences were still noticeable.
The TKE contour for the same ROM is shown in Figure 3.73. The most notable
difference was the degree of fluctuations on the port side of Figure 3.73(a). It is difficult
to explain the asymmetry in TKE distribution in Figure 3.73(a) but the ABL likely played
a role. Also, this asymmetry was perhaps responsible for Rvv shown in Figure 3.72(c)
being different from its counterpart without the ABL. In the center of the FOV, the
general shapes of the TKE contours were similar, but the magnitudes of the fluctuation
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Figure 3.74 Variation in root-mean-squared values of u’ with height in the simulated ABL
(Seth, 2020).

were larger with the simulated ABL, particularly in the core region of

0.2 < y/SH< 0.2.

In addition, the TKE levels in Figure 3.73(b) quickly became zero when far enough from
the funnel; this was not the case in the TKE contour of the ROM with ABL, as shown in
Figure 3.73(a), whose decay in the fluctuations was comparatively more gradual.
Perhaps it was no surprise that the airwake in crosswise Plane 1 was affected by the
ABL. The root-mean-squared values of u in the simulated ABL are shown as a function
of height in Figure 3.74 (Seth, 2020). It was clear that the ship resided within the most
intense region of the fluctuations, so some differences are to be expected. Yet the answer
as to why the simulated ABL affected crosswise Plane 1 as it did most likely requires a
more detailed analyses of the upstream ship aerodynamics, as well as the ABL itself.
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In this section, some effects of the ABL were uncovered through ROMs and their
extensions including two-point correlation and TKE contours. Observed was that the ABL
altered the airwake at crosswise Plane 1 primarily by imparting energetic low-frequency
fluctuations in St 2 (0, 0.12]. The structure of the airwake was rather similar within the
range St 2 [0.37, 0.61], although some differences existed and should not be overlooked.
Ultimately, the fundamental reasons for why the ABL affected the ship airwake remain
unanswered, motivating additional studies that perhaps isolate the ship airwake and the
simulated ABL.
3.5.3. The Flight Deck Vortices
The effects of the simulated ABL on the flight deck vortices are examined in this
section. The mPOD analysis was performed for the lower half of crosswise Plane 6. The
singular values are presented first, followed by ROMs and their two-point correlations and
TKE contours. Whereas the singular value distributions and intensity of crosswise Plane 6
fluctuations changed drastically, the structure of the airwake in this plane was largely
unaffected.
The singular value distribution across frequency is shown in Figure 3.75. This
comparison of singular values was somewhat similar to that of crosswise Plane 1, as
shown in Figure 3.69, and as also alluded to in previous sections. Specifically, the singular
value percentage was distinctly larger in St < 0.5 for the case with ABL, beyond which
the trends were qualitatively similar showing monotonic decays. ROMs were constructed
to compare the flow field in crosswise Plane 6 at different scales.
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Figure 3.75 Singular value variation with frequency from mPOD analysis of the lower
half of crosswise Plane 6 which reflects the frequency content of the flight deck vortices
and perhaps other upstream fluctuations.

Figure 3.76 Ruw from ROM resolving St 2 [0, 0.06] in lower half of crosswise Plane 6;
reference point was u at green “+.”.

One of the most notable features of the flight deck vortices, as discussed in
Section 3.3.3., was the low-frequency coupling between the in-plane circulation and the
out-of-plane streamwise fluctuations. Figure 3.76 shows the velocity-vorticity contour,
Ruw , from a ROM that resolved St 2 [0, 0.06] for crosswise Plane 6 without the ABL.
Although this correlation suggested a coupling between the streamwise velocity at the
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(a) Ruu with ABL.

(b) Ruu without ABL.

(c) Rvv with ABL.

(d) Rvv without ABL.

(e) Rww with ABL.

(f) Rww without ABL.

Figure 3.77 Ruu , Rvv , and Rww with respect to green “+” for a ROMs resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 [0, 0.61] of lower half of crosswise Plane 6. Correlation contours show
good agreement over Re.

stern of the ship and the circulation strength of the flight deck vortex, limited correlation
was found between the circulation strengths on the port and starboard flight deck vortices,
contrary to the case with ABL. This was an interesting outcome that may require further
investigation.
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(a) With ABL.

(b) Without ABL.

Figure 3.78 TKE of ROMs resolving 90% of energy in St 2 [0, 0.61] for the lower-half
of crosswise Plane 6. The TKE distributions were rather different between the cases with
and without ABL.

The singular value distribution, as shown in Figure 3.75, suggested that the ABL had
the most effect on the airwake in St 2 (0, 0.61]. In this frequency range, two-point
correlation and TKE contours were compared for flow fields with and without ABL.
Figure 3.77 shows examples of the two-point correlation contours, which suggested that
the largest-scale eddies in St 2 (0, 0.61] of the airwake were largely unaffected by the
ABL. This outcome was unexpected because, as shown previously, the singular value
distributions were drastically different between the two cases. However, Figure 3.78
shows the TKE to be rather different. The case with ABL had more intense fluctuations
throughout the domain, whereas the case without ABL it showed a highly asymmetric
distribution biased toward the port side.
A ROM was also constructed to resolve the range St 2 [0.61, 1.22] to better
understand the effect of the ABL at slightly higher frequencies. Again, the two-point
correlation and TKE contours were compared. Figure 3.79 demonstrates that the largest
eddies of the airwake within these frequencies were relatively unaffected by the ABL.
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(a) Ruu with ABL.

(b) Ruu without ABL.

(c) Rvv with ABL.

(d) Rvv without ABL.

(e) Rww with ABL.

(f) Rww without ABL.

Figure 3.79 Ruu , Rvv , and Rww with respect to green “+” for a ROMs resolving 90% of
energy in St 2 [0.61, 1.22] of lower half of crosswise Plane 6. Correlation contours show
strong agreement across Re.

Also, notice that the length scales were slightly smaller in these figures, although eddies
were still on the order of the scale of a helicopter rotor. The TKE contours in Figure 3.80
are quite different, where the airwake without ABL had fluctuations concentrated on the
port side. The airwake with ABL had more uniform levels of fluctuation across the flight
deck. In terms of magnitude, the TKE levels were comparable in this frequency range.
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(a) With ABL.

(b) Without ABL.

Figure 3.80 TKE of ROMs resolving 90% of energy in St 2 [0.61, 1.22] for lower half
of crosswise Plane 6. Similar levels of fluctuations were observed although their spatial
distributions were rather different.

In light of the foregoing results, it is valuable to summarize the effects of the ABL in
the lower half of crosswise Plane 6. The low-frequency exchange in the circulation
strength between the port and starboard sides seemed to be absent without simulated
ABL. This observation may require further investigation, however. Within the range
St 2 [0, 0.61], where the ABL seemed to have had most effects, the intensities of the
fluctuations were elevated by the presence of the ABL although the fundamental structure
of the airwake, in this FOV, remained insensitive to its presence. Within the range of
higher frequencies of St 2 [0.61, 1.22], the presence of ABL did not alter the structure nor
the energy levels in the wake but did seem to alleviate any asymmetries in the
fluctuations.
3.6. The Effect of Reynolds number
The Reynolds number, Re, is a fundamental similarity parameter in the field of
aerodynamics. Typically, for bluff bodies with sharp-edge separations, the flow field’s
characteristics are relatively invariant with Re once a minimum Re threshold has been
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Figure 3.81 The singular value distributions for Re 2 [1.61, 6.43] ⇥ 106 based on the ship
length in crosswise Plane 1.

reached. According to Healey (1992), Re (based on ship beam) of 11,000 was sufficient to
achieve Re independence, but this seems low for any ship. Rosenfeld et al. (2015)
recommended 5 ⇥ 106 based on the length of the SFS2 as the minimum Re. Most
commonly, Re number independence is determined based on drag measurements.
However, in this section, the question of Re independence is briefly investigated with
off-body airwake measurements at different flow velocities for the headwind case.
A brief examination of the effects of Re is now discussed at crosswise Plane 1. The
structure and energetic fluctuations of the airwake were computed and used as
quantitative metrics of comparison. This analysis was by no means comprehensive but
underscored some of the similarities of the airwake at different values of Re.
Figure 3.81 contains the singular value distributions for all four free-stream velocity
conditions. The curves were normalized by the sum of singular values in the range
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St 2 (0, 1.2], where higher frequency singular values were discarded for this comparison.
This was necessary because different free-stream conditions led to different ranges of St
resolved, as well as the number of frequency bands used. Discarding singular values at
higher frequencies has the same effect on the singular value distribution as low-pass
filtering the airwake before the mPOD analysis. The Re investigated were in the range
Re 2 [1.61, 6.43] ⇥ 106 based on the ship length and Re 2 [1.59, 6.36] ⇥ 105 based on the
ship beam, corresponding to V• 2 [15.2, 61.0] m s

1

([50, 200] ft s 1 ). The trends in

Figure 3.81 seemed to be qualitatively similar though it cannot be said to be exactly the
same. The significant low-frequency energy was preserved, while minor peaks were
located at different St numbers. Another notable trend was that with increasing Re, the
distributions were less energetic at low frequencies and more energetic at high
frequencies. This trend raised the question as to whether it was the airwake’s
characteristics that have changed or if this was some artifact of the methodology.
To investigate origins of these discrepancies, datasets were downsampled to avoid the
need to discard any singular values. Figure 3.82 showed many similarities across different
velocities. The slight mismatch of Re = 1.6 ⇥ 106 could be related to the relatively few
samples (2,000 out of 8,000 contiguous snapshots) used. Although the distributions were
much more comparable, especially between the distributions for Re = 3.2 and 6.4⇥106 ,
subtle differences still existed. For example, the minor peaks at St = 0.35 for
Re = 3.2 ⇥ 106 was not observed for other Re. Whether these differences were still
numerical artifacts or suggestive of different underlying physics requires more thorough
investigation. Nonetheless, the collapse of the singular value distributions, as shown in
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Figure 3.82 Comparison of singular value distributions from downsampled datasets in
crosswise Plane 1.

Figure 3.82, was encouraging evidence that the energies in the airwake were largely
invariant across the Re explored in crosswise Plane 1.
To further examine the airwake, ROMs were first constructed to resolve the range
St 2 (0, 0.31]. Representative two-point correlation contours are shown in Figure 3.83 for
both Re = 1.6 ⇥ 106 and 6.43 ⇥106 , the smallest and largest Re available, respectively.
Two-dimensional correlations were used to compare the two-point contours at these two
Re. Strong correlations between 0.9 and 0.97 were found, suggesting that the structure of
the airwake in St 2 (0, 0.31] was unchanged across the Re explored. The TKE contours
for the same ROMs are shown in Figure 3.84. Although the location of most intense
fluctuation was unchanged, the higher Re case, where Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 , showed greater
overall fluctuations throughout the FOV. This outcome may be an effect of the ABL,
which may also have varied somewhat with Re.
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(a) Ruu for Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 .

(b) Ruu for Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

(c) Rvv for Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 .

(d) Rvv for Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

(e) Rww for Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 .

(f) Rww for Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

Figure 3.83 Two-point correlation contours from ROMs that resolved St 2 (0, 0.31]; (a)–
(c) are for Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 and (d)–(f) are for Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 . Comparisons suggested
the structure of the eddies within crosswise Plane 1, within the frequencies explored, to be
invariant in this regime of Re.

Similarly, ROMs were constructed to resolve St 2 (0.31, 0.61]. Selected two-point
correlation contours are shown in Figure 3.85 to compare the structure of the airwake in
crosswise Plane 1 at Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 and 6.43 ⇥106 . Quantitatively, these contours (and
others not shown for brevity) were strongly correlated with coefficients between 0.85 and
0.96. Thus, the structure in the airwake was also relatively invariant with Re in this
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(a) Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 .

(b) Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

Figure 3.84 TKE contours from ROMs that resolved St 2 (0, 0.31] in crosswise Plane 1.
The fluctuations were observed to be more intense in higher Re case.

frequency range. The TKE contours for the same ROMs are shown in Figure 3.86.
Although qualitatively similar, the airwake at the higher Re of Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 again
showed greater fluctuation intensities.
The effects of Re on the airwake were minimal in crosswise Plane 1 for the range of
Re analyzed. The energy distributions were generally similar, although the capabilities
and limitations of the singular value distribution must be better defined. The two-point
correlation contours within different frequency ranges were found to be very similar, with
correlation factors between 0.85 and 0.97. The TKE contours revealed somewhat different
intensities of fluctuation, but this could be related to slight variations in the characteristics
of the ABL with Re. Nonetheless, evidence has been put forth to suggest that the airwake
is relatively invariant in the range of Re explored. However, this does not constitute a
complete Re independence because only a single plane of airwake has been studied across
a small range of Re at a specific ship yaw angle. Finally, this analysis has demonstrated
modal decomposition as a basis for more rigorous comparisons of the spatiotemporal
characteristics of the airwake.
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(a) Ruu for Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 .

(b) Ruu for Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

(c) Rvv for Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 .

(d) Rvv for Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

(e) Rww for Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 .

(f) Rww for Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

Figure 3.85 Two-point correlation contours from ROMs that resolved St 2 (0.31, 0.61];
(a)–(c) are for Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 and (d)–(f) are for Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

3.7. Reduced-Order Models of the Airwake
Reduced-order models have become increasingly important in recent years as the
amount of data available continues to proliferate. This growth can be attributed to new
and improved measurement techniques such as TR-PIV and increasing computational
power. The fundamental idea behind a ROM is to elicit the most energetic and relevant
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(a) Re = 1.61 ⇥ 106 .

(b) Re = 6.43 ⇥ 106 .

Figure 3.86 TKE contours from ROMs that resolved St 2 (0.31, 0.61] in crosswise
Plane 1. Comparison suggests the structure of the eddies within crosswise Plane 1 to be
invariant in this regime of Re for the frequencies explored.

motion of the flow field for a deeper understanding of the flow field and ease of modeling,
which then allows for more rapid simulation, active flow control, etc. Much of the present
thesis has been dedicated to developing a deeper understanding of the structure and
dynamics of the airwake and the energy that resides in the eddies at various scales. Now
discussed are ways in which knowledge about the airwake obtained in the current study is
relevant in the broader context of the DI simulation, as well as future directions of
research to obtain effective ROMs.
Regarding the DI between airwake and conventional rotorcraft, the most common way
of simulating the effect of the airwake is one-way coupled. The forces and moments of
the rotorcraft are computed based on the ship airwake velocities that are superimposed
upon the rotor velocities. This approach is performed at “Airload Computation Points,” as
shown in Figure 3.87, using a combination of blade-element theory, dynamic inflow, and
other empiricism for fuselage, empennage, etc. (McFarland and Duisenburg, 1995). Both
FLIGHTLAB and GENHEL work on these principles, which form the basis of how many
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Figure 3.87 Airload Computation Points for a flight simulator (Forrest et al., 2016) are
points at which forces and moments are estimated and, in turn, used for flight dynamics
calculations.

modern rotorcraft flight simulations work. The challenge at hand is that the effect of the
airwake likely cannot be predicted with superposition, which is only acceptable under the
assumption of small perturbations, and the empiricisms are perhaps too generic to capture
the effects of unsteady airwake on the fuselage, for example. For these reasons, current
airwake models, or more specifically the loads they induce on the rotorcraft, do not and
cannot faithfully replicate the actual physics of the airwake.
There are ROMs that contribute toward this type of simulation, including data
compression (Tinney et al., 2018; X. Wang et al., 2019) or Galerkin projections
(Rajmohan et al., 2015) that accelerate CFD airwake computation, both of which are used
in “look-up tables.” This is also a fundamentally one-way coupled approach that is better
served as a “first look” at the problem as Thedin et al. (2019) noted. However, similar to
how the airwake was decomposed into different scales in this thesis, it might be
worthwhile to investigate handling qualities/induced loads of a rotorcraft subject to the
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Figure 3.88 Block diagram describing the processing of extracting Control Equivalent
Turbulence Input model (CETI) (Lusardi, 2004).

airwake within a range of frequencies. This approach may contribute to a better
understanding of the rotorcraft response to the airwake at each scale, which, in some
cases, had unique and complex spatial distributions as well. However, this approach likely
does not represent an ultimate solution for the ship/rotorcraft DI.
Indeed, it is most likely that the solution to the DI is two-way coupled. One method
could be a tight coupling CFD, flight dynamics, pilot model, etc. The challenge with this
alternative approach is the enormous computational demand and the limitation of model
fidelity, for example, whether the pilot model can capture cueing effects in the shipboard
environment. A different two-way coupled approach was used by Lusardi (2004), who
developed Control Equivalent Turbulence Input (CETI) models, where the measured
aircraft rates were fed through an inverse model to derive the equivalent inputs, whose
differences from actual pilot inputs were considered the gust mixer inputs. This method is
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outlined in Figure 3.88 and may be a more promising approach that can be integrated into
real-time piloted simulations.
In the present study, the ROMs developed were primarily to gain a deeper
understanding of the ship airwake, i.e., its structure and dynamics as well as spectral
content. Although these may be of some use in one-way coupled simulations that rely on
look-up tables, ultimately, regardless of how realistic the airwake measurement is, the
“bottleneck” in the DI simulation is the one-way coupled approach, which will likely
never lead to representative simulations. Contrary to methods that focus on airwake data
compression (Tinney et al., 2018; X. Wang et al., 2019), the challenge at hand does not
seem to be a matter of storage, but rather one of developing realistic airwake models with
a compatible mathematical form, i.e., a state-space consisting of a set of ODEs that relate
aerodynamic perturbations to aircraft response. This method should be one of emphasis
for future research.
Furthermore, the strategy to resolve all the energies in the airwake seems to be, in a
way, a “brute force” approach to the problem. Although frequently cited is that airwake
fluctuations within 0.2–2 Hz are most likely to degrade handling qualities (McRuer,
1994), detailed aerodynamic analyses may reveal additional insights. Specifically, it is
likely that rotorcraft, throughout the landing procedure on a ship, would respond
somewhat differently to the fluctuations at different scales, many of which had unique
spatial distributions with unknown effects on rotor forces and moments. Therefore,
perhaps it is not optimal for ROMs to include all fluctuations in the 0.2–2 Hz range as
some fluctuations may not be as relevant.
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The flight deck vortices could be one such example. Although energetic in their
fluctuations, the vortices remained near the flight deck surface and were perhaps less
likely to induce unsteady rotor loads. If this hypothesis can be substantiated, then flight
deck vortices need not be included in ROMs, no matter how energetic they were. But to
understand the relative importance of flow features in the two-way coupled airwake, a
rotor must be incorporated into the experimental study. This approach would provide a
more acute understanding of the ROM necessary to retain the relevant flow physics of the
interaction. In this regard, a rigid, model-scale rotor, despite its simplifications, would
offer valuable insights into the pertinent coherent structures and the most relevant
frequency contents of the combined flow field. This strategy rooted in aerodynamic
insights into the combined flow field should lead to more tailored and efficient ROMs.
In a model-scale study of the rotor-airwake interaction, the rotor response frequency
should be analyzed in conjunction with TR-PIV measurements of the surrounding flow. In
this manner, the modes of the coupled aerodynamic flow field may offer insights into the
origin of the unsteady forces and moments. Like the approach followed in this thesis, the
combined flow field can be decomposed into distinct scales for closer inspections.
Ultimately, in the future with more representative experiment setups (e.g., a larger setup
that alleviates the effects of scaling, a rotor with articulation that mimics full-scale
dynamics), it may be possible to derive a set of transfer functions, similar to CETI, that
distill the physics of the interaction to describe the rotor response at each position relative
to the ship. This is perhaps an incarnation of reduced-order modeling too.
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Figure 3.89 Singular value distributions of all crosswise planes (CP) with simulated ABL.

Although analyzing the airwake-rotor combined flow field may appear to be a
daunting task, it does seem to be feasible. The singular value distributions across
frequency are shown in Figure 3.89 for all the crosswise planes with simulated ABL. The
curves can be loosely categorized into three groups. The yellow and orange lines,
representing crosswise Planes 2 and 3, were rather similar, which was perhaps
unsurprising given the similar locations of the crosswise planes in the flow recirculation
region lee of the hangar. Similarly, crosswise Planes 4, 5, and 6 (magenta, green, and light
blue, respectively), which were located after the reattachment point over the flight deck,
showed similar energy distributions. Lastly, crosswise Plane 1 stood alone in its energy
distribution. These groupings perhaps suggested the presence of distinct, coherent
features at low-frequencies, which is related to the memory of the turbulence. Indeed,
most of the distinctive features of the airwake seemed to appear at low frequencies, where
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for St > 0.6, the singular value distributions seemed to be self-similar in a sense. As such,
it is worthwhile to consider the possibility that only the spatiotemporal evolution of
large-scale coherent structures should be faithfully resolved/modeled, whereas the
higher-frequency contents could be approximated by directly simulating how the pilot
would feel (e.g., tunable models based on pilot comments and feedback). However, these
are mere hypotheses, and the coupled flow field itself must be investigated.
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4. Conclusions
The airwake produced by a scaled model of a generic Navy ship model, the so-called
Simple Frigate Shape No. 2 or SFS2, was analyzed using time-resolved particle image
velocimetry (TR-PIV) measurements made in the ERAU Low-Speed Wind Tunnel. The
analysis was another step toward a deeper understanding of the ship/rotorcraft dynamic
interface problem. Insights into the unsteady flow field were revealed primarily using
modal decomposition of the TR-PIV measurements, although oil flow visualization was
also used to help interpret the results. Multi-scale POD, along with a proposed extension
to the method, was used to examine different features of the airwake. The analyses
included the flows related to the superstructure flow recirculation region, funnel wake, and
flight deck vortices. Specifically, spatiotemporal features of the airwake and the singular
value distribution across frequency were described at different crosswise planes.
Furthermore, the effects of a simulated atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and Re were
briefly examined, and relevant observations were noted. It was clear, however, that the
two challenges to developing effective ROMs are 1. Identifying relevant energetic
motions because they were distributed across many scales and, 2. Developing a realistic
airwake model with a compatible mathematical form for flight dynamics analysis and
piloted simulations.
4.1. Summary of Conclusions
There were three primary objectives outlined in Section 1.3. of this thesis; it in the
same order that the conclusions are summarized below:
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1. The current research utilized a spatiotemporal approach to better understand the
turbulent flow characteristics of the ship airwake. The analysis inspected the spatial
structures and the frequency contents of the most energetic organized motions.
Starting with the mPOD method, an extension was proposed to further decompose
each mode into its different scales. Following this approach, the singular value
distribution across frequency served as a quantitative measure of the energy
distribution. Subsequently, ROMs were reconstructed to resolve energetically
significant amounts (90%) of the flow field in band-limited frequency ranges. These
ROMs were more closely inspected through two-point correlation contours, which
revealed the structure of the eddies, and through TKE contours, which highlighted
the degree and regions of flow fluctuations. As a demonstration, this approach was
used to examine the effects of simulated ABL and Re number. Although this
method’s capabilities and limitations should be more clearly defined, the approach
contributed toward a quantitative, spatiotemporal comparison of complex fluid
flows, not just limited to the ship airwake.
2. Results from surface oil flow visualization revealed various flow detachment lines,
suggesting a complex, largely-separated fluid flow. The time-averaged flow fields
from PIV helped to identify the salient off-surface features of the airwake. Then, the
time-varying characteristics of each flow feature were investigated. Some
discussion was also made regarding the mutual interactions of the flow features.
Observations of the effects of the simulated ABL and variations in Re were reported
as well.
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(a) The flow in the superstructure recirculation region seemed to exhibit a
low-frequency, bistable motion. The primary evidence was the bistable
behavior of the reattachment point (u = 0), as shown through the analyses of
the ROMs. Specifically, a bistable behavior of the reattachment location was
noted in a streamwise Plane 2 ROM that resolved the flow field’s content in
St 2 (0, 0.06], whereas ROMs for higher frequencies did not suggest any
bistability; streamwise Plane 2 was located 1/4th of the beam width from the
flight deck’s starboard edge. One spanwise swirling motion was noted within
St 2 (0, 0.06] to be synchronized with the recirculation bubble’s bistable
behavior. The reason for the swirling action is possibly attributed to the
asymmetric reattachments, which gave rise to a spanwise component of flow
recirculation. This observation of spanwise fluid motion was supported by
observations from oil flow, which showed, through its surface streamlines, a
bias toward the port side within the recirculation region. Although the bistable
motion was relatively energetic, singular value distributions of the
recirculation region showed gradual decays across frequency in streamwise
Plane 2 as well as crosswise Planes 2 and 3, which intersected the
recirculation bubble at 1/8th and 1/4th of the flight deck length from the
hangar doors, respectively. These observations suggested the presence of
various vortical motion and fluctuations that may induce unsteady rotor loads
on a rotorcraft operating near the deck of the ship, and, therefore, should not
be overlooked.
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(b) In the mPOD analyses of crosswise Plane 1 immediately downstream of the
funnel, the velocity components were analyzed separately. For the in-plane v
and w motion, although limited insight was revealed, one notable observation
was that the TKE distributions were dependent on the resolved flow field
frequencies. In the streamwise motion analysis in crosswise Plane 1, two-point
correlation revealed eddies in the flow field for St < 0.06, which were larger
than the characteristic length of the funnel itself. The large-scale fluctuations
were postulated as one of the effects of the simulated ABL. Furthermore, the
ROMs suggested that propagating, organized motions downstream of the
funnel, not necessarily funnel shedding per se, spanned a surprisingly large
range of frequencies of St 2 [0.12, 0.61] and perhaps beyond. These coherent
structures would likely directly affect the response of a rotorcraft operating
near the deck.
(c) Crosswise Plane 6 (furthest downstream) was analyzed for insights into the
flight deck vortices. A ROM that resolved St 2 (0, 0.06] showed a
low-frequency exchange in circulation strength between the port and starboard
vortices. Furthermore, when the streamwise velocity increased at the ship
stern, the vortex strength decreased and vice-versa. This correlation was not
revealed in the original flow field analysis, underscoring the advantage of
separating the airwake into its different scales using ROMs. Nonetheless,
significant energy resided in higher frequency oscillations and should be
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investigated in future studies despite the complexity and foreseeable
challenges.
(d) Regarding the mutual interactions between the features of the airwake, a
low-frequency coupling was found between the recirculation region and the
flight deck vortices. Specifically, on the port or starboard half of the flight
deck, a shrinkage of the superstructure flow recirculation region was
correlated with increased streamwise velocities and decreased circulation
strength of the flight deck vortex. Furthermore, the increased streamwise
velocity at the ship’s stern likely led to a larger reattachment length after the
flight deck, thereby explaining the opposite orientations of the recirculation
regions aft of the superstructure of the flight deck. The bistable recirculation
region also seemed to deflect the funnel wake up/downward when the
reattachment length increased or decreased. The ROMs revealed that
fluctuations associated with the superstructure recirculation region and the
flight deck vortices were predominantly in St 2 (0, 0.06]. In contrast, those of
the funnel wake were more broadband and appeared for St > 0.1. This
observation made the analyses of the mutual interactions somewhat more
challenging.
(e) The effect of the simulated ABL was investigated with regards to the three
flow features, each of which was affected somewhat differently.
• The recirculation region seemed to be the least affected by the ABL. Its
two-point correlation structure, TKE distribution, and distribution of
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singular value were relatively unaffected in the frequency ranges sampled.
One subtle effect of the ABL was a slight increase in the percentage of
singular values in the lower frequencies (St < 0.5).
• As shown in the plane closest to the funnel, crosswise Plane 1 was
significantly affected by the ABL, which seemed to impart energetically,
low-frequency (St < 0.06), large-scale organized motions above the
superstructure. For St > 0.4, however, the contents in crosswise Plane 1
seemed relatively unaffected by the ABL.
• Analysis of the airwake with ABL in crosswise Plane 5 (3/4th of the flight
deck length from the hangar doors) showed a significantly greater
percentage of energy at low-frequencies (St < 0.06) relative to its
counterpart without ABL, similar to the contrast observed in the singular
value distribution of crosswise Plane 1 downstream of the funnel. Yet,
closer inspection of crosswise Plane 5 revealed similar underlying
structures of eddies in the cases with and without ABL, despite the drastic
differences in singular value distributions. Also, in this crosswise plane,
the TKE contours showed that there were somewhat fewer asymmetries
of the flow fluctuations in the airwake with simulated ABL.
Two-point correlation contours were useful in revealing the underlying
structure of the eddies in the airwake, which were quantitatively compared for
cases with and without the simulated ABL. The TKE distribution revealed that
the simulated ABL had a notable effect on the fluctuations at low frequencies
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and higher ones, depending on the spatial position in the airwake. The ABL
clearly affected the airwake, but their interplay was highly complex, making
physical interpretations difficult. For this reason, separate analyses of the
airwake and the simulated ABL are likely necessary for a complete
understanding.
(f) The effect of Re was briefly discussed by analyzing crosswise Plane 1. The
structures of the eddies of the airwake at two Re were very similar, while the
TKE contours showed more intense fluctuations in the higher Re number case.
This outcome was possibly a result of the slight variations in the ABL.
Overall, the comparison suggested that the airwake seemed to be relatively
invariant over the range of Re explored, but more careful analysis should be
performed at other crosswise planes and ship yaw orientations. Again, the
simulated ABL itself likely requires closer inspection.
3. The energy of the fluctuations was distributed across many scales and was difficult
to capture with just a few modes. Nonetheless, it was interesting to notice that
above a certain frequency range, the energy distribution became, in a way,
self-similar, across all the crosswise planes, suggesting that the most distinctive
features of the airwake resided at lower frequencies, St < 0.6. However, these
statements are speculations based on the airwake. Therefore, careful investigation
of the rotor-airwake interaction will be necessary for serious progress toward
developing ROMs because one-way coupled studies of the airwake itself are
inherently limited in applications to the airwake-rotor coupled problem.
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4.2. Suggested Future Work
This study contributed to a spatiotemporal understanding of the airwake using modal
analysis as the basis. Nonetheless, the setup investigated in the current efforts was rather
specific and perhaps idealized. Many questions remain unanswered about the ship airwake
and, in particular, in regards to the development of effective ROMs. Therefore, the
following are possible directions of future research:
1. Different yaw angles should be explored and compared against the observations in
the headwind case. After all, the ship at sea would rarely be in a perfect headwind.
Existing literature and oil flow visualization performed at the ERAU Low-Speed
Wind Tunnel suggest qualitatively similar airwake structures for small yaw angles.
Still, the extent to which they are different from the headwind case must be
investigated in more detail and would be a question of interest from a ROM
standpoint.
2. Observations and understandings of the flow field remain somewhat limited owing
to the complexity of the airwake. To this end, explanations may lie near the flow
structures created at the ship’s bow, where geometries generated turbulence that
likely convected downstream and appeared in flight deck measurements. Surface oil
flow visualization of the ship’s bow revealed three-dimensional separations and
reattachment, suggesting the need for formal quantitative measurements.
Investigations along these lines would provide a more global understanding of the
airwake.
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3. The simulated ABL noticeably altered the airwake. However, the differences in the
airwakes with and without the simulated ABL were challenging to explain.
Therefore, the properties of the simulated ABL itself should be more closely
investigated, perhaps by analyzing its coherent structures using modal
decomposition of TR-PIV measurements. One challenge of understanding the
interactions between the simulated ABL and the ship airwake was that both
contained fluctuations across many scales, which formed complex nonlinear
interactions. For this reason, perhaps a single frequency can be introduced into the
airwake by the shedding of an upstream cylinder to better understand interactions
between coherent structures, with a characteristic frequency, and the ship model,
not only over the flight deck region but also near the ship’s bow.
4. Investigations of the airwake itself is an inherently one-way coupled understanding
of the entire ship airwake/rotorcraft dynamic interface problem. To this end, a rotor
must be introduced to the system to study the coupled aerodynamic environment
and better understand why the rotor experiences the forces and moments that it
typically does. TR-PIV can be used in conjunction with other measurement
techniques (e.g., HWA) to interpret forces and moments experienced by the rotor.
This understanding is likely a prerequisite to developing ROMs that capture the
relevant underlying physics, which may not be as straightforward as including all
the fluctuations within the frequency range of 0.2–2 Hz.
5. The rotor and ship airwake coupled aerodynamics is expected to be very complex,
involving the nonlinear interaction across the many flow scales. Therefore,
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simplified aerodynamic couplings should be investigated first. One possibility is to
analyze a rotor in the wake of a cylinder that has a specific shedding frequency;
more generally, rotor aerodynamics in the wake of various bluff bodies can be
benchmarked. The complexity of the bluff body can be progressively increased as
the understanding of rotor aerodynamics in bluff body wakes matures, perhaps
eventually arriving at representative ship geometry. The relevancy of such studies
would extend well beyond the ship airwake/rotorcraft dynamic interface. For
example. emerging concepts based around small Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
and electric Vertical Take-off and Landing (eVTOL) aircraft have to contend with
the separated flow behind buildings, the turbulent wake of other aircraft, the wake
of its own rotors, etc. These interactions are important from both aerodynamic and
acoustic standpoints.
6. Any ROMs devised must be compatible with the existing methods in flight
dynamics analysis. Specifically, the ROMs’ mathematical form should be a set of
ODEs relating aerodynamic perturbation to aircraft rates, i.e., in a state-space form.
Artificial intelligence and, more broadly, machine learning should be within the
realm of considerations when deriving these complex relationships. It is perhaps
best to begin developing such ROMs by characterizing the rotor response in the
wake of generic bluff bodies. These studies will help clarify the types of ROMs that
are most likely to be successful.
7. In the current thesis, lower frequencies (St < 0.6) were primarily the subject of
investigation. However, the contribution of higher frequency fluctuations should not
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be overlooked. A careful inspection of the higher frequency content may reveal
valuable insights for rotorcraft flight dynamics simulations. For example, the effect
of the airwake across higher frequencies could be represented by tunable models
based on pilot feedback and handling qualities assessments, although such an
approach would, again, require the study of a rotor-airwake coupled flow field.
8. UAVs are playing an increasingly important role in Naval operations. Although
fixed-wing and rotary-wing UAVs range in their size and application, one
commonality is that UAVs are often remotely piloted by trained operators from
ground stations. In this regard, the airwake in this study may also contribute to more
realistic flight training simulators for UAV pilots. In this case, a one-way coupled
approach may be a better approximation of the underlying physics because the
effects of the UAV aerodynamics on the ship airwake are likely to be minimal.
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APPENDIX A - Analysis of a Transient Cylinder Wake
To reduce the complexity of the airwake measurements, the flow field was parsed into
its separate scales, which were then more amenable to analysis. This approach followed
the formulation in Equations 2.15, which further decomposed the modes based on the
frequency content of the time dynamics. Then, the singular values were sorted based on
frequency, and reduced-order models (ROM) for selected scales were analyzed. The
airwake, unlike the cylinder shedding discussed in this appendix, usually did not exhibit
any characteristic flow frequencies and was relatively broadband. For this reason, the
limitations and capabilities of the approach were somewhat unclear, i.e., whether the
results of the analyses were related to the flow field physics or simply artifacts of the
methodology. To develop a better understanding of these potential issues, the wake of a
circular cylinder, whose spatiotemporal behaviors are relatively well-known, was briefly
investigated following the framework proposed in this thesis.
A set of TR-PIV measurements of cylinder wake was taken from Mendez et al.
(2020). The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) details the different
hardware components of the TR-PIV setup and the model, which was mounted in a wind
tunnel. As shown in Figure 1(b), the instantaneous vorticity was strongest in the near
wake and slowly dissipated as vortices were convected downstream. One distinguishing
feature of this experiment was the change in free-stream velocity, whose time-history is
shown in Figure 1(c). This change in free-stream velocity gave rise to nominally three
different periods in the measured flow field data: 1. The period over t 2 (0, 1.5] where V•
= 39.69 ft s

1

(12.1 m s 1 ), 2. The period over t 2 (2.5, 4.5] where V• = 25.91 ft s

1
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Figure 1 An overview of the experiment from Mendez et al. (2020), including (a)
hardware components of the TR-PIV, (b) a snapshot of instantaneous vorticity normalized
by maximum vorticity, (c) the time-varying free-stream velocity which gave rise to two
distinct shedding frequencies.

(7.9 m s 1 ), and 3. The period spanning t 2 (1.5, 2.5] representing the transition between
the two free-stream velocities.
In the mPOD analysis of these data, the reference free-stream value was Vref =
32.81 ft s

1

(10 m s 1 ). The diameter of the cylinder was the reference length. In the

analysis, 75 divisions of 20 Hz frequency bands were used to resolve the flow field, which
was sampled at fs = 3000 Hz. With these parameters, the singular value distribution
across frequency could then be calculated.
Following the approach in Equations 2.16, the singular value sum for each frequency
range was calculated, which is shown in Figure 2. Compared to the ship airwake, distinct
peaks in singular values were observed. The energetic low-frequency motion is related to
the change in free-stream velocity. The second and third peaks, located at St = 0.15–0.16
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Figure 2 The singular value distribution for the mPOD analysis of time-resolved particle
image velocimetry measurements of cylinder wake (Mendez et al., 2020).

and St = 0.23–0.24, respectively, were related to the two shedding frequencies
corresponding to different free-stream velocities. Notice that a wavelet or short-time
Fourier transform can also reveal temporal information about the singular value sums.
Furthermore, at higher frequencies, there appeared to be harmonics in the shedding
located within St = 0.31–0.32, St = 0.45–0.46, and St = 0.70–0.71. However, their
smaller singular value peaks suggested relatively minor contributions to the overall flow
field fluctuations. Nonetheless, this approach may help to identify relatively subtle
characteristics of the flow field characteristics.
The extension to the mPOD analysis to the cylinder wake sorted singular values based
on frequency, as proposed in Equations 2.16. Not only were the shedding frequencies
identified but also their higher harmonics as well. Although in-depth analyses were
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omitted, reduced-order models could resolve individual scales of the airwake and reveal
the underlying structure of the eddies and the regions of most intense flow fluctuations.
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APPENDIX B - Comparison of mPOD and POD Methods
Although the extension to modal analysis proposed in Eqs. 2.16 and 2.15 was applied
to the mPOD method, a similar rearrangement of singular values would also be possible
for POD. A brief comparison was made for the mPOD and POD methods based on
singular value distributions and the structures of the passing eddies. In crosswise Plane 1,
the in-plane velocity components, v and w, were analyzed because of the peaks in the
mPOD singular value distribution, which was more interesting than other monotonic
energy profiles. The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) was not simulated in the data sets
used for the current analysis.
Figure 3 compares the singular value distributions across frequency obtained through
the POD and mPOD methods. Qualitatively, as shown in Figure 3(a), the POD
distribution was smoother, rarely possessing the local peaks in singular value sum that the
mPOD distribution did. Although not shown in this thesis, the time dynamics of POD
modes typically smear across the entire frequency domain, which, as noted earlier, was
one of the motivating reasons for using the mPOD method. This effect could explain why
the POD distribution of singular value was “blurry” and incapable of isolating gradients in
the singular values.
While the general trend of the two methods were qualitatively similar, the differences
are quantified in Figure 3(b). The percentage differences between the two singular value
distributions were calculated using

% Difference =

sPOD smPOD
⇥ 100%,
(sPOD + smPOD )/2

(1)
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(a) Singular value distribution across scale.

(b) Difference in singular value at each frequency between two modal
analysis methods.

Figure 3 Comparison of the energy distribution across frequency from two different
methods at crosswise Plane 1 measured without simulated ABL, where V• = 30.5 m s
(100 ft s 1 ).

1
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where the subscripts POD and mPOD refer to the singular value sums within any
frequency range from the POD and mPOD methods, respectively. This analysis showed
that the differences between the singular value distributions from the POD and mPOD
methods were relatively small.
Two-point correlation was applied to ROMs that resolve 90% of energy over
St 2 [0.51, 0.68]. This range of frequencies was chosen to coincide with those with the
greatest sum of singular values. The green “+” is the reference with respect to which the
two-point correlation contours were drawn, and three different reference points each are
shown for Rvv and Rww in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The largest eddies within the two
frequencies sampled compared very well with correlations > 0.99. This outcome was an
encouraging sign that approach to isolate certain frequencies in the flow field was
relatively independent of the choice of modal decomposition method.
In the above ROMs, the POD required twice as many modes as the 1,400 mPOD
modes used for the reconstruction. This outcome was perhaps surprising because of the
inherent energy optimality of POD, but the fact that the POD dynamics are not bound to
any frequency range was a disadvantage, at least in this case. However, it is still true that
POD will recover the most energy given any number of modes, but these modes may not
be relevant to frequencies of interest. Furthermore, the POD method failed to capture the
subtle details in the singular value distribution. For these reasons, it seemed that the
ROMs obtained via the mPOD method were a stronger candidate.
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(a) Reference point 1; POD.

(b) Reference point 1; mPOD.

(c) Reference point 2; POD.

(d) Reference point 2; mPOD.

(e) Reference point 3; POD.

(f) Reference point 3; mPOD.

Figure 4 Comparisons of two-point correlation, Rvv , of ROMs that resolves 90% of flow
fields in St 2 [0.51, 0.68]. ROMs are from POD and mPOD analysis of crosswise Plane 1.
ABL was not simulated and and V• = 30.5 m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).
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(a) Reference point 1; POD.

(b) Reference point 1; mPOD.

(c) Reference point 2; POD.

(d) Reference point 2; mPOD.

(e) Reference point 3; POD.

(f) Reference point 3; mPOD.

Figure 5 Comparisons of two-point correlation, Rww , of ROMs that resolves 90% of flow
fields in St 2 [0.51, 0.68]. ROMs are from POD and mPOD analysis of crosswise Plane 1.
ABL was not simulated and and V• = 30.5 m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).
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APPENDIX C - Modal Analysis of In Situ Flow Measurements
Laboratory studies can provide intricate details about the flow fields of the ship
airwake, but measurements at sea, i.e., in situ, offer rare and valuable real-world
validation. Typically, comparisons between in situ and laboratory measurements are made
through time-averaged velocities and single-point statistics. However, modal analysis
would be a valuable addition in the analyses of in situ airwake data.
One of the primary points emphasized in this work has been the need for a more
global understanding of the flows in an airwake. Beyond single-point statistics, how the
flow field at multiple spatial locations fluctuates relative to one another should also be of
interest. These collective movements add an additional layer of understanding and form
more rigorous metrics of comparison.
An inherent limitation of the measurements at sea is the relatively few spatial location
of flow samples. Nonetheless, their collective dynamics/relative motion can still reveal
relevant large-scale motions. As a demonstration, the flow measurements at selected
points, as shown in Figure 6 by the blue “+,” were analyzed via the proper orthogonal
decomposition.
For the above-mentioned POD analysis, Figure 7 shows the most energetic mode that
resolved 11% of the total flow field fluctuations. From the spatial distributions of the
mode shown in Figure 7(a), fu appeared to be most energetic and fw least so.
Furthermore, fu seemed to reveal an asymmetry in the streamwise velocity fluctuation on
the port and starboard sides, whereas fv showed a symmetric behavior in the spanwise
component of velocity, v. Lastly, this mode’s time dynamics, which is shown in
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Figure 6 The spatial locations of the sampled data for which the proper orthogonal
decomposition will be performed. This setup mimics the relatively few points of
measurements during at sea trials. The contour represents u/V• .

Figure 7(b), seemed to possess an energetic, low-frequency undulation beneath the
higher-frequency content.
Though somewhat limited in the information they convey, results from the modal
analysis of selected points in crosswise Plan 1 revealed large-scale motions in the
airwake, which were likely not obvious at a first inspection. In this manner, in situ
measurements of the flow field can be compared with wind tunnel measurements and
CFD solutions alike, and, in this regard, may even provide better explanations for the
discrepancies observed.
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(a) Spatial distributions for three flow components, F.

(b) Time dynamics, Y.

Figure 7 The most energetic mode from the POD analysis of selected points in crosswise
Plane 1 measured with simulated ABL at V• = 30.5 m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).
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APPENDIX D - Validation Against Previous TR-PIV Measurements at ERAU
A comparison was drawn between data from Seth (2020) and those measured in the
present study. The motivation was to demonstrate how two sets of measurements or
solutions can be compared beyond the traditional time-averaged quantities and
single-point statistics. Crosswise Plane 1 without simulated ABL was used for this
comparison because of the distinct peaks in singular value sums across the frequency
range, making for a more challenging and interesting comparison than other monotonic
energy profiles. In particular, the v and w flow components were analyzed using the
mPOD method and two-point correlations of the ROMs. The values f u were omitted
because their singular value across the frequency range decayed relatively monotonically
and added little to the comparison.
In this case, the singular values above St = 1.4 were discarded because the flow field
in the work of Seth (2020) was sampled at 500 Hz (St = 1.4). The normalized singular
values across the frequency range are shown in Figure 8(a). In this figure, despite the local
“peaks,” the scaling of the ordinate indicates that the energy was relatively broadband.
Comparing the results from these two sets of measurements, the largest singular value
sums were both located around St = 0.6–0.7. Smaller local peaks were comparable too.
For example, over the range of St = 0.7–1.4, Seth’s data showed four local singular value
peaks, all of which were visible in the distribution of the present data as well. The
differences in the percentages of energy, which are shown Figure 8(b), can perhaps be
related to aliasing, i.e., the flow field fluctuations above the Nyquist frequency cannot be
resolved but whose contribution still appeared in the analysis. Therefore, data with
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(a) Singular value distribution across scale.

(b) Difference between the singular value distributions of two sets of
measurements.

Figure 8 Comparison of the singular value distributions across frequency from two
different datasets for crosswise Plane 1 measured without simulated ABL at V• = 30.5
m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).

different frequencies may not compare exactly, although downsampling is possible, as
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shown in Figure 3.82. Nonetheless, the location of the peaks were likely related to the
underlying physics of the flow field present in both sets of data.
To examine the region where the singular values were the most concentrated,
two-point correlations were performed based on ROMs that resolved 90% of energy on
St 2 [0.51, 0.68]. The results, Rvv and Rww , are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, for
three different reference points each indicated by a green “+.” Qualitatively speaking, the
organized motion of the local eddies were very similar, and differences were minor.
Although not a thorough comparison of the two airwakes, evidence suggested strong
similarities in the underlying structures of eddies (i.e., two-point correlation contours) and
the energy (i.e., singular value) distributions of the eddies across all scales.
This procedure of quantifying and understanding the flow field can be repeated for
other frequency bands, too. Furthermore, different analysis techniques, such as TKE or
Reynolds stresses, may impart additional insights and could be used as future comparison
metrics.
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(a) Rvv , reference point 1; Seth.

(b) Rvv , reference point 1; present.

(c) Rvv , reference point 2; Seth.

(d) Rvv , reference point 2; present.

(e) Rvv , reference point 3; Seth.

(f) Rvv , reference point 3; present.

Figure 9 Comparisons of two-point correlation of v from crosswise Plane 1 ROM that
resolves 90% of flow field in St 2 [0.51, 0.68]. ABL was not simulated and and V• = 30.5
m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).
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(a) Rww , reference point 1; Seth.

(b) Rww , reference point 1; present.

(c) Rww , reference point 2; Seth.

(d) Rww , reference point 2; present.

(e) Rww , reference point 3; Seth.

(f) Rww , reference point 3; present.

Figure 10 Comparisons of two-point correlation of w from crosswise Plane 1 ROMs that
resolves 90% of flow fields in St 2 [0.51, 0.68]. ABL was not simulated and and V• =
30.5 m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).
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APPENDIX E - Statistical Convergence of PIV measurements
Because descriptions of turbulent fluid flows are always statistical, statistical
convergence is a prerequisite to meaningful analyses. In this section, the mean flow was
used to indicate statistical convergence and was computed in crosswise Planes 1 and 6,
which were the furthest upstream and downstream planes measured in the present study.
Within each plane, convergences are shown for the mean quantities of all three velocity
components.
The convergence of the flow field was quantified in an L2 sense across the entire FOV.
The discrepancies between the mean flow across n and 8000 (i.e., all) samples, is captured
within the variable e defined in Equations 2 as,
v
u
u Nx
e(n) = t

Ny

ÂÂ

i=1 j=1

n

1
Â u(i, j, k)
n k=1

!2

u(i, j)

v
uN
u x
t

Ny

Â Â u(i, j)2.

(2)

i=1 j=1

The variable n is the number of samples over which the flow field is averaged for this
compuation; Nx and Ny are the number of grid points in the two principal directions of the
crosswise planes; u is a component of flow velocity and u is its average over 8000
samples.
The trends of e are shown in Figure 11 for crosswise Planes 1 and 6. In these figures,
the value of e for the u velocity component converged rapidly to values of approximately
0.01. However, the quantity e for v and w components struggled to converge to the mean
which was calculated using all 8000 samples. This was perhaps unsurprising given the
relatively small in-plane velocities v and w. A longer sampling time may be necessary in
the future experiments. Nonetheless, the values of e seems to have somewhat plateaued
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(a) Crosswise Plane 1.

(b) Crosswise Plane 6.

Figure 11 Convergene of e over 10 s during which 8000 contiguous samples were taken.

around reasonably low levels (< 0.05). The mean convergence is also presented below in
an alternate form to give more confidence to the data’s statistical reliability.
The mean flow convergence in crosswise Plane 1 is shown in Figure 12. Figures 12(b),
12(c), and 12(d) represent the convergence of the mean value of all three flow
components. For each flow component, the convergence of the mean flow was computed
at three locations, which are indicated in Figure 13(a), where the markers correspond to
those used in the three figures above. Notice that markers were only shown once every
0.625 s for clarity. Overall, the results in Figure 12 show the convergence of the mean
flow in crosswise Plane 1.
Figure 12 shows the mean flow convergence in crosswise Plane 6, similarly, for all
three flow components and three reference locations. Shown was that, over time, the flow
velocities in this crosswise plane did converge as well.
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(a) Contour of u and reference points.

(b) u.

(c) v.

(d) w.

Figure 12 Convergence of the mean flow in crosswise Plane 1. ABL was simulated and
V• = 30.5 m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).
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(a) Contour of u and reference points.

(b) u.

(c) v.

(d) w.

Figure 13 Convergence of the mean flow in crosswise Plane 6. ABL was simulated and
V• = 30.5 m s 1 (100 ft s 1 ).

